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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation turns attention to the role middle class households with children 
play in processes of gentrification. Scholars have drawn attention to a burgeoning group 
of middle class families remaining in the city instead of suburbanizing upon the arrival of 
children. Often focused on families with young children, such trends are characterized as 
recent and removed from the history of gentrification in the U.S. As a result, residents 
with children who lived in early gentrifying neighborhoods of the 1970s/1980s--remain 
unaccounted for and raise unresolved questions about how history in a neighborhood 
influences responses to gentrification and subsequent interaction with the gentrified 
neighborhood. To understand these dynamics I utilize ethnographic observation and in-
depth interviews in Egleston Square and Hyde Jackson, micro-neighborhoods in Boston 
experiencing processes of gentrification. By examining how middle class parents engage 
in residential decision making we see that changing expectations of urban living create 
opportunities for residents to reconcile their identities as parents with their identities as 
urbanites. Starting with a set of parents who arrived in the 1970s, I identify the migration 
of three parent cohorts, unveiling how each responds to the progression of gentrification 
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and assigns meaning to their decision to raise children in each neighborhood. I also 
situate second generation residents, children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods, as an 
overlooked resident group, revealing how they navigate increasingly gentrified 
neighborhoods as adults. By examining the consumption and residential practices of 
second generation residents, we see the impacts of gentrification on a range of 
neighborhood spaces and the ways in which such residents adopt an ambivalent stance; 
where they maintain connections to the past while benefitting from select upscaling 
efforts in the present. In approaching gentrification as a migratory process, I also 
construct the concept of the second gentrifier, children of individuals who participated in 
earlier stages of gentrification and return to their childhood neighborhood via parental 
housing. The identification of this resident category illuminates how existing resident 
groups are reproduced over time. By tracing the residential decision making practices of 
middle class parents and children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods, I offer an 
unexpected perspective on the broader changes taking place in urban environments.  
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Chapter One: A Place for Families  
 
Prelude 
 
On the evening of the annual tree lighting, Annie and her family make a late but 
memorable entrance to the Peace Garden, a park created to commemorate past victims of 
violence and individuals who worked for peace in Egleston Square. One of several 
outdoor meeting locations in Egleston, the Peace Garden is located in the middle of the 
neighborhood commercial district that is home to multiple barbershops and bodegas, a 
liquor store, and fish market among others. Usually, a hangout for mostly black and 
brown men and the occasional evangelizing group on weekends, the tree lighting 
transforms Garden and the immediately surrounding areas into a space filled with holiday 
sounds and sights, most noticeably the placement of the light adorned tree at its center. 
Occasionally punctured by the sounds of sirens and the base from music emanating from 
nearby cars and businesses, the evening is typically one of laughter and light chaos, as 
organizers scramble to ensure everything is in place. In recent years the Mayor of Boston 
also makes an appearance at this annual event. While other areas of Boston, including the 
nearby Hyde Jackson Square, are stops on the Mayor’s Trolley Tour, an elaborate display 
complete with a skit, the distribution of presents, and a city-employee filled trolley, the 
visit to Egleston is much more intimate and familiar. When the Mayor arrives, he chats 
and shakes hands with the handful of residents, representatives from neighborhood-based 
organizations, and other elected officials, thanking them for their volunteer efforts and 
engagement over the past year. With the help of the crowd, he counts down to the event’s 
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climactic moment, the lighting of the tree, a sudden burst of brightness that never fails to 
draw cheers from the gathered crowd.  
The lead up to the lighting itself is also full of activity. Children from nearby 
apartments and houses swarm the table where hot cocoa and other selected goodies from 
nearby businesses are being dispensed. Over the course of the evening they return to the 
table without fail to secure cup after cup, their satisfaction evidenced by the rings of 
chocolate caked around their mouths and piles of empty cups. One year an elected 
official opted for cocoa purchased from a neighborhood coffee shop, which was not well 
received by some children. Visibly skeptical of the “fancy stuff” they instead asked for 
the old standby, Swiss Miss, seemingly unimpressed by the hints of cinnamon and choice 
of chocolate used in the more upscale option. No tree lighting would be complete without 
the requisite Santa Clause sighting, and each year St. Nicholas, or as he is otherwise 
known, a neighborhood police officer, stops by the Peace Garden to take pictures and 
entertain children and adults alike.  
It is during this scene of Santa Clause mingling alongside young and old 
neighborhood residents that Annie makes her entrance. Always a fixture at such events, 
Annie arrives with two companions just as a group from a local church is gearing up to 
sing another carol. Entering alongside her partner, also a stalwart at neighborhood events, 
Annie holds the leash of a large shaggy-haired dog. Catching my puzzled gaze, Annie 
introduces me to her child’s new kid, or for her, a new grandson, Marvin the dog. 
Chuckling at this new family member, I wonder if her kids I have heard about during 
earlier conversations would make an appearance.  
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A resident of Egleston for over thirty years, Annie has attended many such events 
and continues to consider it a point of pride that she lives in a part of Boston that 
generations of families with children have called home. When reflecting on her initial 
move to the area in the early 1970s, she described both the larger neighborhood of 
Jamaica Plain and Egleston, as one of its micro-neighborhoods, in terms of their racial, 
ethnic, but also familial nature, explaining: “[This] was an immigrant community, there 
were a lot of Latin, Cuban, and Puerto Rican mostly. Lot of Latin people, homeowners 
and tenants, both, um, a lot of white working-class people bringing up their families on 
the floor of triple-deckers.” In her eyes, her children, now adults living outside of Boston, 
were part of this vision of and history in place. They went to the local library branch, 
rode the elevated Orange Line or “El”, and now returned to visit with their own 
“children” as adults. While Annie’s kids did not show up to the tree lighting that evening, 
their presence was keenly felt in the other generations of families around the 
neighborhood. Indeed that evening the Peace Garden was filled with children 
experiencing their first tree lighting, young people who attend nearby elementary schools, 
as well as a 20 something who grew up in the neighborhood. If one were to return on any 
given weekday morning, the surrounding streets would carry other families with children 
as students walked or boarded buses to school, parents pushed strollers to nearby home- 
based daycares or on some days, welcomed adult children back to their childhood homes.  
Annie and other families with children I encountered in Egleston Square and the 
nearby area of Hyde Jackson represent a growing trend of middle-class households who 
made unexpected residential decisions. Annie, a white middle-class parent now semi-
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retired, moved to Boston initially as a college student and landed in Jamaica Plain after 
living in a neighborhood close to her university. Moving to Egleston Square during an era 
of disinvestment, she was able to find a relatively inexpensive rental, an entire floor of a 
triple-decker, before eventually buying a house on one of the streets leading up to 
Franklin Park. At the time she purchased her first home, vacant houses in Egleston stayed 
on the market for long periods, showing signs of wear and tear. Annie and her partner 
bought a house that needed a significant amount of work, investing sweat equity to it over 
the years. So far a typical narrative, it was around the time that Annie and her partner had 
their first child that a surprising turn of events took place. While Annie was raised in a 
suburban community, when she had children she decided to remain in the city, keeping 
her kids in Boston through high school at a time when other middle class and white 
parents continued to flee the city and its school system. Countering assumptions that 
middle class parents would leave the city upon the arrival of children, Annie and her 
partner maintained their identities as urbanites by staying and raising their children in 
Boston. Indeed they were just one of several families on their street to make such a 
decision. Now almost thirty years since her initial arrival, Annie’s children, now adults 
engaged in a search for housing, and others like them who were raised in gentrifying 
neighborhoods, are in a moment where they are making their own decisions about 
whether to follow their parents’ footsteps.  
Such practices and the accompanying narratives illuminate the questions that 
shape this dissertation. How do the meanings parents and adult children hold about their 
neighborhoods influence their engagements in place? What strategies do middle-class 
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families use to remain in gentrifying neighborhoods? What advantages and disadvantages 
do gentrified neighborhoods offer to parents and adult children? To address these 
questions I draw upon the literature on family, community and urban sociology.  
Introduction 
 
Studies of gentrification have historically traced the return of young urban 
professionals, often single adults or childless couples, to formerly disinvested urban 
neighborhoods. While the field has evolved, splintering over conceptualizations of 
gentrification as a process of succession (Hamnett 2003; Buzar et al, 2007; Smith & Holt 
2007), displacement (Marcuse 1986; Newman & Wyly 2006; Slater 2006) or income 
upgrading (McKinnish et al, 2010), a preoccupation with who gentrifiers are and where 
they come from persists throughout different strands of scholarship. Indeed the 
emergence of an increasingly affluent middle class in cities across the globe is a 
significant focus in urban sociology, prompting debate over the causes, outcomes, and 
potential consequences of this shift in patterns of middle and upper-middle-class 
residential location. The migration of people and capital to post-industrial cities has 
prompted longstanding questions about residential mobility and demographic trends, 
specifically why people move to or remain in place and the characteristics of in-movers 
and out-movers. 
When studying the concentration of affluence, or its counterpart, the 
concentration of poverty, scholars have focused on the spatial dimensions of each 
phenomenon and explored how racial residential segregation and income inequality shape 
geographic distributions of households (Massey & Eggers 1993; Coulton et al 1996). 
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Frequently quantitative in nature, studies tracing patterns of migration among affluent 
households have found a tendency for such households to concentrate in regions with 
industries that produce high levels of income (St. John 2002). While important, such 
large scale studies are unable to capture the everyday realities of those residing in affluent 
neighborhoods. More specifically, understanding how affluent households construct 
meaning and value of living in places of advantage requires a qualitative approach.   
In many cases, the migration of affluent households, particularly when they are 
entering formerly disinvested neighborhoods, triggers competing responses. For instance, 
some view the potential for ‘social mixing’ as a trickle-down benefit of processes of 
gentrification (Altshuler 1969; Lowry 1960). From this perspective, the return of middle- 
class households to low-income neighborhoods provide opportunities for improved 
public resources, stronger local economies, and less segregated communities that enable 
networks to form between existing and new residents (Freeman 2006; Schoon 2001; Lees 
2003). However many raise critiques of such links between social mix and gentrification, 
demonstrating how such rhetoric obscures the subsequent class transformation and 
overlooks findings from empirical studies that show how meaningful interactions 
between existing residents and middle class residents are not simply born from proximity 
(Butler & Robson 2003; Butler 2007; Davidson 2010). As Damaris Rose references, the 
relationship between gentrification and social mixing is one of “uneasy cohabitation,” 
further suggesting the importance of approaching the interactions between affluent 
households and existing lower-income communities as important sites of inquiry.  
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Despite the extensive research on the migratory patterns of affluent households, 
relatively less is known about the parents and children that make up these households. As 
these households are reshaping cities and urban policies, both as desired consumers 
(Cucchiara 2013; Karsten & Felder 2015; Possey-Maddox 2014) and as individuals with 
desires for difference and diversity (Tissot 2014; Kimelberg & Billingham 2013; Frank & 
Weck 2018), it is important to understand how parents and children construct meanings 
of and interact with the gentrified neighborhood. Indeed, in his writing about the values 
driving the return of middle-class households to central city neighborhoods, Irving Allen 
writes: 
A milieu of diversity represents a childrearing advantage over ‘homogenous 
suburbs’, because children are exposed to social ‘reality’ and to give and take of 
social and cultural accommodation with those who are different. For adults the 
urban ambience of diversity is a continual source of stimulation and renewal and a 
reminder of the cultural relativity of one’s own style of life.” (Allen, 1984, pp. 31-
32) 
 
Building on what some refer to as “the phenomenon of families returning to inner cities” 
(Lilius 2019: 2) this dissertation addresses a gap in the study of urban families by 
focusing on middle class parents raising children in gentrifying neighborhoods and 
children who return to their now further gentrified childhood neighborhood as adults. In 
contrast to existing scholarship which focuses on the experiences, actions, and behaviors 
of childless gentrifiers or middle-class parents with young or school-aged children, this 
dissertation examines the role children and the family continues to play in neighborhoods 
even into adulthood. 
This dissertation situates middle class parents and children raised in gentrifying 
neighborhoods as important vantage points from which to understand the changes 
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unfolding in post-industrial urban communities. Contributing to a rich scholarly tradition 
of exploring how transformations in household and family structures influence and 
interact with processes of urban change, this dissertation illuminates the competing needs 
and desires of three cohorts of middle-class parents and a set of second-generation 
residents. By bridging parental motivations for raising children in the city with the 
experiences of adults who grew up in those same neighborhoods, this dissertation offers 
an approach for exploring the relationships between parental expectations and children’s 
futures as they relate to residential outcomes. Additionally, while existing scholarship has 
largely argued that the return of families to the city, both two-parent households and 
single female-headed households, reflects broader transformations in patterns of female 
employment, I suggest that middle class parents who make different decisions are also 
able to do so because of shifting associations between urban environments and notions of 
childhood. Instead of spaces seen as dangerous for vulnerable children, we increasingly 
see gentrifiers both voicing and demonstrating an appreciation for the city as a place that 
offers both more manageable parenthood but also a richer childhood experiences 
(Karsten 2002, 2007; DeSena 2009; Karsten et al. 2012; Karsten & Felder 2015). In 
addition to the experiences of parents, the return of children raised in gentrifying 
neighborhoods as adults offers new dimensions to life course perspectives to 
gentrification (Bondi 2002; Smith 2002; Smith & Holt 2007; Bridge 2003). Beyond 
revealing how different resident groups interact with the gentrified neighborhood over 
life transitions and different stages of their life course, this dissertation further illustrates 
the ways in which gentrification is a migratory process, where some residents become 
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return migrants, developing relationships with a particular place as both children and 
adults. To understand these dynamics this dissertation uses ethnographic observation and 
in-depth interviews in Egleston Square and Hyde Jackson, micro-neighborhoods in 
Boston experiencing processes of gentrification. Eschewing and in many ways 
complicating conventional explanations for responses to gentrification, this dissertation 
demonstrates how middle class families in gentrifying neighborhoods are marked by 
conflict and contradiction. 
Theoretical Background 
 
Research on residential preferences and decision making spans disciplinary 
divides and generates widespread interest. Often studied in the context of residential 
segregation, scholars question how personal preferences influence persisting racial 
segregation in neighborhoods. Policies such as redlining and discriminatory practices, 
including limiting access to mortgage credit, played a crucial role in creating an unequal 
and segregated housing market in the U.S. Several decades after passing the Fair Housing 
Act, scholars have shown that patterns of racial residential segregation persist (Logan 
2000; Charles 2003; Massey 2004; Rugh & Massey 2010). Many attribute this 
persistence to individual preferences, identifying factors such as racial prejudice and in-
group preferences (Farley et al 1978; Farley 1997; Timberlake 2000; Emerson et al 2001; 
Iceland & Wilkes 2006). More recently, scholars have observed that white households 
with children are among the most racially segregated household types. Such observations 
prompt questions about the role that children play in residential decision making and 
preferences. 
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“Deciding Differently”: Studying Urban Middle Class Families 
 
Sociologists have brought attention to cultural, social, as well as economic 
interests that shape individual residential moves and decisions. Studying how dynamics 
such as class, life stage, gender, and presence of children influence residential decisions, 
scholars have covered substantial ground in further our understanding of the motivations 
for residential choices (Clark & Flowerdew 1982; Rossi 1955; Phipps & Meyer 1985; 
Marsh & Gibb 2011). The residential movements of the middle class, in particular, a 
significant source of concern and interest among both social scientists and municipal 
officials, and their out-migration from many U.S. cities are a testament to the ways in 
which residential choices are not purely economically rational. Long associated with 
patterns of suburbanization, often prompted by desires for high-quality education for their 
children, in recent years the trend towards the return of the middle class to cities is 
increasingly characterized by residents making unexpected decisions around school and 
neighborhood choices. The considerations middle-class residents weigh when seeking 
housing are on display in Setha Low’s research on affluent gated communities in New 
York and Texas where she discovers how concerns about safety shaped the residential 
choices of affluent residents, including middle and upper-middle class parents with 
children (Low 2004). In retreating to gated developments Low argues that “Many parents 
experience an extraordinary amount of fear about what could happen to their children.” 
While the parents in her study recognize that the sense of security offered by such 
communities was false in nature, Low finds that it meets their needs for emotional 
security that is associated with ideals of childhood and the types of neighborhoods they 
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lived in growing up. Margaret Hagerman’s research on middle and upper middle parents 
and children similarly emphasizes how decisions about where to live intersect with fear 
(Hagerman 2018). With a specific focus on affluent white children, Hagerman examines 
how parental residential decisions are often strategically linked to decisions about 
schools. For middle class parents, schools represent the primary social institution through 
which class status is reproduced, a place where their child’s success ensures maintaining 
a similar or better position on the social class ladder (Lareau & Goyette 2014). Barbara 
Ehrenreich (1990) goes so far as to refer to this pressure to maintain middle class status 
as a “fear of falling”, and in doing so effectively situates choices about schools and in 
turn housing into crucial decision points for middle class parents.   
Somewhat tied to the influence of educational environments on residential 
choices, research on parenting such as transformations in parenting cultures suggests how 
increased pressures of parental responsibility may impact where households with children 
reside. The phenomenon of intensive parenting, an approach to childrearing that is 
characterized by significant time and emotional investments, pushes parents to dedicate 
ever-increasing amounts of time and money to raise their children. For instance, Vincent 
and Ball (2007) reveal the rising costs attached to classes and activities that parents seek 
out for children even before they reach pre-school. For the parents in their study, the 
discourses of ‘good’ parenting involved a financial investment in extracurricular 
activities that expose children to particular types of art and music. Further evidenced by 
concepts such as concerted cultivation (see Lareau 2011), which captures the ways in 
which middle-class parents approach their children as educational and developmental 
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projects, parents experience anxieties as they seek out organized activities, schools, as 
well as neighborhoods.  
As shown, much of the focus is on parenting practices, residential choices, and 
educational experiences. In many cases, middle-class parents with children are portrayed 
as migrating to suburban communities. However, more recent work on urban middle-
class households with children complicates such assumptions about the preference for 
suburban environments. Indeed a growing set of scholars contest that certain middle-class 
families are “deciding differently,” (Karsten 2007) opting to remain in or move to the city 
with children as opposed to retreating to suburbs (Brun & Fagnani 1994; Butler 2003, 
2001; Karsten 2003). Initially spearheaded by feminist urban researchers, who explored 
the ways in which cities offered emancipatory opportunities to women, much of the early 
work focused on lower-income single mothers and single middle-class mothers who 
decided to raise children in the city (Wekerle 1984; Bondi 1990, 1999). Arguing the city 
afforded freedoms from traditional gender roles found in suburbs, this literature not only 
suggests women’s relationships to urban environments is significant but also 
demonstrates how changing gender relations constitute urban processes, namely 
gentrification. 
Despite this research, the role children play in middle and upper-middle-class 
parents’ residential decision making remains somewhat of a black box. It is unclear 
whether parents’ residential preferences change as children grow up. Nor does existing 
scholarship fully understand the effects on children as they age. For instance, if parental 
preferences shape patterns of racial residential segregation (Hagerman 2018) and parental 
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cultural coaching reproduces inequalities (Calarco 2014), what impact do such efforts 
have on their children’s residential decision making processes?   
Studying Place and the Family 
 
The trends among certain middle-class households to remain in urban 
environments occurs in the broader context of shifts in ideologies of parenthood and 
childhood. Debates over parenting practices and responsibility have not only shaped 
public policy responses to issues such as crime, drug use, and teen pregnancy, but they 
have also transformed our understandings of urban as well as suburban spaces (Tilton 
2010). Images of unsupervised teenagers and gang activity reflect the fears surrounding 
the dangers that could befall young people in urban spaces in particular. It is amidst 
profound moral panics over parenting that the search for housing is interwoven with 
narratives of where children do or do not belong. (Tilton 2010; Valentine 1997).   
While prevailing images of young people in urban spaces emphasize the absence 
of responsible adults, shifting understandings of risk and protection have helped to create 
a landscape where new meanings of childhood and parenthood are possible. For instance, 
in contrast to parenting movements of the early 1990s, which saw the emergence of 
‘latchkey children’ and ‘helicopter parents,’ archetypes driven by concerns over 
unsupervised and thereby vulnerable children, more recent movements such as free-range 
parenting are just one of many signs indicating a shifting belief that urban environments 
can pose a beneficial risk rather than a potential danger for children. The free-range 
movement, started by a parent in New York City after they received backlash for 
allowing their nine-year-old to ride the NYC subway alone, has sought to remove 
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legislation that criminalizes unsupervised children. More commonly discussed in 
suburban and rural settings such as Utah and New Jersey, the New York City case is 
indicative of how cities are beginning to situate children as solutions to urban issues 
rather than problems. Empirical studies highlight how this is shaped by patterns of 
inequality. As middle-class children experience greater freedom and exploration in 
‘child- friendly cities’(Karsten 2003, 2007), young people living in under-invested 
neighborhoods or attending schools with high levels of poverty are subject to increasing 
surveillance (Rios 2011; Jones 2014; Shedd 2015). 
That children in cities should be visible and welcomed instead of fearful and 
watched contradicts much of our understandings about the concept of childhood, which is 
also influenced by and linked to local contexts. In many respects, the city has been 
envisioned as an adult space, unamenable to the lives and desires of children (Neto 2005). 
Touching upon the complex relationship between place and childhood, Jones (1997: 159) 
suggest how values and expectations of childhood are deeply placed:  
…urban childhoods are often prejudged against underlying notions of country 
childhood idyll, and the contemporary lives of rural children themselves are lived 
within the shadows of figures of children that play throughout the sunlit 
landscapes of popular and literary imaginations.  
 
While such images of rural ideal and urban despair have long persisted, ongoing 
demographic transformations in suburban environments, the increasing appeal of urban 
living, and private investments in urban school systems create opportunities for shifting 
ideologies of parenting and changing perceptions of ideal environments for children.  
  The existing literature on the residential preferences of middle-class households 
with children offers several possible explanations for this return to the cities. For 
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instance, Shelley Kimelberg observes how processes of gentrification have remade many 
urban landscapes and helped to stymie the once reflexive move of middle-and upper- 
middle-class families to the suburbs (Lareau & Goyette 2014). Alongside such shifts, 
others have also discovered that some middle-class parents are enrolling their children in 
local urban school districts, opting for racially and economically diverse educational 
environments, at least for kindergarten and elementary school (Billingham and 
Kimelberg 2013; Cucchiara 2008; Cucchiara and Horvart 2009; Posey 2012). While 
parents and school officials have understood such actions as a means of countering racial 
segregation, in their study of middle-class parents in Boston, Kimelberg and Billingham 
caution, “In fact, rather than reducing segregation across schools, the actions of middle 
class parents may actually set the stage for deepening intra-district segregation.” (p225) 
In contrast to much of the research on middle-class parents and children which 
emphasizes those with young children, particularly the institution of schools, this 
dissertation seeks to understand how meanings and expectations of place change or 
remain the same for parents with children of all ages, and more significantly the children, 
now adults, themselves.  
Stages of Gentrification and Identifying Gentrifiers 
 
Understandably, many of our theories about the changes taking place in cities 
have focused on economic, cultural, demographic transformations. This is particularly 
evident in studies of gentrification, a domain that has garnered attention from academic 
and policy circles to popular discourse. For many, gentrification, the return of capital and 
affluent professionals to formerly disinvested areas, stands at the center point of ongoing 
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debates about the future of cities. First named by Ruth Glass in her study of London, the 
observation of the “invasion” of lower-income urban neighborhoods spoke to the 
emergence of a new social problem as she argues,  
One by one, many of the working-class quarters of London have been invaded by 
the middle classes—upper and lower, shabby, modest mews and cottages—two 
rooms up and two down—have been taken over, when their leases have expired, 
and have become elegant expensive residences (Glass 1964: xviii).  
 
More than turnover, the replacement of dwellings formerly occupied by the working class 
with the middle class and upper-middle-class profoundly shape the concept of 
gentrification, a process which has since come to signify interlocking economic, cultural 
and social forces that support the “internal re-differentiation of urban space” (Zukin 
1987: 142). While causes, outcomes, and consequences of gentrification are the source of 
contentious debates, there is general consensus that shifts in the economic restructuring 
of cities enabled the emergence of the new “urban gentry” whose movement into central 
city neighborhoods typically coincides with profound alterations in the appearance, cost, 
and experience of cities (Lees 2003; Smith 1987; Zukin 2009).  
Whether neighborhoods go through identifiable phases as they gentrify has long 
been a point of discussion in studies of gentrification. The characteristics of such phases 
are well documented and varied in terms of their focus on structural dynamics and 
resident backgrounds or identities (Lees 2003, Smith 2002; Hackworth and Smith 2001). 
For instance, those interested in locating “generations of gentrifiers” (see Lees 
2003:2489) within stages of gentrification pay particular attention to the new resident 
populations that establish residence in gentrifying neighborhoods. Identifying stages of 
gentrification based on the characteristics of a neighborhood’s newest arrivals, such as 
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students, artists, and gay and lesbian communities, has led to an emphasis on the 
characteristics and practices of new gentrifying populations (Hamnet 1984; Lees 2003; 
Lloyd 2002; Brown Saracino 2010). While these conceptualizations have proven useful 
in identifying the continuous progression of gentrification through time and place, it has 
obscured the reproduction of families, particularly those that are middle class within the 
gentrified neighborhood. Rather than the arrival of new residential populations with 
increasing occupational levels and previous location of residence outside the city or 
neighborhood, the trajectory of middle class families through gentrifying neighborhoods 
offer the potential to complicate the identification of stages with specific resident groups.  
This dissertation situates middle class households with children as gentrifying 
populations and in doing so engages with longstanding questions in gentrification 
scholarship, namely how to characterize the gentry and understand how they interact with 
gentrified neighborhoods (Brown Saracino 2004; Schlichtman & Patch 2014; Taylor 
2002; Zukin 1989). Several studies illuminate how gentrifiers vary in their relationship to 
gentrified neighborhoods (Brown-Saracino 2004; Butler 1997; Lloyd 2006; Zukin 1989). 
Japonica Brown-Saracino tells the story of social preservationists, newcomers who are 
actively engaged in preserving the continued existence of select old-timer communities, 
residents who are upheld as the “authentic” community (Brown-Saracino 2007). More 
than a claim of good intentions, the concept of social preservation illuminates the 
connection between ideology and action as preservationists adhere to a set of practices 
that are used to minimize their impact while upholding another community. The 
relationship between gentrifiers and the gentrified neighborhood is similarly taken up in 
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Richard Ocejo’s work on bars on the Lower East Side. Building on Rose’s concept of 
the “marginal gentrifier” Ocejo analyzes the relationship of early gentrifiers, residents 
who arrived in earlier stages of gentrification, to their gentrified neighborhood. To 
combat the threat of their own social and cultural displacement, Ocejo finds that 
early gentrifiers draw upon their experiences living through periods of disinvestment to 
establish new local identities. Amidst the opening of new bars and the entry of 
newcomers to nightlife scenes, early gentrifiers mobilize their new identity as the 
legitimate voices of the community, thus suppressing competing claims by newer 
residents and business owners (Ocejo 2011). Richard Lloyd similarly identifies how 
various cohorts of gentrifiers occupy the neighborhood at any given moment, as artists 
and musicians cross paths with marketing executives and even cast members from reality 
television shows (Lloyd 2006). While diverse in terms of the aesthetic, social and 
symbolic desires of gentrifying populations, each of these works make clear that 
gentrifiers are constantly remaking their sense of place and belonging in neighborhoods 
over time. 
While studies of gentrifying populations such as artists and young urban 
professionals are well documented, it is far less common to see parents and children of all 
ages as a focus in gentrification scholarship. The study of families, or more specifically 
the family as an institution, is relatively absent in studies of gentrification (for exception 
see Brown & Mose 2011). In most cases, parents and children are studied while 
navigating another institution, namely schools. For example, in Maia Cucchaira’s study 
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of a public school in Philadelphia, she discovers how different sets of parents negotiate 
and in the case of middle class parents, gain the advantage in local urban school systems.  
Research that looks beyond schools, such as studies of family gentrification and 
family gentrifiers, often conceptualized as couples with young children, come closer to 
studying the family as an institution. Such studies have drawn attention to the ways in 
which neighborhood spaces, including parks, playgrounds, schools, and even businesses 
become central to gentrifiers’ perceptions of place (Kartsen 2003; DeSena 2006; Keels et. 
al 2013). Largely based in European scholarship, research on family gentrification has 
shown how gentrifying neighborhoods both attract and facilitate the emergence of new 
familial arrangements (Karsten 2003, 2014). In many respects, this work mirrors an 
understanding of gentrifiers that centers on age and lifecycle present in earlier traditions 
in gentrification scholarship. Such work identified urban newcomers by terms such as 
dinks (dual income no kids) and yuppies (young urban professionals), signaling their 
position at the nexus of age, gender, and class (Bondi 1994; McDowell 1997; Rose 1989; 
Smith 1987).  
The Urban Culturalist Approach 
 
In turning to the lived experiences of parents and children in urban places, this 
dissertation adopts a framework from urban sociology referred to as the urban culturalist 
perspective. Coined by Michael Borer (2006) as a corrective tool to repair the 
relationships between culture and place presented in the three dominant schools of 
thought in urban sociology; the Chicago School, urban political economy, and the LA 
School, Borer presents the culturalist framework as one that “rescue[s] place and culture 
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from the grave that so many theorists have consigned them” (Borer, 2006:175). Outlining 
the ways in which existing theoretical frameworks have either overlooked or brought 
skepticism towards the ways in which people use culture in cities, the culturalist approach 
sets forward a path that allows urbanists to make sense of how people approach and use 
urban places as a means of continuously constructing and reconstructing beliefs and 
practices.  
While cast as a departure from existing schools of thought, in many ways this 
cultural approach to studying the ways of life in cities revisits work from sociologists 
interested in how people use place to symbolically and physically shape their experiences 
as they move through cities and neighborhoods (Lofland 1998). Largely a backlash to the 
ecological and biological determinism expressed by the Chicago School, the first wave of 
a more culturalist perspective included work from those who sought to redirect focus to 
the symbolic meanings people attached to urban places as well as how places played a 
role in defining and distinguishing identities, both individual and collective, and 
lifestyles. Gerald Suttles recognized the absence of a systematic cultural approach in 
urban ecology and pursued an examination of local collective representations of what he 
termed “shock cities,” places that expanded the frontier of American cities (Suttles 1984). 
According to Suttles such representations expressed mass sentiment and were re-
packaged and manipulated by elites to promote collective mobilization. Adopting a 
decidedly different approach, Walter Firey (1945) and his study of the Beacon Hill 
neighborhood in Boston, was another early example of attempts to study urban local 
culture. However, his work focused on residents, demonstrating how their sentiments and 
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meanings could shape patterns of development. Despite economic incentives to move or 
encourage redevelopment, Firey discovered that the residents of Beacon Hill rejected 
more economizing land uses, such as a multi-million dollar hotel development, and 
instead prioritized and sought to preserve historical, familial and aesthetic associations to 
the neighborhood. According to Firey, Beacon Hill residents viewed long-term residency, 
particularly over several generations, as a point of pride and celebrated how they lived in 
houses once occupied by literary figures. Successful in their efforts to preserve and 
maintain the symbolic quality of Beacon Hill, even instances where residents’ lived 
experiences are misrecognized or ignored can demonstrate the significance of attaching 
sentiments and meanings to place. For instance, white working class residents in the West 
End experienced their neighborhood’s demolition and destruction because the meanings 
and the emotional value they attached to place were not recognized by city officials. Such 
work helps to illuminate the lived culture of cities and the importance of exploring how 
people use and are drawn to particular urban places.   
This approach to studying people as they make sense of cities and the places 
where they practice culture is also present in more recent scholarship. From helping to 
cultivate distinctive identities, promoting civic activity, or influencing redevelopment 
practices, the meanings people attach to places remains an important area of 
consideration and study (Borer 2010; Brown-Saracino 2015; Grazian 2005; Milligan 
1998; Paulsen 2004; Ocejo 2011; Small 2004; Wherry 2011). For example, in the study 
of the housing complex and surrounding neighborhood of Villa Victoria Mario Small 
(2004) draws attention to the presence of cultural cognitive frames held by different 
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cohorts of community members. One cohort viewed the neighborhood as a “beautiful” 
place, investing emotional value and meaning in the construction of the complex. The 
second cohort framed the complex in more negative terms, associating the area with 
projects and disinvestment. Largely shaped by the timing of when residents entered the 
neighborhood, Small reveals how the frames not only reflect the resident’s evaluations of 
the neighborhood but also influence their orientation to and participation in neighborhood 
life. Other studies similarly document how orientations to place shape engagement with 
and understanding of a place. For instance, Milligan (1998) brings in the physical 
structure of a place to reveal how peoples’ activities in a particular location can influence 
the meanings they attach to those places. Focusing on how the employees of a college 
coffee shop struggle in their responses to the establishment’s relocation and renovation, 
Milligan explores how disruption and discontinuity, namely the loss of interactions and 
activities that occurred in the old coffee shop, impact subsequent interactions in the new 
space. Taking an important step in furthering our understanding of the factors that 
influence behavior, a culturalist approach offers the potential to more fully account for 
the ways in which people develop meaningful relationships to cities and neighborhoods.  
This dissertation turns to the meanings and values that middle class parents and 
second generation residents attach to their neighborhoods. These neighborhoods become 
part of how they understand themselves and in turn influence each neighborhood’s social 
and physical environment.  
Setting the Generational Stage 
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As shown, the existing literature on urban families and gentrification largely 
focuses on parents with young children, leaving much to learn about how middle-class 
parents and children raised in cities have formed relationships with gentrified 
neighborhoods over time. For instance, given the long history around the study of 
gentrification, it is a fair expectation that gentrifiers and non-gentrifying residents who 
lived in early-stage gentrifying neighborhoods of the 1960s, 1970s, and even 1980s now 
have adult children who are engaged in a search for housing. Indeed it is possible that 
gentrifying neighborhoods are not only home to multiple generations of families but 
generations of gentrifiers, where early gentrifiers are the parents of later stage gentrifiers. 
Urban sociologists have yet to consider whether the adult children of early gentrifiers are 
returning to their former neighborhoods nor have we asked questions such as “Do adults 
who grew up in gentrifying neighborhoods possess distinctive orientations to place and 
should we consider them gentrifiers?” Beyond the empirical gaps raised by these 
questions, the emergence, or rather return of adult children to gentrified or gentrifying 
neighborhoods matters to our understanding of the temporality of place and the role of 
cohorts, or potentially generational, succession (see Small 2002). Thinking about the 
neighborhood in such a way, specifically how even within families, individuals must 
remake their sense of belonging to place, parents and the children of different sets of 
urban dwellers, particularly those who return to their childhood neighborhood, present an 
opportunity to examine how neighborhood narratives, as well as processes of 
gentrification, move through time, place, and family. 
Boston History 
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Sociologists have long turned to Boston for studies of community life, civic 
participation, and symbolic representations of urban life (Borer 2008; Firey 1945; Gans 
1982; Small 2004; Whyte 2012;). From the demolition of the West End neighborhood to 
mobilization around urban renewal and highway construction, Boston is a place where 
questions of meaning, sentiment, and value are well-grounded. In addition to sociological 
studies, urban historians have also studied Boston in terms of its historical patterns of 
migration. Gerald Gamm (2009) revisits white flight from the neighborhoods of Roxbury 
and Dorchester, comparing and contrasting the suburban migration of Jewish residents 
and institutions with the more limited demographic mobility of Catholic residents and 
Catholic parishes. Shedding light on the role that neighborhood institutions, specifically 
churches and synagogues, played in the exodus of Jewish communities, Gamm’s 
portrayal of Boston highlights the factors that kept certain communities in place. In more 
contemporary studies, Boston is often represented as a city of rapidly growing inequality 
and demographic transformation. For instance the South End, once home to low and 
moderate-income inhabitants and SRO housing, is now an increasingly gentrified 
neighborhood where white middle and upper-middle-class gentrifers embrace diversity 
while simultaneously seeking to control how interactions between different groups in the 
neighborhood take place and distancing themselves from those defined as “undesirables” 
(Tissot 2011, 2014). While recent scholarly studies of Boston neighborhoods are limited,  
the city’s ongoing transformation is captured in newspaper coverage, policy reports, and 
even popular culture. Among the chief concerns expressed across platforms is the 
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increasing presence of technology and medical sectors, rising real estate prices, and the 
progression of gentrification across many of the city’s neighborhoods.  
When it comes to households with children, the city itself has a long and rather 
tumultuous history, the most notable being school desegregation and busing. In 1954 the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled school segregation unconstitutional, however in Boston and 
the state of Massachusetts, laws to desegregate were not enforced. Following a lawsuit to 
desegregate Boston schools, in 1974 a federal judge ordered the desegregation of schools, 
triggering a series of riots and attacks on Black students bused into schools. Violence, 
which largely erupted in majority-white working class neighborhoods of Hyde Park and 
South Boston, permeated throughout the city, including assaults on Black residents at 
City Hall and public streets. Parents had a crucial role in busing, as groups emerged on 
the sides of both the anti-busing movement and those supportive of desegregation. A 
series of Mothers’ marches, organized by women, not all of whom had children in Boston 
schools, took place in Charlestown, South Boston, Hyde Park, and the North End, 
bringing out crowds who called for an end to busing. In different parts of the city, other 
movements formed. In Jamaica Plain the JP Tenants Action Group (TAG) also got 
involved in the busing movement by mobilizing residents to support and protect busing 
efforts. Ruth, a white long-time resident of Jamaica Plain recalled the scenes she 
witnessed as a member of TAG, sharing:        
It was the middle of the busing desegregation period, 74’, 75’ in there and I was 
blown away because I had this image of Boston as an enlightened city and I was 
like, oh my god, this is more conservative than Indianapolis, Indiana in some 
ways. I mean, so provincial. I got really involved immediately with a march to 
protect Black kids on the school buses and uh, and really was saying, it is up to 
the Black community to decide whether they want busing or community schools 
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but it is kind of a question of self-determination. But as a white person our job is 
to protect those kids and I can even remember that first summer sitting on the 
doorstep of projects in South Boston because there had been fire bombings at a 
couple of Black families that had lived there a long time but the whole 
desegregation stuff just cranked out, really racist stuff. So a bunch of people from 
JP TAG went and like would spend the night guarding the houses. 
 
For Ruth, busing revealed the façade of liberalism, suggesting that Boston had more in 
common with more conservative spaces of the Midwest and the South. For others, busing 
represented tensions over public education systems, both in terms of quality of schooling 
but also parental authority and control (Formisano 2004).  
Over the years the Boston Public School system has undergone several changes in 
efforts to ensure the integration of its public schools. When federal control of school 
assignment ended in 1989, it was then turned over to the school committee, then an 
elected body of representatives. At that point, the city was divided into three geographic 
zones that were structured to include both predominately Black and white neighborhoods. 
Following a lawsuit from a group of largely white students who claimed that the school 
system denied their right to attend schools in their neighborhood, race was removed as a 
factor in public school assignments. Today, the school committee has since changed to an 
appointed council. The Mayor selects new committee members from a list of 
recommended candidates generated by the Citizens nominating panel, a group composed 
of parents, teachers, principals, and representatives from the business and education 
sectors. More recently the City of Boston implemented a home-based school assignment 
system that places students through an algorithm. The formula offer advantages for those 
within a specific neighborhood radius, meaning where a family lives profoundly impacts 
the likelihood of getting their preferred or “quality” school choice.    
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A Brief Note on Schools 
 
Before preceding it is worth mentioning that schools are conspicuously absent in 
later sections of this dissertation. As in other studies, schools do play a factor in parents’ 
decision making processes as they seek out institutions that meet their expectations and 
align with their beliefs (Holme 2002; Kimelberg & Billingham 2013; Laurea & Goyette 
2014; Posey-Maddox 2014).  However, where other research prioritizes schools as the 
primary neighborhood institution of interest and examines parents and children as they 
navigate kindergarten and elementary school settings, this study both explores other 
neighborhood institutions and follows households with children as they move beyond 
primary and even secondary education. Indeed many of the parents I interviewed for this 
project had adult or high school-aged children. Residents whom I would have otherwise 
missed in a focus on schools. Active in neighborhood-based resident groups and 
community based non-profits, more so than neighborhood schools, by exploring families 
with children in each neighborhood more broadly I was able to follow parents as they 
moved through multiple stages in their residential lives, namely before the arrival of 
children, the arrival of children, and the departure of children from their childhood home.  
In the intermediary stage, the arrival of children, schools were bundled with other factors, 
including social networks and community, as reasons for remaining in the city. While the 
majority of parents in this study, reported sending their children to public schools, a 
decision held up as a sign of commitment to the city, some opted out of public school 
options. Additionally, by turning attention away from schools this study was able to 
follow residents as they grew up. Just as parents moved through various life transitions in 
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each neighborhood, children aged, moving through childhood, adolescence and into 
adulthood, which in some cases brought them back to their childhood neighborhood. This 
trajectory and the subsequent migration pattern is yet another dynamic that goes 
unacknowledged in studies that focus on schools. Finally, in most cases, I met parents 
after they had successfully navigated urban education systems. It is possible that much of 
the apprehension and anxiety around urban schools present in other studies is missing due 
to this timing.  
The outline and arguments of the dissertation 
 
This dissertation will move forward as follows. The next chapter outlines the 
research sites, the justification for the case selection and methodology for studying both 
sites.  
Chapter three explores the construction of urban parenting and childhood by 
examining the narratives of parents who have raised or are raising children in each 
neighborhood. Identifying three cohorts of parents, this chapter unveils the variation in 
how each cohort frames their expectations of urban living. The circumstances under 
which the different cohorts decide to remain or move to the city influence their 
perception of urban environments and their beliefs about the benefits urban living offers 
for children. Most strikingly, as parents share their visions of an ideal neighborhood, 
middle-class home, and most importantly childhood in increasingly gentrified 
neighborhoods, they engage in struggles over space and create varying definitions of 
what constitutes “urban” versus “suburban.” Expanding the meanings associated with 
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both types of environments, this chapter illuminates how stages of gentrification 
influence the available narratives of childhood and parenting.  
Chapter four turns attention to some of the children referenced by the parents in 
the previous chapter. Introducing second generation residents, the children raised in 
gentrifying neighborhoods, this chapter reveals what happens as this group moves 
through their childhood neighborhoods as adults. Approaching gentrification as a 
migratory process, this chapter situates the role of return migration in processes of 
gentrification and identifies the factors that pull adult children back to their childhood 
neighborhoods. Aware of the similarities they share with newcomers to each 
neighborhood, second generation residents adopt an oppositional stance to gentrification 
and utilize their histories in place as a discursive resource in neighborhood debates. In 
addition to identifying how these second generation residents contest the progression of 
gentrification, this chapter also introduces the concept of the second gentrifier, the adult 
children of parents who participated in earlier stages of gentrification. Benefitting from 
parents who made a residential risk, second gentrifiers access housing through parental 
homeownership and illuminate additional pathways through which class advantage is 
reproduced in gentrifying neighborhoods. 
Chapter five continues a focus on second generation residents as they navigate 
their increasingly gentrified childhood neighborhoods. Examining second generation 
residents and their practices of consumption, this chapter highlights the impacts of 
gentrification on commercial spaces in each neighborhood and the ways in which second 
generation residents approach an ambivalent situation where they maintain connections to 
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past commercial scenes while frequenting new, upscale commercial spaces. This chapter 
reveals how new and longtime commercial spaces prompt second generation residents to 
take a stance of ambivalence towards commercial gentrification. In contrast to their 
responses to residential shifts, which are understood as threats to their vision of the 
neighborhood from childhood, their responses to commercial change are marked by 
conflict and contradiction. Most notable when comparing their responses to new versus 
longtime commercial establishments, second generation residents attempt to reconcile 
their childhood nostalgia narratives with their use of new commercial spaces in the 
present. 
The sixth chapter, the conclusion of this manuscript, weaves together second 
generation residents and parents and questions how relationships to and meanings of 
place influence the migration of households with children and their subsequent 
participation in processes of gentrification. This chapter revisits the key findings from the 
neighborhood cases and presents possibilities for how changing meanings of the family 
will continue to shape and be shaped by place.  
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Chapter Two: Methodology and Case Selection 
 
This dissertation examines the migration of middle class households to two 
micro-neighborhoods in Boston. Focusing specifically on households with children, it 
unpacks the meanings that middle class parents and second generation residents hold 
about the neighborhoods they move to or are raised in, their strategies for remaining in 
place, and the responses of children raised in neighborhoods to the progression of 
gentrification. I ask under what circumstances parents decide to remain in gentrifying 
neighborhoods and how different neighborhood actors—including early gentrifiers, more 
recent arrivals, and children raised in each neighborhood—respond to and participate in 
gentrification. Turning an eye towards in-migrants and the reproduction of family 
households, the questions that this dissertation seeks to answer eschews and in many 
ways complicates conventional explanations for responses to gentrification. 
The micro-neighborhoods at the center of this study are Hyde Jackson Square and 
Egleston Square. I begin by contextualizing them within their broader and overlapping 
neighborhood boundaries before presenting more detail about each area.     
The Broader Case 
 
My site selection was initially influenced by demographic signs of gentrification, 
including increases in household median income, increases in white populations and 
degrees of educational attainment, and losses in Black and Latinx populations (see Table 
1 and Table 2). I was interested in both Jamaica Plain and Roxbury as sites that shared 
key characteristics, namely their longstanding connection to low-to-moderate income 
communities, including well-known immigrant and African American enclaves (see 
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Levitt 2001; Medoff & Sklar 1999), but also varied in terms of stage of gentrification 
(Clay 1979). Jamaica Plain with its much longer history of gentrification has transformed 
into a neighborhood well recognized as one of the most expensive places to live in 
Boston. Roxbury, a neighborhood subject to urban renewal, has shown signs of 
gentrification more recently and unevenly, particularly in the tracts that share borders 
with Jamaica Plain. Abutting neighborhoods, the boundaries between each have 
overlapped dating back to their early colonial settlement in the 1600s. Once inhabited by 
indigenous peoples, including the Kuchamakin and Wampanoag tribes, when Puritans 
arrived in the 1600s they founded several towns, including Roxbury, which included 
West Roxbury and Jamaica Plain. In 1851 West Roxbury, which then included Jamaica 
Plain and parts of Roxbury including Egleston Square, broke away from Roxbury (see 
Figure 1). Eventually annexed to Boston in 1868 and 1873 respectively, Roxbury and 
Jamaica Plain have boundaries that are seemingly etched in the sand, constantly being 
redrawn with passing years and waves of residents.  
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FIGURE 1: Atlas of Dorchester, West Roxbury, and Brighton, city of Boston 
Source: Map reproduction courtesy of the Norman B. Leventhal Map & Education Center at the Boston 
Public Library 
 
Both neighborhoods have witnessed an influx of newcomers, including college 
students, graduate students, and white middle and upper class residents. They are also 
home to longtime residents including Greek merchants and property owners, working 
class Irish Catholics, as well as artists and community organizers. Some longtime 
residents, who I consider old-timers, are the focus of preservation efforts by both 
citywide and neighborhood based actors. In Roxbury, many residents consider the old-
timers to be African Americans residents and business owners who represent the area as 
“the heart of Black culture in Boston”. In Jamaica Plain, old-timers include Latinx 
immigrants, independent and small business owners, and struggling artists. The families 
of old-timers, many of whom lived in each neighborhood for decades, were a particular 
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subject of concern as residents feared their limited opportunities as neighborhoods 
transformed and their lack of replacements as they watched newcomers who had children 
depart for suburbs.  
TABLE 1: Jamaica Plain demographic shifts (2000-2015) 
 2000 2015 
Population 35,976 39,240 
Percentage of pop under age 18 17.60% 16.3% 
Percentage of pop 65 years or older 8.60% 10.1% 
Percentage of pop with bachelor's degree or higher 45.0% 63.2% 
Percentage of workforce in professional or managerial 
position 55.9% 62.9% 
Percentage of residents listed as Asian/Pacific Islander 4.4% 5.5% 
Percentage of residents listed as White/Caucasian 48.80% 54.30% 
Percentage of residents listed as African 
American/Black 14.9% 11.6% 
Percentage of residents listed as Hispanic/Latino 28.6% 25.4% 
Percentage of households making less than $15, 000 14.4% 14.5% 
Percentage of households making $150,000 or more 5.0% 17.7% 
Median household income ($) $41,524  $76,968  
Source: U.S. Census 2000 data, 2011-2015 5-Year American Community Survey  
 
TABLE 2: Roxbury demographic shifts (2000-2015) 
 2000 2015 
Population 42,515 51,252 
Percentage of pop under age 18 19.70% 24.6% 
Percentage of pop 65 years or older 9.00% 9.9% 
Percentage of pop with bachelor's degree or 
higher 13.0% 20.6% 
Percentage of workforce in professional or 
managerial position 26.80% 27.9% 
Percentage of residents listed as Asian/Pacific 
Islander 0.9% 3.2% 
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Percentage of residents listed as White/Caucasian 5.3% 10.9% 
Percentage of residents listed as African 
American/Black 62.1% 53.0% 
Percentage of residents listed as Hispanic/Latino 23.5% 29.0% 
Percentage of households making less than 
$15,000 23.0% 34.0% 
Percentage of households making $150,000 or 
more 1.4% 3.3% 
Median household income ($) $27,133  $25,937  
Source: U.S. Census 2000 data, 2011-2015 5-Year American Community Survey 
 
As I sought to make sense of neighborhood demographic shifts I also became 
aware of emerging concerns that Boston was turning into a city of increasingly “missing” 
children (Slade 2016). Curious about the underlying implications, namely that children 
were once a significant presence in the city’s neighborhoods, my perception of Jamaica 
Plain and Roxbury shifted. Comparing their profiles to the rest of the city I noticed each 
occupied unique positions in terms of their population under 18. Only around 15% of 
Boston’s population is under the age of 18 and of the city’s 22 officially recognized 
neighborhoods, only nine neighborhoods have shares of children that are greater than or 
equal to the city wide average. Most are more suburban appearing communities, in terms 
of housing stock, with high rates of home ownership, including outer neighborhoods of 
Hyde Park, West Roxbury, Roslindale (see Table 3). The remaining communities include 
three centrally located neighborhoods large geographic areas such as Dorchester, Jamaica 
Plain and Roxbury, which are the most centrally located neighborhoods, in terms of their 
proximity to downtown, that meet or exceed Boston’s average.  
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TABLE 3: Top 10 Neighborhoods in Boston with Children Under 18 
 Children under 18 Percent of Population 
under 18 
Percent Owner 
Occupied  
Roxbury 11,880 24.6% 18.6% 
Dorchester  29,216 24.2% 33.9% 
Hyde Park  7,905 23.2% 60.1% 
Mattapan 5,520 22.8% 36.6% 
Roslindale 5,820 20.5% 55.6% 
East Boston 8,7,63 20.1% 28.1% 
West Roxbury 6,146 19.9% 63.7% 
Charlestown 3,219 18.4% 42.8% 
Jamaica Plain 6,104 16.3% 45.5% 
South Boston  4,814 14.6% 36.8% 
Source: U.S. Census data, 2009-2013 American Community Survey, 2011-2015 American 
Community Survey  
 
In many ways the Boston case, and the study of urban neighborhoods with higher 
than expected numbers of children, helps to counter a common assumption that children 
are absent from and incompatible with urban living. Largely evident in narratives about 
middle class families with children who move to the suburbs, an examination of census 
data reveals a somewhat different picture where large metro regions are destinations for 
households with children (see Table 4). Too soon to tell whether this is a large scale 
trend, such patterns of residential location suggest the importance of studying the pull of 
such households to urban environments. While the Greater Boston region does not have 
the highest share of children under 18 in comparison to other large metro regions, it does 
stand out as an area where rising housing costs, school systems with the highest spending 
per pupil, and the concentration of affluence overlap. Additionally, in contrast to more 
sprawling metropolitan landscapes that include distinctive suburban communities, the 
Boston metro region is relatively dense. Boston is also interesting to consider in the 
context of the state of Massachusetts (see Table 5). The largest city in the region, it has a 
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smallest share of people under 18 but spends the most of any district within the state on 
public education.1   
TABLE 4: Large U.S. Metros with Population Under 18 
 Total Population Population under 18 Percent of Population 
under 18 
Salt Lake City, UT 1,203,105 334,628 27.8% 
Riverside-San 
Bernardino-Ontario, 
CA 
4,580,670 1,187,880 25.9%  
Houston-The 
Woodlands-Sugar 
Land, TX 
6,892,427 1,843,574 26.7% 
Dallas—Fort Worth-
Arlington, TX 
7,400,479 1,939,727 26.2% 
Boston-Cambridge-
Newton, MA 
4,836,531 964,435 19.9% 
Source: U.S. Census data, 2017 ACS 5-year estimates   
 
TABLE 5: Largest Cities in Massachusetts with Population Under 18 
 Total Population Population under 18 Percent of Population 
under 18 
Boston, MA 683,015 105,726 15.5% 
Worcester, MA 184,743 36,357 19.7% 
Springfield, MA 154,613 39,744 25.7% 
Lowell, MA 110,964 25,139 22.7% 
Cambridge, MA 113,631 13,323 11.7% 
Source: U.S. Census data, 2017 ACS 5-year estimates   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Based on in-district expenditures reported the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education. Boston spent $1,131,250,380 on in-district expenditures in 2017. The second highest district for 
expenditures was Springfield with $393,194,102. 
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Contested Neighborhood Boundaries and Associations 
 
While Jamaica Plain and Roxbury are distinct neighborhoods, in turning to the 
microneighborhoods of Hyde Jackson and Egleston Square, blurriness abounds.2 In some 
ways shifting as gentrification advances, both the formal and informal boundaries over 
whether the areas fall in Roxbury versus Jamaica Plain are contested and complicated. 
According to the United States Postal Service each micro-neighborhood contains areas 
that have 02119 (Roxbury) as well as 02130 (Jamaica Plain) zip codes. The majority of 
both micro-neighborhoods are represented by the same city councilor,  Jamaica Plain 
City Councilor Matt O’Malley (District 6), however some parts in Egleston, namely the 
areas around the intersection of Washington Street and Columbus Avenue, are actually 
under the jurisdiction of Roxbury City Councilor Kim Janey (District 7). These political 
boundaries often follow geographic landmarks, namely Columbus Avenue as the primary 
dividing line between Jamaica Plain and Roxbury, however elected officials for Jamaica 
Plain will still show up and speak on behalf of the neighborhood at events taking place 
beyond this divide and non-profits in Egleston will describe themselves as serving the 
area “where Roxbury and Jamaica Plain shake hands.” Anecdotally residents draw 
similarly blurry boundaries, referencing how their trash pick-up schedule was changed 
from Roxbury to Jamaica Plain or reporting how young people just one street over were 
sent to schools in Jamaica Plain while they were sent to schools in Roxbury. Some 
 
2 Importantly this lack of consensus is not unique to these micro-neighborhood but extends to the larger city 
of Boston. Several articles, including a 2012 piece from City Lab titled “A Quest for Consensus on Boston 
Neighborhood Boundaries” capture the disagreement that structures discussions about neighborhood 
boundaries across the city. 
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residents firmly situated Egleston Square in Jamaica Plain, drawing boundaries from 
Columbus Avenue all the way to Glen Road, up to Franklin Park, and down to Amory 
Street.3 However others strongly associated their neighborhood with Roxbury. Indeed on 
a single street in Egleston Square residents could vary in their neighborhood association 
of Roxbury versus Jamaica Plain. In Hyde Jackson residents described their 
neighborhood boundaries from the intersection of Centre and Columbus, up to South 
Huntington and over to Boylston Street. There was largely agreement that Hyde Jackson 
was located in Jamaica Plain, with a few exceptions for non-profit organizations located 
on the other side of Columbus Avenue. Moving forward I will present Hyde Jackson as 
primarily located in Jamaica Plain and Egleston as a more contested space in JP/Roxbury 
(see Figure 2).    
 
3 These boundaries reflect those established by one neighborhood organization in particular, the Egleston 
Square Main Streets.  
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Source: Boston Planning and Development Agency   
FIGURE 2: Map of Boston Neighborhoods 
 
In the hopes of understanding these tensions and contradictions I turned to Hyde 
Jackson and Egleston Square as two areas of the city where urban environments, 
children, and families appeared to intersect. Made further unique by their density of 
public schools, at least five elementary schools are located within or just beyond the 
boundaries of both micro-neighborhoods and all have seen growth in their enrollments. 
While it is well known that district wide enrollment for Boston public schools has 
decreased over time (see Table 6), the schools in Hyde Jackson and Egleston present a 
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strikingly different story where there are increases in White students and decrease among 
Black/African American and Latinx students. 
TABLE 6: BPS Enrollment Trends (1970-2019) 
Year 
Total number of 
enrolled students White Black Latinx Asian 
1970 96, 696 64.10% 29.80% 4.20% 1.70% 
1980 67,954 35.40% 45.7% 13.50% 4.90% 
1990 60,543 22.20% 47.50% 21.00% 8.90% 
2000 63,332 14.70% 48.50% 27.40% 9.00% 
2010 56,037 12.90% 35.50% 40.90% 8.40% 
2015 53,530 14.20% 32.40% 41.50% 8.70% 
2019 51,433 14.60% 30.90% 42.10% 8.90% 
Source: Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education  
For example, publicly available data shows that with one school in Egleston underwent a 
growth from 11.1% White students in 2010-2011 to 36.0% in 2017-2018. In this same 
time period the school went from 34% Black/African American to 22.8% and 50% Latinx 
to 31%. Across neighborhoods the schools vary widely ranging from 36% economically 
disadvantaged to over 70%. Time might suggest that schools in Hyde Jackson and 
Egleston represent either the future trajectory or anomalies in the public school system. 
For now however, such schools are viewed as exceptional, referred to in a 2010 WBUR 
segment as a result of “a new generation of parents” who are opting to send their children 
to select public schools. These families who have participated in the transformation of 
neighborhood school systems over the past thirty years are the focus of this dissertation.  
The Place of Families, Second Generation Residents, and Parent Gentrifiers 
 
Before providing a more in-depth description of the research sites and 
methodology, it is important to recognize how the contested neighborhood boundaries 
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overlap with similarly contested distinctions over who the gentrifiers are in each 
neighborhood. This tension over newcomer and gentrifier status is particularly acute 
among family households with children. In conversations with residents who moved in 
starting in the 1970s and into the early 1990, most emphasized how they invested sweat 
equity into their homes and the surrounding neighborhood. While I identify those that 
follow this trajectory as early gentrifiers, their children, who in some cases returned to 
their childhood home as adults, wrestled with the perception of themselves as lifelong 
residents and a recognition that they shared many characteristics with more affluent 
newcomers. Part of a broader national trend of young adults who live with their parents 
due to factors such as rising housing costs and student debt, the children of early 
gentrifiers who returned to their parental home also represented a second gentrifier cohort 
who negotiated their participation in the progression of gentrification throughout their life 
course.   
Even those with limited economic capital, such as homeowners who purchased 
housing through familial networks or first time homebuyer initiatives, also reflected the 
conceptual messiness that is the gentrifier category (Schilchtman & Patch 2014). 
Neighbors often saw such individuals as gentrifiers but at times assigned them the title of 
old-timer and valued their perceived longtime connection to place (Brown-Saracino 
2007; Kasinitiz & Hillyard 1995). Two residents, including one parent and one second 
generation resident, shared that they or in the case of the child, their parent, secured 
housing through city and non-profit sponsored programs for first time homebuyers. Both 
residents of Egleston Square with B.A. degrees and pursuing advanced degrees, each 
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described how the assistance allowed them to enter a neighborhood that was 
characterized by high renter occupancy rate, low degree of educational attainment, and 
the beginning signs of redevelopment and reinvestment in the form of underground 
public transportation and commercial development. Despite alignment with signs of 
gentrifier status, both individuals were referred to by at least one other resident as 
longtime residents or old-timers due to their method of entry to the neighborhood. 
Similarly one early gentrifier purchased a house through family networks and understood 
himself as part of an “up and coming” residential trend, but was identified by a fellow 
resident as an old-timer. 
While older families with children, by which I mean households with parents who 
participated in early waves of gentrification, faced challenges as they sought to navigate 
their own involvement in gentrification, some of the more recent arrivals with children 
expressed a belief that they and in turn their children would be received favorably due to 
their decision to remain in the city. 
Case Selection: Egleston Square and Hyde Jackson  
 
After the arrival of horse drawn streetcar lines in the 1870s, today’s Egleston 
Square and Hyde Jackson Square began their transition from pastoral retreats for wealthy 
and their families, residing in large Victorian mansions, to working class and immigrant 
enclaves. Sporting a collection of tightly packed residential streets and stately homes 
once used as summer getaways for affluent business and tradespeople in Boston, each 
neighborhood’s streets range from Victorian and Queen Anne styles to the iconic New 
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England triple decker.4 The expansion of transit lines and the development of housing for 
those working in nearby factories, including the Plant Shoe Factory, caused the area’s 
affluent status to dissipate in the early 20th century (Warner 1978).  
Longtime residents recount a narrative of rise and fall in the time leading up to the 
announcement of the inner highway belt project in 1966. Independent owned pharmacies, 
immigrant owned markets, butchers, and bars served each neighborhood alongside active 
congregations, including several Catholic parishes. However the demolition, 
displacement, and abandonment that followed the announcement of the highway project 
transformed the areas. Residents who lived through the clearance of businesses and 
households witnessed the creation of a large dirt trench that ran through the center of 
Jamaica Plain and remained vacant for years. Many nearby homeowners abandoned their 
homes and joined members of the middle and upper middle class who had decamped for 
suburban communities outside of the city. Streets and houses began to show increasing 
signs of vacancy as each neighborhood lost a significant share of their resident 
population.  
Because of highway led displacement, new resident groups were able to find 
housing in spaces once inhabited by white working class residents. However, 
disinvestment by city and state agencies created challenging circumstances for 
 
4 Triple deckers, or three family homes, were built en masse between the late 1800s and mid 1900s to house 
immigrant populations working in factories around New England. Their production was spurred by 
campaigns for tenement control and zoning laws, the structures are identifiable by their three stories and 
porches. When first proposed, the owner occupants of the structure would rent out the two other units to 
pay the mortgage (see Husock). However today many triple deckers have undergone condoization and 
house to multiple homeowners. 
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newcomers which included Black residents who migrated to northern cities from the 
South, and beginning in the 1960s, Latinx immigrants from Cuba and other Latin 
American countries. Crime and the proliferation of drugs would keep some residents 
from lingering in public spaces such as parks and sidewalks. During this era, police and 
residents would refer to areas around Hyde Jackson as the “cocaine capital of New 
England” and both areas were frequently represented in newspaper coverage as parts of 
Boston to avoid.  
While both micro-neighborhoods experienced periods of disinvestment and 
depopulation, their affiliation with Roxbury versus Jamaica Plain led city officials to see 
greater potential for transformation in some areas over others. A glance at census data 
confirms that much of the distinction between the two neighborhoods related to their 
racial composition. Between 1970 and 1980 the Black/African American population in 
Roxbury grew steadily from 75 to 78 percent—the white population shrinking from 16 to 
6 percent. In the same time frame the white population in Jamaica Plain decreased 85 to 
63 percent—the Black population growing from 8 to 13 percent. By the 1980s Roxbury 
was predominantly Black and Jamaica Plain was increasingly racially and ethnically 
diverse with growing Black and Latinx populations. Despite both neighborhoods being 
identified as areas in need of renewal treatment in Boston Urban Renewal plans, the 
demographic transformation of Jamaica Plain in particular was envisioned as a source of 
optimism. A 1987 report from the Boston Redevelopment Authority titled “A Plan to 
Manage Growth” described the neighborhood of Jamaica Plain in particular in the 
following manner: 
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The future of Jamaica Plain seems bright. Growing numbers of new homebuyers 
are attracted to the neighborhood by its abundance of two and three family homes. 
The income producing ability of these structures is becoming more attractive in an 
era of rapidly rising housing costs. These new buyers are often childless, working 
couples or singles, drawn to Jamaica Plain by its quiet neighborhoods. 
 
That the quiet neighborhoods of Jamaica Plain were already experiencing gentrification 
was thus cast as welcome. Plans claimed to aim to build thousands of new housing, 
capitalizing on the renewed interest and assets, such as “architectural quality,” “open 
space,” and “suburban character.” 
In the 1970s, middle class residents including community organizers, graduate 
students, and non-profit professionals began to move into both neighborhoods. Urban 
homesteading real estate programs founded at the end of the sixties helped to introduce 
new middle-class residents into the neighborhood, facilitating the first wave of 
gentrification. Many of these newcomers purchased abandoned and dilapidated 
residential properties that remained in the aftermath of the failed inner highway belt 
project. New neighborhood institutions, such as the Brookside Community Health Center 
which opened near one of the edges of Egleston in the 1970s, then called Brookside Park 
Family Life Center, attracted new young residents seeking an activist-minded and 
affordable neighborhood. By the eighties Egleston was a stable diverse neighborhood and 
into the 1990s the only new large scale residential projects were built by non-profit real 
estate developers aimed at low-to-moderate income communities. During this time period 
early gentrifiers in Egleston Square were largely concentrated on periphery residential 
streets abutting state-owned parklands. In Hyde Jackson early gentrifiers moved in during 
the 1970s and 1980s when the neighborhood was predominately Latinx and similarly still 
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in recovery from the disinvestment triggered by the highway project. These newcomers, 
were enthusiastic about living in a city and selected the neighborhoods for their proximity 
to transit, availability of affordable housing, but also for the activist community and life 
they supported. However for some the questions of how long they would remain loomed 
in the background. In this period, local author and resident Kathleen Hirsch wrote “Home 
in the Heart of the City” reflecting on both the opportunities and unresolved questions 
city living prompted for new white middle class residents: 
“We’d chosen to stay within the city limits because we like cities. We find them 
more bracing and infinitely more interesting than the suburbs, more challenging 
than the country. But only time would test the city’s enduring potential. Could a 
city neighborhood become a place that I would one day call home? Could I lived 
a whole life here—close to nature as well as humanity, with work that tangibly 
touched the lives of those around me, and a connected spiritual life? Would I be 
able to raise a child here amid sustaining relationships? (xvii Kathleen Hirsch) 
 
Early waves of gentrification in both neighborhood brought newcomers still uncertain 
about the longevity of their investment in the city. Eager to live in urban neighborhoods, 
questions about safety and the state of public schools nevertheless gave some middle 
class residents pause. 
  By the 1990s efforts to attract middle and upper middle class populations 
intertwined with a push to increase housing production in Boston. Condominium 
conversions dominated much of the region’s housing growth and introduced hundreds of 
new units to Boston’s residential market. Between 1997 and 1999 the citywide price per 
square foot for condominiums rose from $177 to $221, and in Jamaica Plain $110 to 
$143.5 Between 1990 and 2000, Hyde and Jackson Squares underwent a 62% increase in 
 
5 Data Source: Banker & Tradesman 
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its population of managerial, professional and technical workers. During this same 
period, the Latinx population remained relatively steady, a trend that reversed by 2010, 
when the Latinx population for the neighborhood fell by 13%. During the 2000s condo 
conversions and their sale prices reached a peak, removing once affordable housing from 
rental markets and replacing them with homeownership options accessible to more 
affluent populations.  
In recent years, affluent households with children have moved to both 
neighborhoods. While Egleston, or as it is more affectionately known, “the Square” is 
still anchored around the intersection of Washington Street and Columbus, a meeting 
point where mostly older Black and Latinx men congregate during the daytime, it is now 
also home to luxury condos, highly sought after public schools, and desirable green 
space. Hyde Jackson Square is similarly a site of dissonance. It is anchored by a public 
housing development, Mildred C. Hailey, named for a longtime African American tenant 
activist, with over 700 units on one end and a Whole Foods Market on the other. Still 
regarded for its thriving immigrant communities, today several longtime residents 
formally acknowledge the “Latin flavor” of the neighborhood and draw attention to the 
number of restaurants, barbershops, and bodegas catering to Latinx communities both 
inside and outside of the neighborhood. In addition to longtime Latinx communities, the 
neighborhood’s Black population has historically congregated around Jackson Square. 
However, relatively recent events have demonstrated the persisting disparities and 
distinctions between the two neighborhoods. For example, when the current mayor. 
Martin J. Walsh, was running his first campaign in 2013, his visit to Egleston Square was 
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captured by the Boston Globe in a story that painted the area as distant from the idyllic 
Jamaica Plain:  
Looking down at the cracked and uneven sidewalks of Washington Street in the 
heart of Egleston’s business district, littered with small liquor bottles, discarded 
takeout containers, and rotting food, Walsh says: “This area here, it needs help.”  
 
Another section of Jamaica Plain, the neighborhood of Hyde Square, also gets a mention 
in the article, referenced by the then mayoral candidate as the type of place Egleston 
could eventually become, saying “I see potential in this neighborhood. This reminds me 
of parts of Hyde Square 20 years ago, where Hyde Square today, with some investment 
by the city, is completely transformed.” The mayor is not the only person to suggest that 
the city has failed, or at least overlooked, parts of Jamaica Plain. Longstanding residents 
of both Egleston Square and Hyde Jackson Square, recall years when their calls to police 
and City Hall went unanswered, even as arson overtook homes and businesses and drug 
dealing occurred out in the open on street corners and in parks. That the parts of the 
neighborhood with the highest concentration of Black and Latinx communities and lower 
income populations were also the ones that went without city attention for the longest, 
continues to be a sticking point for community members as they navigate waves of 
gentrification that have brought more affluent populations and new public and private 
investment to their long neglected neighborhoods 
Now in the midst of an era of growth for the region’s real estate market, 
residential sale prices have ballooned. In 2017 average homes prices in Boston cost 
between $500,000 and $1 million and median rent cost over $2,300 (Enwemeka 2018; 
Ganesh et al. 2018). A look at the neighborhoods reveals further signs of a competitive 
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housing market.6 With a population of about 10,280 residents, in Egleston Square I 
captured the increasing commonality of open houses for renovated condos and 
scaffolding for new luxury residential developments in my fieldnotes. These visual shifts 
were further reflected in demographics as the multiple tracts that make up the 
neighborhood varied from 9.7 percent non-white Hispanic to 42.8 percent non-white 
Hispanic.7 On the ground, some residents spoke of the “two Squares” by which they 
meant the areas closer to Roxbury and the parts of Egleston considered part of Jamaica 
Plain. Residents would disagree over which streets were truly part of Egleston Square and 
which parts of Egleston Square were part of Roxbury versus Jamaica Plain. Home to 
around 10,360 residents, Hyde-Jackson Square includes areas that vary from 72.5 percent 
non-white Hispanic to 13.5 percent non-white Hispanic.8 While more than half of the 
businesses in the neighborhood’s commercial district are immigrant or Latinx owned, the 
residential population around Hyde Square is 78.6 percent non-white Hispanic with a 
median income of $76,098, well above the city’s median.9 Towards Jackson Square, 
where the area’s Black population has historically congregated, is one of last places of 
lingering racial and economic diversity in Jamaica Plain. In this area the residential 
 
6 In 2016, the median sale price for a 3-bedroom hovered around $750,500 in Jamaica Plain and $415,000 
in Roxbury, a significant jump from listing prices in 2006, which rested at $412,000 and $293,000 
respectively. 
7 2010 Census Data. Census tracts 1202 and 1203 were used to approximate the boundaries of Egleston 
Square. 
8 2010 Census Data. Census tracts 812, 1205, 1206, and 1207 were used to approximate the boundaries of 
Hyde-Jackson Square. 
9 2013 American Community Survey 5 year estimates. Census tracts 812 and 1207 were used as 
highlighted areas for Jackson Square and Hyde Square respectively. 
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population is 21.2 percent non-white Hispanic and in contrast to Hyde Square, the 
median income hovers around $20,559.10 
Methods 
 
This dissertation draws from 24 months of ethnographic fieldwork in the two 
sites. I moved to an apartment in Hyde Jackson in the summer of 2014 to begin building 
relationships in anticipation of starting fieldwork the following year. Already familiar 
with the larger neighborhood of Jamaica Plain because of my time volunteering in a 
public school in the area, I spent much of this early pilot stage engaging with non-profit 
organizations and serving as a volunteer with a local youth development organization and 
economic development organization. This early engagement helped me to develop a lay 
of the land and cultivate relationships with neighborhood actors. 
When I officially started fieldwork in the fall of 2015, I began to venture into a 
broader set of neighborhood spaces. As a resident of Hyde Jackson, which is also within 
close walking distance of Egleston Square, I informally observed daily rounds on 
sidewalks, in parks, local businesses, and other public places. I also took field notes at 
neighborhood association meetings, protests, city-sponsored planning sessions, political 
forums, and events hosted by neighborhood based organizations. Over the course of 
fieldwork I observed around 100 meetings of both large and small sizes. These meetings 
including annual town hall style meetings such as The State of Our Neighborhood, 
smaller participatory meetings such as those for area Main Street organizations, and city-
 
10 2013 American Community Survey 5 year estimates. Census tracts 812 and 1207 were used as 
highlighted areas for Jackson Square and Hyde Square respectively. 
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sponsored meetings for development proposals and rezoning efforts. I would bring a 
small notebook to take notes during all meetings and would write up further observations 
immediately after. I also reviewed newspaper coverage of larger meetings, typically 
development proposals, to capture additional details and compare my observations to 
those of reporters. While I only took notes when it was appropriate to do so, for example 
during resident testimonies at development proposal hearings, I quickly became known 
for my colorful notebooks and detailed notetaking. Residents who caught glimpses of my 
notebooks would often make requests for note taking assistance at meetings. When I 
agreed to such requests for documentation of meetings I would bring in a laptop to draft 
meeting minutes. In those instances I would create a separate write up after the meeting. 
Serving as a notetaker offered valuable opportunities to ask clarifying questions of 
meeting attendees and helped me to establish myself as an ordinary presence in meeting 
spaces.  
While I sought out opportunities to interact with residents in a diverse range of 
spaces, much of my fieldwork took place in meeting spaces. As other studies have found, 
such spaces are not typically representative and tend to attract those that are older, white, 
and largely homeowners (Tissot 2015; Brown-Saracino & Stiman 2017; Einstein et al. 
2019). My venture into one meeting space in particular illuminates this dynamic. After 
noticing my attendance at various community events and asking about my research 
interests, several older homeowner residents strongly suggested I visit resident led 
organizations and extended invitations to their upcoming meetings. During early stages of 
fieldwork I initially framed my interest around non-profit organizations in each 
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neighborhood that engaged in residential and economic development. This prompted a 
few residents, mostly early gentrifiers, to recount tales of how many of the 
neighborhood’s community development corporations and other non-profits actually 
emerged out of resident-led efforts. They insisted that visiting resident association 
meetings would offer an important perspective in neighborhood life. It is also important 
to note that even though the residents who encouraged me to visit such meeting spaces 
were racially and ethnically diverse, the subsequent meeting spaces were primarily white, 
typically middle class, spaces. Oftentimes I was the youngest attendee by at least twenty 
years. Many of the formal civic and political spaces in both neighborhoods were 
dominated by older residents, many of whom had moved to the neighborhood as young 
professionals or students. Such observations offered a unique vantage point into the 
dynamics of home ownership, age, and family in the neighborhood.  
My ethnographic fieldwork took place in multiple stages. Initially I prioritized 
Hyde Jackson and planned to spend my first year focusing exclusively on that research 
site. However in 2015, a few months into fieldwork the announcement of a city-led 
planning and rezoning process in Egleston Square drew my attention to that site and 
prompted the decision to split my time more evenly over the course of fieldwork. The 
planning effort, called Plan JP/Rox, centered around monthly meetings hosted by the 
Boston Planning and Development Agency (formerly the Boston Redevelopment 
Authority), outdoor charrettes, and smaller meetings hosted by residents who wanted to 
strategize ways to have further input on the planning process. While the plan was 
primarily focused on the Washington Street corridor, it drew residents from across the 
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neighborhood, including Hyde Jackson Square. At planning related events attendees 
would regularly discuss the impact or ripple effect the rezoning would have on other parts 
of the neighborhood. My fieldnotes from other spaces also reflected the increasingly 
blurring lines between the two field sites. For instance my notes of the 2016 Wake Up 
The Earth Parade spanned multiple sites from my walk from Hyde Square to a parking lot 
in Egleston, the meeting of two parade routes near the Jackson Square T station, and the 
resulting celebration along the Southwest Corridor near Stony Brook. Over the course of 
the day I was immersed in conversations about the ever changing boundaries between 
Jamaica Plain and Roxbury. At one point in the day when the parade route paused at the 
intersection of Columbus Avenue and Centre Street, one edge of Hyde-Jackson, an older 
Black resident remarked that for him it marked the expanding boundaries of Jamaica 
Plain and the decreasing reach of Roxbury.  
In moving back and forth across sites I sought out events where residents 
discussed gentrification as well as issues of economic development, residential 
development, historic preservation, and revitalization. I developed relationships with the 
directors of economic development oriented organizations in each neighborhood and 
relied on these individuals as trusted sources for updates about meetings and impromptu 
events. For instance, after hanging around Egleston Square for several months and 
showing that I was willing to do a range of tasks from picking up trash, to setting up 
folding chairs for events and other manual labor, I regularly received calls and texts about 
meetings to confirm I was coming. Eventually I was recognized as a fixture of 
neighborhood spaces, so much so that at one point a resident called me to apologize that 
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they would miss a meeting but hoped I would go and take notes. This expectation that I 
would be present for many of the events and meetings that took place was both helpful 
and occasionally challenging. Residents regularly asked when I would be finished writing 
and as I transitioned out of the field, would remark on my absence. Further complicated 
by my continued residence in one of the sites, when residents would spot me at local 
coffeeshops they would stop to ask if I was done yet.  
Limitations 
 
There are several limitations to these sources of data that this dissertation 
attempted to address. First, while ethnographies are typically concerned with the present, 
this dissertation adopted elements of historically informed observation, exploring the 
present conditions and their historical transformation at the same time (Small 2004). In a 
similar manner to Small, I quickly realized a need to discover the histories of Hyde 
Jackson and Egleston Square as residents knew them. The second generation residents 
saw each neighborhood as a diverse neighborhood because of the history they 
experienced growing up. Deepening my knowledge of this history allowed me to more 
meaningfully understand how they saw their childhood neighborhoods, specifically why 
they saw a network of low to moderate income communities of color and middle class 
residents where newcomers saw increasing affluence. Without knowing the history of 
their parents who engaged in activist movements as well as the history of neighborhood 
organizations who mobilized diverse coalitions around issues of affordable housing and 
development beginning in the 1970s, I would not have been able to make sense of their 
feelings towards residential change. In this way this dissertation embraces a historical 
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approach that incorporates residents’ knowledge of neighborhood history, the 
relationships and meanings they attach to that history, in addition to changes over time in 
demographic and structural conditions.  
In keeping with this historical orientation, I also made the decision to identify my 
research sites. Following models from other ethnographers that similarly reveal the 
neighborhoods of study, this dissertation strives to treat these neighborhoods cases in a 
manner that allows for comparison of conditions in one case to another (Anderson 1999; 
Pattillo McCoy 1999; Duneier 1999; Small 2004; Wynn 2011; Jerolmack 2013). For 
instance that Levitt identified Jamaica Plain in The Transnational Villagers made it 
possible for me to locate the patterns of migration in Hyde Jackson and Egleston Square, 
within the context of changes taking place in Boston and how different resident 
populations responded to migration in place and through family life.  
Lastly, while I frequently visited and interacted with a range of neighborhood 
institutions, including commercial establishments, community based organizations, 
churches, and community centers, schools were noticeably absent from my fieldwork. I 
attended several events that took place in neighborhood elementary schools after hours, 
for example a theater performance in a school auditorium and a community event in the 
gymnasium of another school, but schools as important neighborhood institutions 
remained outside the scope of this study. This was partially due to my decision not pursue 
the required Institutional Review Board materials to enter school settings and interact 
with people under 18 years of age. Additionally, this dissertation did not initially set out 
to examine households with children, but shifted in this direction as I asked what was 
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happening in various shared places that residents used for dialogue, protest, and 
celebration. However even without in-depth observation of school environments, this 
dissertation captures the experiences of households with children as they move through 
different neighborhood spaces outside school grounds.    
Interview Sample 
 
In addition to observation I conducted seventy-one interviews: thirty-five 
individuals in Egleston Square and thirty-six individuals in Hyde-Jackson. In each site 
over half of the interviews were with residents and a small portion were with 
representatives from neighborhood based organizations. Residents included early 
gentrifiers, recent arrivals and longtime residents. Interviews with organizational 
representatives were with those whose work involved economic development, affordable 
housing, and youth engagement.  
Forty-two (over half) of the interviews were with second generation residents 
(individuals who grew up in gentrifying neighborhoods) and parents who raised children 
in the two sites. I conducted interviews with fourteen second generation residents 
(individuals who grew up formerly disinvested or gentrifying neighborhoods) and 
twenty-eight parents who raised children in Hyde-Jackson and Egleston Square. Initially 
interested in understanding the motivations for sustained engagement in neighborhood 
civic life, I recruited residents who regularly attended meetings for housing, public 
safety, and commercial storefronts in each neighborhood. A range of residents 
participated in such activities, including existing working class residents, more recent 
arrivals and early gentrifiers without children. Nevertheless, growing attention to early 
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gentrifiers with adult children and the adult children of current and former residents, led 
to placing greater significance on these subject positions. 
The semi-structured interviews lasted from 1 to 2 hours and included questions 
about initial impressions and reasons for moving to the neighborhood, involvement in 
neighborhood politics, perceptions of change, as well as hopes for and fears about the 
future. All but one interview was audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Of the 
twenty-eight parents interviewed, ten are residents of color (Black/African American and 
Latinx) and the remainder are white, though some are raising bi-racial children. Over half 
were female. All possessed at least a B.A. and half held additional advanced degrees. 
Professionally, most worked or had retired from managerial positions; three had careers 
as community activists or labor organizers.  
Sampling Strategy 
 
Starting initially with community leaders and activists, I contacted interviewees 
through a variety of networks including neighborhood based organizations and web-
based discussion forums. Following interviews, residents were also asked to share the 
name of someone who would be able to offer a similar and different perspective on the 
neighborhood. Interviews were semi-structured and those in the sample identified 
themselves as parents in response to an early question about “How did you come to the 
neighborhood?” I also asked residents to describe where they lived, the boundaries of 
their neighborhood, the place characteristics they enjoyed most and least, their use of 
commercial spaces, and the changes they had observed over time. In addition to their 
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reactions to change, I also posed questions about how they saw others responding to 
changes in the neighborhood. 
This study did not set out to explore households with children in gentrifying 
neighborhoods, however many of the residents interviewed were selected based on their 
regular participation in neighborhood organizational life where they were either 
accompanied by or made reference to their children. Across the sites it was not 
uncommon for children to be present at neighborhood meetings, a reality which 
occasionally prompted criticism about the lack of childcare offered, particularly at city-
sponsored meetings. At several points throughout fieldwork I received requests to watch 
children when their parents needed to pick something up for a meeting or when an 
organization needed a volunteer to supervise games for young people attending and 
outdoor play. While such requests were made by both mothers and fathers, the sample for 
this study is largely female, which reflects the significant presence of women in public 
spaces and in positions of power across the neighborhood (Tissot 2015). Residents were 
not asked about their income, however most residents were highly educated, the majority 
held master’s degrees, employed or retired from professional careers in law, education, 
planning and managerial positions in nonprofit organizations, and the majority owned 
their homes. 
Over half of the parents I interviewed were property owners and the majority still 
owned and resided in the house their children grew up in. In contrast to parents who 
maintained residence in the neighborhoods, particularly those who were early gentrifiers, 
five second generation residents no longer lived in either neighborhood. Of the larger 
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second generation sample, four were property owners, however only two owned in their 
childhood neighborhood. Six of the second generation residents lived rent free, paid 
discounted rent to parent or family landlords, or had secured a federally subsidized rental 
unit. The remainder rented in the private market.  
I used a variety of strategies to meet and connect with potential interviewees. For 
both parent gentrifiers and second generation residents, I either connected with the 
parents, who then introduced me to their children or children’s friends, or I reached out to 
the children themselves, who in turn offered introductions to their childhood friends. In 
one case during an interview with a more recent arrival who had previously lived with a 
second generation resident, the interviewee connected me with an early gentrifier family. 
Using a participant observation method, I also engaged in a range of spaces where second 
generation residents and their families congregated (Lofland & Lofland 1984). My first 
point of contact with interviewees was typically neighborhood meetings, however I also 
frequented local businesses, volunteered in nearby elementary schools, and utilized local 
library branches. Lastly I sought out annual events, including neighborhood wide tree 
lightings during winter time, outdoor summer dance parties, and fall/summer farmer’s 
markets, which offered opportunities to compare and contrast the attendance and 
participation of parent gentrifiers and second generation residents over time. All 
interview and participation observation data was analyzed using methods of grounded 
theory (Glaser et al. 1968).  
A Focus on Families with Children 
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This dissertation is guided by questions about how history in a neighborhood 
impacts responses to gentrification and interaction with the gentrified neighborhood. 
More than a straightforward calculation of length of residency, I focus on how family 
households with children develop place histories, both learned through personal 
experiences and taught from parents and other family members to children. Similarly 
complicating who we think of as children in the gentrified neighborhood, I draw attention 
to the aspirations and expectations that parents of young children have of each 
neighborhood as well as the experiences of those who grew up in gentrifying 
neighborhoods, whom I refer to as adult children. In this way the identification of 
children takes on a generational dimension and encapsulates a broader category of 
resident.  
Throughout my fieldwork, early gentrifiers who became parents were one of the 
first sets of residents who called attention to the significance of place histories as they 
were defined and experienced through families. Key fixtures at neighborhood events and 
influential connectors to a diverse range of networks, I typically approached this group 
for their long-term involvement or deep familiarity with community dynamics. However, 
their identity as parents also yielded unexpected methodological insights. For instance, 
during family-centered events, such as an annual neighborhood based parade, I observed 
as these older parents educated other people’s children on the significance of 
neighborhood engagement while also reminiscing about their own involvement pre-
children. I joined these conversations, listening intently as these parents retold stories 
about the neighborhood and drew on buildings and parcels of land as props to animate 
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their narratives. Even when children were not present, these parents similarly emphasized 
the neighborhood as an instructional and significant place for parents and children alike. 
From coffee shop discussions about the quality of neighborhood schools to tense 
community meetings marked by criticisms of development proposals that prioritized 
single childless renters over families with children, early gentrifiers were quite vocal in 
their support of the creation of family centered neighborhood landscapes. 
This fieldwork was not solely defined by parents with young children, indeed the 
parents in this study drew my attention to their adult children who returned home. For 
some the return of adult children was merely a dream. This was the case for Linda, a 
white resident and longtime neighborhood activist. Now an empty nester, Linda hoped 
that once one of her children decided to have kids of their own they would move back to 
the neighborhood. According to her, the possibility that her children would return 
motivated her decision to maintain ownership of her residential property. As she 
explained:  
My kids have grown up and, more or less, moved out. At this moment, they're all 
moved out. Sometimes they come back, but now they're out. I said when we 
stopped working with our day jobs and our kids grew up, I said, "We've got this 
enormous house and nobody's living in it anymore. We don't need this big space 
and I think it's wrong for people to hold on to these big houses when they're not 
using the space and family needs them." I said, "We should sell this house and 
buy something smaller” [but] my kids were like, "No! You can't sell the house. 
Never sell the house." 
 
For other parents I discovered that the hope that adult children would return was a reality, 
albeit a bittersweet one. This was the position that Melvin and his wife, who moved to 
Hyde Jackson in the mid-1980s, found themselves in. Currently living on the second 
floor of a multi-family home where they rented out the first-floor apartment, they recently 
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renovated the basement to allow for one of their children to live at home while attending 
graduate school in Boston. Melvin joked that he wanted his daughter to move back in 
with them to the second-floor unit where she grew up, but acknowledged that she wanted 
a separate space that was her own. For Melvin, this ability to offer his daughter housing 
was an imperfect solution to the reality that his adult children could not afford to live in 
the neighborhood where they grew up on their own, explaining:  
My main concern is, if my daughters, any of my two daughters wanted to come 
live here and buy property, they wouldn't be able to do it. If they want to come 
here and rent a place, rent an apartment, they would have problems finding a 
reasonable priced apartment, and that is a big issue for me. Again, if I owned 5, 
10 properties, maybe I could be okay, because I can give away a property for my 
daughters, but that's not the point. The point is that it's making a lot, the whole 
situation is becoming a little unbelievable, a lot problematic for the younger 
crowd.  
 
Opportunities to sit with early gentrifiers who were parents, oftentimes in the home 
where they raised their children, afforded a unique vantage point into the lives of middle 
class families in each neighborhood. Throughout my fieldwork parents showed off family 
photographs that adorned their entryways, gestured to rooms that their children once 
occupied or in-law quarters their adult children currently occupied, and listed gathering 
places they once frequented during early stages of parenthood. While other studies of 
gentrification might end with the narratives of early gentrifiers and more recent parents, 
in this case I followed what happened when the adult children came home to a now 
further gentrified neighborhood.  
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Chapter Three Parent Gentrifiers: Constructing Narratives of Urbanism and 
Childhood in Boston 
 
While seeking shelter from the hot Boston summer sun, Danny and I sip iced 
coffee and iced tea at a table near the back of an air conditioned coffee shop in Jamaica 
Plain. A regular patron of this particular establishment, Danny, a childless white resident 
in Hyde Jackson appeared keenly aware of who came in and when, remarking how at 
different points in the day the tables and nearby booths would be occupied by a fair 
different crowd—parents and children: 
There is always more strollers and more strollers, and more. I see that now they 
have new and better high chairs, they have upgraded which I think was good 
because the other ones were getting a lot of use. A lot (resident’s emphasis). That 
is another important category for the demographic here. There is a lot of moms 
with young kids, a lot of younger couples, so taking root and plugging in their 
family presence here. 
 
While not part of this trend, for Danny the growing presence of families with children 
was connected to his perspective on the ways in which the advancement of gentrification 
continued to reshape the neighborhood over time. In addition to believing that in the next 
few years the area would grow more and more expensive, he suggested that in five years 
Jamaica Plain would turn into the adjacent community of Roslindale, a neighborhood 
towards the outer edge of Boston. Curious about this identification, when I asked Danny 
to elaborate he responded by stating, “I was thinking that, the suburban family vibe, 
where it is a lot of SUVs and strollers and, uh the strollers that are only getting bigger and 
bigger and bigger. I think that was the thing that came to mind. That it would be so 
suburban feeling.”  
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 In many ways Danny and other residents of these two Boston neighborhoods 
touched upon two increasingly common observations: 1) parents and children were 
prominent actors in gentrifying urban neighborhoods and 2) their presence coincided with 
shifting constructions of place. For Danny, the growing visibility of families in the 
neighborhood was synonymous with suburbanization, understood as a “feeling” related to 
distinct patterns of consumption. However, a competing image emerged when I spoke 
with parents who saw themselves as maintaining intrinsically urban identities. Expressing 
similar fears of suburbanization, parents located their continued residence or migration to 
the city as the result of their desires for parenting and childhood experiences they 
understood as uniquely available in urban environments. Rather than strollers and cars 
ever increasing in size, parents imagined opportunities for their children to learn Spanish, 
explore neighborhood streets and businesses, and most importantly develop a particular 
set of embodied practices only available through city living.  
This chapter explores parenthood and childhood in two gentrifying Boston 
neighborhoods by examining the narratives of parents who have raised or are raising 
children in the neighborhood. I argue that the collective choices of parents are defining 
the nature of cities. Their visions of an ideal neighborhood, middle class home, and most 
importantly childhood, shape both their struggles over space as well as their conceptions 
of what constitutes “urban” versus “suburban.” Already complicating expectations of 
suburbanization among middle class families, understanding how parents who remain in 
the city define the place they live is important in a moment where place labels 
increasingly shape strategies of economic development, governance structures, and 
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resource allocation (Billingham & Kimelberg 2018). To begin, I start by considering the 
following question: How does gentrification shape the available narratives of urbanism 
and childhood? In addition to locating several generations of parents in two gentrifying 
neighborhoods, I find that these cohorts of parents are shaped by distinct narratives of 
urban childhood and parenting that coincide with the progression of gentrification in each 
neighborhood.  
Such an attention to the narratives and experiences of parents came out of a 
surprising finding that residents who had raised children in the neighborhood constructed 
almost idyllic narratives about their experiences of and aspirations for raising children in 
the city. During interviews about residential and neighborhood histories, residents met 
questions about how they came to the neighborhood with responses about how their 
moves often co-occurred or were influenced by a desire to have children. From wanting 
their children to grow up in a different environment than they experienced as kids to 
acknowledging how their use of the neighborhood, especially public spaces, increased 
upon the arrival of children, the desire to normalize raising families in the city surfaced as 
a defining theme. Unexpected, such narratives prompted further time in the field, where I 
began to notice talk of children in even the most unexpected places, such as community 
hearings for proposed residential developments. With this new gaze I returned to 
fieldwork and interviews, listening deeply at meetings as newly developed properties 
were critiqued because they removed dining rooms where a family had previously 
gathered for dinner and probed residents to explain when they noticed the sounds of 
children replaced by the sight of dogs. Partially an attunement to the presence of children, 
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residents also seemed to associate specific changes to the urban landscape with 
impending threats to or validation of their visions of childhood.  
Parents, Childhood and Gentrification 
 
Scattered across literature on marriage and family as well as urban studies, it is 
generally accepted that ‘family friendly’ neighborhoods are constructed both physically 
and discursively. In addition to the presence of infrastructure, such as playgrounds or cul-
de-sacs or other spaces where children can move safely and comfortably, narratives and 
memories about the experiences of children help to establish certain places as family 
neighborhoods (Swisher et al. 2004; Sweet et al. 2005). While families can be found in a 
number of environments, particularly in the United States the images of middle class 
families have traditionally been associated with suburbia (Fishman 1987; Jackson 1985). 
The term suburbia, as opposed to the suburbs, captures the changing demographics of 
suburban environments alongside the sustained imagery of suburbia, particularly white 
suburbia (Hayden 2004). In contrast to cities, where children are depicted as threatened 
and vulnerable, suburbia, with its fenced in yards, single family homes, and garages keep 
children “safe” from urban problems. Indeed much of the urban scholarship on youth and 
families paints a rather bleak image of urban childhood. Poor children and families 
remain in the city, while those with resources depart in search of better school systems, 
less violence, and poverty (Clark 1992; Crowder & South 2005; South et al. 2005). 
Occasionally surfacing in studies of gentrification, the experiences of middle class 
families in the city, is newly emerging as a scope of study. The return of middle class 
populations, specifically families, complicates our assumptions about what households 
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are involved in the processes of gentrification. Indeed a growing set of scholars contest 
that certain middle class families are “deciding differently,” (Karsten 2003) opting to 
remain in or move to the city with children as opposed to retreating to suburbs (Brun & 
Fagnani 1994; Butler 2003, 2001; Karsten 2003). Initially spearheaded by feminist urban 
researchers, who explored the ways in which cities offered emancipatory opportunities to 
women, much of the early work focused on lower income single mothers and single 
middle class mothers who decided to raise children in the city (Wekerly 1984; Bondi 
1990, 1999). Arguing the city afforded freedoms from traditional gender roles found in 
suburbs, this literature not only suggests women’s relationships to urban environments is 
significant but also demonstrates how changing gender relations constitute urban 
processes such as gentrification.  
Studying residents in terms of gender, has prompted several scholars to consider 
their additional identities as parents (Karsten 2003, 2014; Wulff & Lobo 2009; Boterman 
et al. 2010). Complicating the study of gentrifiers as childless individuals or couples, 
research examining the ways in which the meanings and uses of neighborhoods shifts 
upon becoming parents, has demonstrated how household arrangements interact with 
processes of gentrification (Bondi 1999; Boterman et al. 2010; Hankins 2007; Karsten 
2003, 2007, 2014; Lilius 2014, 2017). However, while scholars have paid much attention 
to the appeal of urban environments for parents, how and why parents decide to stay in 
urban neighborhoods as opposed to moving to suburbs after the arrival of children 
remains undertheorized. In his 1994 study of Toronto, Jon Caufield discovered that 
parents and non-parents alike upheld similar values, particularly a distaste for suburbs. 
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Leading to a suggestion that idealization of the suburbs as family domains has prevented 
social scientists from recognizing and studying the ways in which cities are constructed 
as compatible with family life, Caufield offers the following words of caution “lost in this 
mythology is the recognition that not all middle class parents subscribe to this vision of 
the suburban familial utopia” (180). In addition representing a new resident group, a 
handful of scholars have already argued that the decisions parent gentrifiers make about 
migration and mobility turn them into new agents of gentrification (Karsten 2003, 2014; 
Wulff & Lobo 2009) 
Understanding families who depart from existing cultural norms about middle 
class parents takes us into a realm of neighborhood life often understated in gentrification 
research, that is generational narratives of how families come to place. By examining the 
narratives of three cohorts of parents, that include those who have raised now adult 
children in the neighborhood and those who currently are raising school aged children, I 
locate the ways in which processes of gentrification enable parents to reshape the 
available narratives of childhood. How parents learn that neighborhoods, specifically 
gentrifying ones, offer space to them offers insights into the extent to which changing 
notions of family and childhood are influenced by place.   
Researching Urban Parents 
 
At several points during fieldwork children and families surfaced as noteworthy 
figures in neighborhood life and key themes in fieldnotes. Across the sites it was not 
uncommon for children to be present at neighborhood meetings, a reality which 
occasionally prompted criticism about the lack of childcare offered, particularly at city-
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sponsored meetings. At several points I received requests to watch children when their 
parents needed to pick something up for a meeting or when an organization needed a 
volunteer to supervise games for young people attending and outdoor play. Families also 
came up during development proposal meetings as residents consistently lobbied 
criticism of residential projects deemed inhospitable to households with children. Both 
parents with young and adult children would note how newly built projects were not 
structures where families would want to raise children. 
Hyde Jackson and Egleston Square are areas of the city where urban 
characteristics, children, and families intersect. Home to a number of day care centers, tot 
lots, elementary and middle schools, and a high school, households with children have 
long utilized and helped to create child friendly spaces across both neighborhoods. For a 
period of time, the discussions about young people in the neighborhoods largely centered 
around their exposure to violence. Starting in the 1980s and into the 1990s, concerns 
about youth participation in gangs, particularly the X-Men in Egleston Square and 
activity based near Mozart Park in Hyde Jackson, prompted organizing efforts to bring a 
stop to the violence. The creation of the Hyde Square Task Force and the development of 
the Egleston Square Peace Garden just two examples of the results of largely resident led 
movements to address issues of youth and violence. While concerns about youth safety 
persist, more recent discussions about young people involve school systems, childcare, 
and their significance to neighborhood life. Given this history the families who have 
participated in the transformation of both neighborhoods over the past thirty years are the 
focus of this chapter. Importantly, this attention to families with children in gentrifying 
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neighborhoods was also a response to recent literature that prioritizes families with young 
children. Such research prompted a question about why the longtime presence of middle 
class families with children in urban neighborhoods remains undertheorized (for 
exception see Woldoff and Pattillo-McCoy). 
This chapter draws on 29 interviews with parents who have raised or are raising 
children in Hyde-Jackson Square and Egleston Square between the mid 1980s and the 
present. Of the 29 parents interviewed, 10 were residents of color (Black/African 
American and Latinx) and the remainder were white, though some were raising bi-racial 
children. 16 parents had school aged children (ranging from pre-school to high school) 
and 13 were the parents of adult children. 
Defining and Identifying Parent Gentrifiers 
 
I focus on three cohorts of parent gentrifiers who raised children in each of the 
two study neighborhoods. Many of whom arrived as adults without children, their 
identity as residents is to varying degrees shaped by their status as parents. For some, 
their relationship to the neighborhood transformed upon the arrival of children, 
drastically reshaping how they moved about the neighborhood. For instance one parent 
described the noticeable differences between her navigation of the neighborhood before 
her children started school and afterwards, sharing: 
So things have shifted for me because my kid is going to another school. So I 
would say there was before we started getting involved in the community and 
after (author’s emphasis). So before it was like, Ula the Brewery, Mama and Me, 
there are places in there for new moms and stuff like that… And then um, the 
little playground up on Franklin Park. So before, oh and Green Street Massage. 
These are the places I used to go. And Canto 6. So then afterwards, now my kid 
goes to the Hernandez, so that is like, this is my little trajectory now. I go to the 
Hernandez, I drop off my kid, I got to the Lluvia’s corner [store] and get our little 
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milkshake and then we go to Alberto’s to get his hair cut, we are very much using 
the neighborhood resources more than we used to be. 
 
Beyond the impact on the types of consumption spaces she frequented, for this parent, the 
arrival of children transformed her orientation towards place. The presence of children, 
particularly as they started attending schools in the neighborhood, prompted engagement 
in community and changed how parents interacted with the neighborhood and other 
residents. Indeed the majority of parents described how the arrival of children shifted 
their expectations of the neighborhood, with several admitting how this change in 
orientation continued as children began school and started to venture into new domains of 
neighborhood life. While parents typically shared a moment when their understanding of 
the neighborhood changed, there was great variation in their assumptions about urban 
environments and their subsequent expectations of the neighborhood. For example, those 
who became parents starting in the mid-late 1970s and into the early 1990s explained 
how they challenged assumptions about the city held by their suburban peers and in turn 
reframed expectations of safety in urban contexts. In contrast, more recent parents readily 
dismissed suburban environments as a location that aligned with their vision of 
childhood.  
In existing scholarship this group of parents is typically referred to as family 
gentrifiers, which often describes middle class families with young children (Bridge 
2003; Karsten 2003, 2014; Boterman et al 2010; Goodsell 2013; Van Den Berg 2013; 
Weck & Hanhorster 2015). I instead use the term parent gentrifiers to reflect how 
parenthood is an ongoing state that better captures generations of families both with 
young and adult children. Parents, both those currently raising children in the 
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neighborhood and those whose children have long since left the childhood home, 
continue to have influence over the gentrified landscape and effectively construct and 
reinforce narratives about what type of place each neighborhood is and the type of 
childhood experience it offers. In the following section I examine the three cohorts of 
parents; those who arrived as young adults without children between the mid 1970s to 
1980s, those who arrived without children in the 1990s into the early 2000s, and those 
who have moved in the past ten years with children (see table 7).  
TABLE 7: Parent gentrifiers' arrival, occupations, and narratives of urban childhood 
 Time period of 
arrival  
Arrived with  
children 
Occupation at 
time of arrival 
Narratives of urban 
childhood    
Early Parent 
Gentrifier 
1960-early 1980s No Community 
organizer, non-
profit 
professional, 
graduate 
student  
The Counter-
cultural choice: 
Parents defend 
decision and seek 
to justify their 
rationale 
Remaining in city 
offers benefits to 
children not found 
in suburbs.    
Mid Parent 
Gentrifier  
Mid 1980s-early 
2000s 
No/Yes Childcare 
provider, non-
profit 
professional, 
urban planner 
The Unexpected 
choice: 
Parents discover 
benefits of raising 
children in the city 
Remaining in the 
city does not mean 
forgoing benefits 
of suburbs  
New Parent 
Gentrifier  
Mid 2000s-
present 
No/Yes  Professor, 
adjunct 
professor, non-
profit 
professional, 
art director, 
architect  
The “Right” 
choice: 
Parents embrace 
raising children in 
the city  
Remaining in city 
offers best of 
multiple worlds  
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At a glance the cohorts appear more similar than different. Each participates in 
formal community life, such as resident associations and volunteering at neighborhood 
based events. Similarly all emphasize a commitment to public schools and share a belief 
in urban parenting. However differences emerge in terms of when they raised children in 
the neighborhood, namely the stage of gentrification during their early phases of 
parenthood, which in turn influenced their subsequent understandings of the advantages 
an urban childhood afforded their children. For instance, those who became parents in the 
1980s identified conditions of disinvestment in their narratives of place and constructed a 
clear distinction between the urban neighborhoods where they raised their children and 
the suburban communities where their peers retreated. They exhibited signs of 
defensiveness and positioned urban childhood as a state defined by beneficial risk. In a 
surprising twist, parents who arrived after early stages of gentrification, which I refer to 
as mid-parent gentrifiers, blurred the lines between urban and suburban. A variation on a 
pioneer narrative, these parents “discovered” that gentrifying neighborhoods could offer 
single family homes and relatively low levels of density and height, characteristics more 
typically associated with suburban environments. The third cohort, new parent 
gentrifiers, benefitted from the increasing presence of other middle and upper middle 
class families, entering neighborhoods where desirable amenities and experiences for 
children were already established. While each cohort arrived to find similar housing stock 
and public spaces, the advancement of gentrification influenced the degree to which they 
experienced the neighborhood as urban and their subsequent expectations of parenting 
and childhood. The evolving construction of urban childhood as a choice to be defended 
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to choice to be embraced unfolds alongside the progression of gentrification in each 
neighborhood.11 
In the next section I present the stories of two households on a residential street in 
Egleston Square to further illustrate this relationship between the progression of 
gentrification, changing parent ideologies, and subsequent distinctions between the 
multiple cohorts of parent gentrifier. The first household, a dual-income couple, moved to 
the street in the early 1990s with young children. The second household, a single adult, 
arrived in the mid 2000s and a few years later celebrated the arrival of their first child. 
While each raised their family in different circumstances, from period of entry to 
household type, taken together their narratives and experiences reflect both the street and 
the surrounding neighborhood’s establishment and evolution as a family friendly space. 
In this way the biography of the street is used to complicate some of the existing ways of 
explaining gentrification and the impact such processes have on definitions of the city 
and childhood.  
A Walk Up Pleasant Street 
 
In the 1990s, gentrification was entering its early stages in Egleston Square as 
new residents began purchasing and renting housing on streets that spread out from the 
Stony Brook T station. Split between the neighborhoods of Jamaica Plain and Roxbury, 
between the 1960s and 1990s Egleston Square was largely populated by working class 
 
11 The language of choice is meant to acknowledge the options and opportunities the middle class parents in 
this study had access to. However, I also recognize varying degrees of constraint in choice. In particular 
parents of color, or those raising biracial children talked about safety for their children, particularly the 
dangers of raising their children in predominately white environments. White parents instead spoke of the 
exposure to diversity and a desire to intentionally opt out of predominately white spaces. 
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communities who remained in the neighborhood following the demolition of over a 
thousand homes and businesses to make way for the I-95 highway project. While the 
highway was never built, for years the land cleared for the project sat undeveloped, 
serving as a visible boundary between Egleston Square and the other side of Jamaica 
Plain.  
The Stony Brook station opened in 1987 as part of a new underground rail line 
that operated underneath the once dirt trench, now Southwest Corridor green space. 
Mellie, an artist, and her husband, an academic, moved to Jamaica Plain in the 1990s, 
following this era of reinvestment, and rented for several years before making the 
decision to purchase a house on Pleasant Street. Aware that she and her husband 
represented a shift in resident demographics, Mellie was nevertheless caught off guard 
when friends expressed skepticism and concern about the move. As she explained:  
We bought a house on Pleasant Street in 1997, when it still wasn't, people thought 
we were like, "What are you doing? You're buying in Roxbury?" We're like, 
"Yeah." "What?" That's how we got here.12 
 
Unfamiliar with the Egleston side of the Orange Line, Mellie and her husband were 
initially concerned they would not be able to afford anything, let alone a single family 
home, in the Jamaica Plain neighborhood. Watching as other homebuyers were offering 
bids over asking prices, they decided to extend their home search to the other side of the 
tracks from where they were living previously. When the house, a large single family in 
 
12 This is just one instance of the conflicting neighborhood associations present in Egleston Square. Indeed 
later in the conversation Mellie went on to identify Egleston as part of Jamaica Plain in contrast to 
Roxbury. This dual association of Egleston as both part of Jamaica Plain and Roxbury persisted across 
fieldwork and interviews.  
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Egleston, came on the market they made an early offer and decided to take an afternoon 
to get insights from their potential neighbors: 
A couple days [after we made the offer] we went over and talked to the neighbors. 
Knocked on doors which you're not supposed to do, supposedly because you're 
under agreement. Whatever. Realtors are very funny. We thought no, we're going 
to talk to these people. See what they think about it. It was great. We really had a 
great, that kind of made us really feel like okay, we can move here. They raised 
their kids here. These other ones. The people on one side of us, they sold their 
house to their son and daughter-in-law so they lived in there with their two 
younger boys. On the other side, they'd been there forever. They have their house. 
They've been in the neighborhood for a long time. 
 
For Mellie, knowing that she was moving onto a street with established neighbors, 
particularly the presence of families who had raised children, sealed the deal. However 
even after deciding on the neighborhood and moving their young children into the new 
house, Mellie and her husband still encountered pushback from friends and acquaintances 
who questioned their decision to remain in the city with kids. Seeing herself as part of a 
generational shift of parents who opted to remain in an urban neighborhood following the 
birth of a child, Mellie found herself constantly leaving the city to spend time with other 
parents with young children. As she shared,  
Mellie: I had a mother's group that I met through my birthing center. They lived 
all over, like Framingham and Wellesley [suburban communities outside Boston]. 
They would not come to my house.  
 
Taylor: Really? 
 
Mellie: Would not.  
 
Taylor : Why not?  
 
Mellie: They would not bring their babies to JP because it was too dangerous. My 
impression, it was like, "It's fine." [They said]"No." I'm like, "All right, we'll meet 
in Wellesley, whatever."  
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Taylor: [That’s] quite a schlep for you.  
 
Mellie: Isn't it funny that they have this idea? It's like we're going to meet at nine 
o'clock in the morning, you're going to be fine. They just were fearful of the city. 
That was kind of interesting. As soon as we had kids people would say, "Oh, are 
you going to move now? You moving?" I'm like, "No, we love it here." We had a 
garden across the street. It was just so great. We're like, "No, why would we 
move?" 
 
Partially a story of the return of the middle class, neighborhood upgrading and the 
displacement of working class communities, as Mellie mentioned how her neighbors 
shifted over time and housing became occupied by families who looked more like her 
own, her family’s journey to Pleasant Street also provides evidence of a belief that 
middle class families could have desirable childhood experiences in the city. Despite 
criticism from family and friends, Mellie and other parents who moved in during this 
time saw the neighborhood as offering access to greenery, housing that allowed families 
to have space, and most importantly provided families with children opportunities for 
child development that were believed to be unique to urban environments. In contrast to 
their peers who departed for suburban communities, Mellie understood the city as a space 
that was not only suitable, but in fact desirable for children. For example she stressed 
how living in a racially diverse urban neighborhood enabled her children to have access 
to communities that supported new language skills: 
…We've raised our kids bilingually. We've always had a native Spanish speaker 
living with us so it was kind of nice to be in the city because they could just get 
jobs. We would have other friends hiring these babysitters and they didn't speak 
any English. They wanted to learn English but they lived with us and just gave us 
20 hours of child care a week and we gave them free room and board…A lot of 
them have stayed and ended up being here forever. Some went back. It was kind 
of convenient to be in the city. They like the Latin feel of JP, too. It was easy to 
have people come and live with us. That was successful because both my 
daughters, all three speak Spanish now. 
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Still residents of Pleasant Street, Mellie’s children are now all grown and returned to their 
childhood home following college. For her the benefit of childhood in the city bears out 
in her children’s willingness to come back home. The neighborhood continues to be a 
place that supports her children’s development, even as they grow up as adults. In 
addition to the return of adult children who were raised in the neighborhood during the 
1980s and 90s, today the street is also home to another generation of parents who are 
raising young children.  
While Mellie’s family was able to save for a down payment on a single family 
home on Pleasant Street, over the 1990s and into 2000s many of the houses on the street 
were converted into multifamily residences. Penelope, was one of the new white residents 
to move into a triple decker in 2011 that was converted into condo units:  
I lived on the first floor and the land lady’s sold it like three years ago. So I was 
here for like a year and a half, two years, and then they sold it and I was like 
“What? I don’t want to leave! I really like it here.” So since I was already here, 
they were really interested in negotiating with me because they didn’t have to go 
through a broker or anything so I was able to get a pretty decent deal on the place. 
I think if I were to sell it now, I would probably make like $40,000 because the 
real estate has just been like [makes sound like a rocket going up]. It is totally 
insane but I don’t want to leave, I like living here. I’m not trying to make money 
off of my house.   
 
Conscious of the demographic shifts that her own entry reflected, Penelope identified her 
neighbors as Dominican, African American, Puerto Rican, alongside a growing presence 
of new white young professionals. However in contrast to such newcomers, more 
recently Penelope has started to see herself as distinct, largely due to her decision to raise 
children in the neighborhood. As she explained: 
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The young white professionals that are moving in aren’t necessarily starting 
families. I am starting a family and my son is half Mexican and I really want him 
to learn Spanish and be able to you know, go outside and have conversations in 
Spanish with neighbors and not have to enroll in a special school or class. 
 
Similarly looking forward to informal arrangements to support her child’s language and 
identity development, Penelope was also aware and made use of the growing number of 
child oriented establishments in the neighborhood. Unlike Mellie, who constantly 
defended her decision to peers, for Penelope, Pleasant Street and the surrounding 
neighborhood was firmly established as a place to raise children and afforded access to a 
type of childhood she deemed acceptable. Penelope had high hopes that her street would 
be able to offer a version of childhood she wanted for her child, namely an ability to feel 
watched and cared for by neighbors and explore with relative freedom:  
I want my son to like be supported by a community. I want him to feel 
comfortable here and people know him and are looking out for him. He is not just 
like some random kid cruising around, people are like oh, what happens if he is 
just wanders outside and I am doing something else and then I am like “Oh shit” 
and then somebody is like “Oh your son is in my yard. Um, you want to get him? 
Should I send him home?” I like that idea. I don’t want to fear, you know there is 
a lot of people who lock their kids inside and they like watch TV and I think that 
is awful. I don’t want my neighborhood to be like that. I don’t want to be that 
kind of mother that is like “Get inside!” Like yes there are sketchy people that 
come up and down the street. That is life. Um but I don’t want, I want to know 
people so that he knows people and feels confident. 
 
For Penelope, life on Pleasant Street came with some concerning elements, such as 
“sketchy people,” but this was understood as an unavoidable and manageable 
consequence of living in the city. Determined to be part of a community that allowed her 
child to roam freely, all the while watched by neighbors, Penelope invested time getting 
to know the other people on her street. However while she was committed to raising 
children in the city, she could not help but wonder if her child would have the same 
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relationship to Pleasant Street as her, explaining, “I mean I grew up in a suburb and I 
moved to a city because I was interested in biking and getting to know my neighbors and 
having more art and culture in my life…but maybe my son is going to be like, you know 
this place is like too crowded, I want to go move to a farm.” Conscious that her child’s 
residential desires as an adult could differ drastically from her own, Penelope was 
nevertheless committed to raising her child in the city. 
 Penelope and Mellie offer a telling glimpse into the everyday lives of parent 
gentrifiers in both neighborhoods. Separated by over ten years, in many ways Penelope 
amplifies Mellie’s casual dismissal of the dangers associated with raising children in the 
city and recognition of the cultural practices and experiences children develop as young 
urbanites. Whereas Mellie entered Egleston Square when gentrification was slowly 
getting underway, Penelope moved in as the neighborhood’s residential landscape was 
changing more rapidly. Both position their decision to remain in the city with children as 
a source of distinction, they are different from families with children who departed for 
suburbs and distinct from newcomers who arrived without children. Each defines their 
neighborhood in terms of its alignment with their values of community, which are largely 
anchored around the experiences urban living presented to their children. In the following 
sections I continue to follow parents as they move through each neighborhood over time. 
Moving chronologically, I begin with early parent gentrifiers and explore how the 
progression of gentrification influences subsequent narratives of urbanism and 
childrearing. Importantly place variation, namely varying stages of gentrification, do not 
fully account for the differences across cohorts. In several instances, parents of color and 
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parents raising multi-racial children called attention to the ways in which each 
neighborhood supported or helped to maintain their child’s racial and ethnic identities. 
Fearful of predominately white environments, many parents with children of color 
partially attributed their decision to remain in or move to each neighborhood to the racial 
composition of the residential population and the presence of immigrant owned 
businesses.    
The Urban Childhood Defended 
 
Early parent gentrifiers entered Hyde Jackson Square and Egleston Square in the 
1970s and 1980s as a group largely comprised of recent college graduates, non-profit 
professionals, teachers, and community organizers. As a cohort they possessed diverse 
origins. Some hailed from cities across the western and eastern seaboard while for others 
Boston was the first city they called home. Upon arrival most were single, only three 
moved with their spouses or significant others, and all were childless. This cohort 
explained their preference for urban living in terms of availability of inexpensive 
housing, presence of activist and progressive leaning communities, and the convenience 
for work and leisure activities (Brun & Fagnani 1994). This came up for Annie, an early 
parent gentrifier who moved to Egleston Square in the 1970s. Now a semi-retired 
professional, Annie initially arrived as a college student seeking an affordable 
neighborhood that offered more space than the apartments available around her campus. 
As she explained:   
I came to Jamaica Plain probably early 70s. I came as a college student, I was 
living on the Fenway, I was going to college [in Boston] and I was living at the 
Fenway, which there is a lot of student housing. It was a time of big disinvestment 
in the city so I have to preface it by that, so there were lots of cheap apartments 
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everywhere. But Jamaica Plain had even cheaper apartments and train line access 
and green space so you could get the floor of a triple decker with a front and back 
porch and a little yard for a good rent and then take the train in. And it was more 
kind of all ages, it was more town like than living down in Fenway. 
 
Moving to a “more town like” residential environment was important to Annie. 
Seemingly channeling the spirit of Jane Jacobs, Annie envisioned her new home in terms 
of its opportunities for interaction, including residential outdoor space and parks, but 
more significantly in relationship to its generationally diverse inhabitants. In comparison 
to the Fenway area, characterized by large numbers of students in tight quarters, Annie 
remembered Egleston Square as a neighborhood that helped to expand her vision of the 
types of experiences urban environments could provide, sharing “I grew up in kind of 
suburban…yeah, so I liked the close in feel and that there were a lot of different people 
around, I liked that feel. I didn’t want to live out where there is nobody around or you 
have no sidewalks.”   
For many in this early parent cohort, their initial experiences in each 
neighborhood were defined by new sights, sounds, and interactions. Similar to the way 
Annie discovered how sidewalks encouraged interactions with neighbors, other early 
parent gentrifiers saw the emergence of informal community gardens and the 
rehabilitation of abandoned homes as moments that deepened their appreciation for place. 
However, the continuation of the early parent cohorts’ story, namely the arrival of 
children, brought a striking shift in their narratives. Again Annie’s trajectory is 
instructive. Tempering some of her earlier enthusiasm for sidewalks and public 
transportation service, when Annie began to mention her children she acknowledged the 
ways in which signs of lingering neighborhood disinvestment colored her parenting 
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experiences. For example, shopping for her growing household became increasingly 
difficult as Annie noted the area’s lack of large grocery retailers:  
We always used the train, so my kids when they were younger the overhead was 
still there. They were probably the last ones to ride on the overhead. Um we 
always used Centre Street, we always used the libraries and we always used the 
public gardens. I would say for shopping we never went to Egleston 
Square…there wasn’t grocery stores in Jamaica Plain period. That Stop and Shop 
wasn’t there, it was a really big deal…all the grocery stores had moved out of the 
city and it was, it was a difficult issue. I had to drive every, for my grocery 
shopping I had to drive to Dedham [suburb of Boston]. 
 
Searching for a balance between the assets urban living offered her children and the 
challenges it posed as a parent, Annie ultimately retained residence in the city, despite the 
pull to more suburban environments like Dedham. Importantly, this decision to stay was 
not without its costs, as parents described how their children risked exposure to 
supposedly “urban” problems including crime. For instance, Samuel, a Black resident and 
parent who had grown up around Egleston Square, shared his own experience with crime 
in the neighborhood. Living in the area since the 1960s, Samuel recounted a scene from 
the early 1980s that still stuck in his mind:  
Samuel: I mean there was a time, I think it was 82 or 83, I came home from work, 
and I worked downtown. I came home from work and the New York Guardian 
Angels were trying to start a Boston contingent and they were lined up on 
Cornwall Street getting ready to patrol, it was 8:30 at night.  
 
Taylor: The New York Guardian Angels?  
 
Samuel: Yeah they are called the Guardian Angels. This guy Curtis Sliwa started 
them and they were sort of a vigilante group, unarmed vigilante group and they 
would wander around and they had contingents in New York and it was a 
response to street crime…so they tried to start a contingent here in Boston, it 
lasted maybe a year or two. It didn’t take. I always remember that I came home 
and I said “Great, I live in a neighborhood where the Guardian Angels see fit to 
see this as a place to come and patrol.” 
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Now retired from a career in accounting, when Samuel and his partner decided to have 
children in the 1980s, they remained in Jamaica Plain, watching as neighbors and friends 
moved to places outside the city like Stoughton and Mansfield. Describing a 
neighborhood still in recovery from population decline, most notably white flight, and 
urban disinvestment, during the early 1980s new parents like Samuel continued to live in 
central city neighborhoods known more for their struggling schools and abandoned 
buildings than playgrounds and well-maintained housing. They believed that their 
presence and organizing could bring improved resources for their children and other 
young people in the neighborhoods.  
Other early parent gentrifiers were more explicit in their efforts to defend their 
decision to remain in the city with children, critiquing the associations of urban 
environments with issues of crime and violence. For instance Dorothea, a white early 
parent gentrifier who initially moved to Egleston Square in the mid-1970s as a childless 
single adult, recalled how outsiders referred to her new home as a “bad neighborhood” a 
label she strongly opposed even as she observed incidents of arson and theft on her street 
and surrounding areas. Instead she described the neighbors she encountered in great 
detail, stressing how they had, “self-consciously organized,” fostering an environment 
where even seemingly regular folks identified themselves as involved in resident 
movements, such as the effort to stop the highway. Rejecting a disorganized city thesis, 
early parent gentrifiers like Dorothea emphasized the relationships and connections that 
shaped their everyday lives in urban neighborhoods. The parent of a mixed race child, 
Dorothea also understood cities as spaces that offered safe haven for gay and lesbian 
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communities as well as people of color, mentioning how other family members with 
biracial children sought out places like New York City. Voicing some hesitancy about 
whether Boston offered similar refuge, Dorothea was confident that the neighborhood 
itself was known for its acceptance, explaining “So there was a long time where Jamaica 
Plain was one of the places that you could be if you were a bi-racial couple, if you had 
kids who weren’t the same color as you, if you were gay, if you were lesbian, it was 
simply one of the places that was more tolerant in the city.” That urban environments had 
associations beyond crime and violence also came up for Brian, an academic and white 
parent in Egleston. While realtors discouraged him from buying a house in Egleston 
during the 1970s, Brian maintained a desire to live in a neighborhood where he had been 
involved in organizing work. Now over 30 years, he still owns and resides on the street 
where most of his children were raised. Brian stressed that during his residential tenure 
he constantly fielded misconceptions from visitors and families about the relative safety 
of an urban neighborhood. Voicing a sense of pride about his own ability to “know how 
to read signals,” Brian described how he felt at ease navigating different Boston 
neighborhoods. Attributing this comfort to his experiences working in predominately 
Black communities, Brian went on to narrate how even his own encounters with crime in 
the neighborhood failed to shake his commitment to raising a family in the city, sharing:   
None of my kids or my wife has had any trouble, my kids have come and gone at 
all hours of the day and night for these many years now. My oldest boys are in 
their forties and the fact that they never ... that this has been, in fact, a safe 
neighborhood. As I say, I was held up twice, a number of years apart. But I think 
that was really a fluke. You know, in that sense, although it's urban, it just doesn't 
feel like a dangerous area or one were you would be at risk. 
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Funnily enough, Brian’s children continued to come and go as they pleased. One of his 
children, now an adult, stopped by as we are talking and another lives a few streets over. 
Brian proudly stated that none of his children own cars and that each has used the T since 
childhood. In this way, his comment about risk highlights its dual meaning for early 
parent gentrifiers. While they made a different and potentially risky decision for their 
children, living in an urban environment afforded their children to have a childhood 
defined by exploration, which made them better urban dwellers as adults.  
Beyond a vision of urban childhood as one that allowed for high degrees of 
freedom, early parent gentrifiers suggested that growing up in urban neighborhoods 
helped prepare their children for their experiences in cities as adults. As parents with 
adult children who were navigating their own residential search processes, early 
gentrifiers remarked on the advantages their children accrued as a result of their 
childhood in an urban environment. For instance, Dorothea drew attention to the 
extensive networks parents and children were able to create in the city, sharing “So I have 
a large set of friends, all more of less my generation, where our kids all came up together. 
Many of us had our kids in the same day care. We decided to apply to schools in a 
group…their social circle to a large extent was the people whose kids were running 
around with your kids, and that went on for 12-13 years.” Growing more wistful she 
described past neighborhood events that brought these groups of families together. 
Despite acknowledging some negative experiences, Dorothea continued to view the 
neighborhood as one that continued to offer benefits to adult children, sharing, “but this 
notion of feeling like you are connected to space, to place, is very present for these kids 
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who are all, who all came up together, whose families are still here, who are still in touch 
with each other.” In addition to developing a sustained sense of community, other early 
parent gentrifiers emphasized how growing up in a city helped to prepare their children 
for adulthood. Indeed Samuel, mentioned earlier, went so far as to suggest that growing 
up in such close proximity to crime benefitted his son upon his move to Brooklyn for 
college, explaining:  
My son went to school down in New York and he was living in an apartment for a 
year and it was a part of Bed-Stuy and I remember when he moved in and I was 
helping him move in, he was renting a bedroom and I said “I will go get some 
food” because I was going to spend the night and then drive back, and I remember 
I walked, I maybe got maybe 50ft from the front door of his building and this 
woman came up to me and she is panhandling. You know and there are people on 
the street and they are arguing. And I said “Jeez this neighborhood is a little rough 
but it is like back home…” So I mean he grew up in the city. 
 
Confident that his son would know how to handle himself in the city, Samuel’s quotation 
also highlights how growing up in early gentrifying urban neighborhoods prepared 
children to enter similarly gentrifying neighborhoods as adults. In this way, for parents of 
the first cohort, their children were mirroring their parents’ experiences as formerly 
childless adults. Similar to the ways in which they engaged in risk taking behavior, 
moving to fiscally neglected neighborhoods, they imagined their children and their 
subsequent childhood experiences to also interact with risk.  
A key mark of distinction for the early parent gentrifier cohort was that they 
raised children with an urban orientation. Differentiating themselves from parents who 
left the city for the suburbs, early parent gentrifiers complicated the degree of risk 
involved in raising children in the city by emphasizing how select aspects of their 
neighborhood caused it to be safe “although it is urban.” This distinction of parents who 
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stayed is made further visible by comparing to parents who moved out of the city once 
they had children and only returned after their children completed school. Martin, a white 
resident of Hyde Jackson Square, raised his children around the same time as the early 
parent cohort but did not move into Jamaica Plain until 1996, after his children graduated 
high school and went away to college. Now retired from a career in the arts, Martin lived 
in the South End in the 1980s, during the early stages of gentrification, and moved out of 
the city because of the dangers he associated with children in urban environments, 
specifically urban schools, sharing, “But when my kids got to a certain age as one you 
want your kids to go to, and I had visited the schools in the area and they were scary and 
just not what I wanted. So I moved to Brookline and so I could have my kids go to a 
public school because I hated the concept of private school.” Distinct from the narratives 
of early parent gentrifiers who mounted a defense of the city, including its public school 
system, Martin’s characterization of urban schools as “scary and just not what I wanted” 
suggests the presence of competing visions and values of urban childhood. For early 
parent gentrifiers in Hyde Jackson Square and Egleston Square, an urban childhood 
involved living in close proximity to difference and presented opportunities for children 
to learn from risk and interact with diverse resident populations. This sentiment of living 
close to and learning from difference intensified with subsequent cohorts of parents.  
The Urban Childhood Discovered 
 
In contrast to the earlier cohorts, who actively defended their decisions to raise 
children in the city against the negative associations of urban environments, latter cohorts 
more readily admitted efforts to overcome their assumptions about cities and adopted a 
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more explicit commitment to diversity. While early cohorts distanced themselves from 
the decisions of parents who moved their children to suburbs, mid-parent gentrifiers 
emphasized the value of urban childhoods in a manner similar to the middle class parents 
in Reay et al.’s (2007) study who recognized that “multiculturalism is increasingly a 
source of social and cultural capital” (p.1046).  
This was the case for Marshall, a non-profit professional and white resident in 
Hyde Jackson Square. Moving to the neighborhood around 1985, before the birth of their 
first child, when Marshall and his wife were initially deciding where to live they each had 
different desires. Familiar with the Boston region, the couple was wary about remaining 
in the city after an incident where they witnessed a mugging in a Boston neighborhood. 
Acknowledging what he referred to as a “false understanding” that his wife would 
become a victim of crime if they stayed in the city, Marshall began to research other 
places where he and his wife could settle down and start having children. His proposal of 
New Hampshire was met with a strong negative response from his spouse, leading him to 
engage in a research process:  
[We] almost went to Nassua New Hampshire and my wife was like “that is like 
white” and so at that point again in order to do demographics you had to go to 
City Hall. So we went to City Hall and I was trying to say Nassau was a growing 
city, and it was because it is a city but the demographics was where it was less 
than 1% non-White. I mean that is whiter than your paper [pointing to 
interviewer’s notebook]. So that night was a tough night because we turned down 
a group that wanted us to come and help and my wife said, “I would be willing to 
go to the city, I wish God would provide us with a four bedroom house we could 
have children in, and a fenced in yard so we could keep our dog.” And I laughed 
because that is not the city. 
 
Unwilling to live in a predominately white environment, Marshall and his wife struggled 
to reconcile their desires for a racially heterogenous neighborhood and aspirations for a 
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residential setting characterized by fenced in yards and single family homes. However 
just days after their conversation they heard news that a house that fit their qualifications 
was available in Hyde Jackson Square. What was once thought as “not the city” suddenly 
became a possibility as latter cohorts of parent gentrifiers discovered both neighborhoods 
offered housing, green space, and residential experiences initially thought uncommon and 
unattainable in an urban environment. For instance, Rachel, a white parent who raised her 
daughter in Egleston Square became self-conscious as she laid out the characteristics she 
sought out in a neighborhood. Moving to Jamaica Plain in the early 1990s, Rachel 
detailed the place characteristics that endeared her to and kept her and her child in the 
neighborhood, explaining, “I love the green space, I love the fact that it was culturally 
diversity. I hate these buzz words, but it just was. It culturally [was] a good fit with 
people that I liked. Room to breathe.” Beyond the area’s desirable characteristics, which 
included physical features as well as people, Rachel also noted a source of hesitancy 
when deciding to move, remarking how “schools were definitely a big question mark.” 
Indeed several mid-parent gentrifiers similarly expressed initial wariness of public 
schools, only to successfully find desirable options including BPS exam schools or 
nearby public elementary schools with high shares of students from Jamaica Plain. As 
Rachel discovered with her own child, who attended an exam school, even when 
attending schools outside the neighborhood could maintain a sense of localism because of 
the amount of kids enrolled from Jamaica Plain. For Rachel, this ability for her child to 
have friends inside and outside of the neighborhood helped to validate her decision to 
raise her family in the city as opposed to suburbs, explaining: 
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It was a great walkable neighborhood. Not all her friends were here, but she made 
a lot of good friends here. It was a good place full of a lot of independent kids 
whose parents weren't driving them everything and shuttling them everywhere. 
They just had a lot of freedom. Sometimes a little too much freedom, but no I've 
just never regretted it. It's just a wonderful place to live. 
  
Distinguishing her daughter’s experience in the city from those of kids who have to be 
driven everywhere, Rachel and other parents insisted that they found good schools and 
family oriented environments in places outside of the suburbs.    
For some parents, this discovery of the neighborhood’s ability to support desirable 
experiences for children was learned over the course of several years. In many ways this 
was due to the noticeable changes that occurred in the years between the arrival of early 
parent cohort and when this mid-parent gentrifier cohort decided to have children. Well 
captured in Kathleen Hirsch’s (1999) memoir about her time in Jamaica Plain, during the 
1990s new residents continued to arrive in the neighborhood, spearheading projects to 
restore paths around neighborhood green spaces, and opening new consumption spaces, 
including bakeries and restaurants. In addition to resident led investment, during this 
period the city and non-profit institutions ushered in new waves of investment as well, 
developing new housing and providing resources for economic development initiatives. 
Mid-parent gentrifiers experienced much of these investments as childless adults but 
discovered the extent of their impact when they began to have children. This was evident 
for Bruce, a small business owner and white parent in Egleston Square. Initially moving 
to Jamaica Plain after graduate school in the late 1990s, Bruce started renting a house 
with friends in Egleston Square in the early 2000s. Coming to Boston by way of the West 
Coast, he remembered feeling attracted to the many parks, including Franklin Park, and 
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thriving artist community that existed in Jamaica Plain. For Bruce, this point of entry 
alongside his early observations of the surrounding neighborhood shaped his early 
impressions that Jamaica Plain was a special type of place, as he explained:  
I loved all the artists that were living there. I am a musician, it just felt like of the 
neighborhoods that I had any sort of um, any sort of significant contact with, it 
was the one that resonated with me. You know like, that you are ten minutes away 
from the city really, you have more green space than…and it is not that I use it 
every day either. It is having it there is like a buttress you know, from just 
craziness which we can get into what Washington Street is becoming.  
 
Differentiating his street from areas in Egleston Square currently densifying with new 
housing, Bruce emphasized how attributes such as green space, helped to “buttress” his 
home from signs of urban growth. Whereas early parent gentrifiers described the streets 
surrounding Bruce’s house, and even the nearby green space, as spaces where they 
witnessed arson in the 1970s and 1980s, by the time Bruce arrived such signs of 
disinvestment were significantly lessened and had moved to other parts of the 
neighborhood. Indeed Bruce’s present concerns related to signs of intensifying private 
investment, in the form of the development of luxury residential developments. However 
even as such developments seemed to encroach on his street, Bruce was still able to 
marvel at the experience living in the city afforded his son, now enrolled in a nearby 
elementary school, who was able to grow up in a place where his “backyard” was a large 
park with a zoo and golf course.  
Much like the first cohort, the majority of mid-parent gentrifiers experienced the 
transition to household with children in the same urban neighborhood they initially 
entered as childless adults. However where early parent gentrifiers spoke of defending 
their decision, mid-parent gentrifiers discussed how raising children in the city came with 
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unexpected consequences. Familiar with their own experiences as adults in gentrifying 
neighborhoods, the arrival of children brought new concerns as well as opportunities to 
the surface. This was particularly evident for Gregory, a white-collar professional and 
white parent in Egleston Square. First moving to Jamaica Plain in 1997, Gregory rented 
for several years before buying a house in Egleston Square. Passing up properties in early 
gentrifying sections of Roxbury and places at the border of Jamaica Plain and Roslindale, 
Gregory moved onto a street that experienced a lot of turnover in his first few years of 
living there. Describing the uneven progression of gentrification in Egleston Square, 
specifically as it related to the local commercial district, Gregory explained how the 
neighborhood has changed over time, closing with how his children influenced his 
perceptions of place:  
What was my first impression? I don’t know, I think I remember sitting outside 
the house I was going to buy at like 2 o clock in the morning or something with a 
friend of mine, we like drove by to check it out, and I was like oh it is so mellow 
on this street. I don’t think it is as mellow now but uh, you know I thought it was 
an interesting little business district and you know, had some amenities. Some of 
which have actually gone away. There used to be a larger green grocer, the 4-M 
market, which is no longer there. There was a hardware store that sort of made a 
play a year or two but it wasn’t a very good business. Things like that. So and you 
know, I think the square has changed some but not to my mind not to the extent 
that it is sort of perceived, that there is sort of break neck pace of change. A lot of 
it is sort of similar to the way it was then. There is certainly some challenges. 
There are a lot of drugs that get dealt you know, stuff that happens right at the end 
of our street. And it is different for me now that I have two kids you know? And 
we have a lot of kids on our street and it is a different you know, somewhat 
different perspective on it.  
 
For Gregory, the arrival of children reshaped how he looked at different neighborhood 
scenes and interactions. What once went unnoticed, suddenly took on new significance 
due to the potential impact on his kids. Surprisingly, Gregory did not go on to cast the 
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consequences of raising children in the city as negative. In fact, he discovered new 
residential scenes that were anchored around his children and other families with children 
that moved to his street:   
Gregory: There are a lot of homeowners on the street already but so there has 
been a lot of turnover and a lot of people who moved in have kids and so, there is 
a really, there are four or five or six houses on the street that have kids and it has 
been, just to have a place where our kids go out of the house and then they are 
somewhere and we don’t really know where they are, but they are somewhere on 
the street and playing with somebody doing something, that is a really great thing. 
That is my favorite part about the street right now is how much of that there is. It 
is just really kind of classic, just kids having neighborhood friends and kind of 
hanging out with their neighborhood friends and having a lot of independence in a 
very small area.  
 
Taylor: I feel like you only see that in movies.  
 
Gregory: I know right! It sounds like it is from the 1950s but it is very real. So 
that is my favorite part about the square right now 
 
Breaking out in a smile as he brought up the image of his street, Gregory increasingly 
experienced the neighborhood through his children. Highly involved in neighborhood 
organizations, Gregory’s children regularly accompanied him to meetings in the 
neighborhood and showed up at events that took place in Egleston. However even with 
this narrative of an almost free range childhood in the city, lingering signs of a formerly 
underinvested neighborhood prompted Gregory to place boundaries on his children’s 
exploration of the neighborhood, their street being the primary boundary, as he shared “I 
don’t let my kids, like I let my kids go to the corner store [at the end of the block] and 
back, that is all. I don’t let them go any further than that in the square.” 
The Urban Childhood Embraced 
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As shown, the advancement of gentrification brought demographic as well as 
physical changes to each neighborhood. The increasing presence of affluent residents, 
particularly households with children, and the increasing recognition of family oriented 
spaces stood out to the various cohorts of parent gentrifiers as they made decisions to stay 
in or move to the city. In light of such changes, the relationship between narratives of 
urban childhood and participation in gentrification became more pronounced. Dismissive 
of suburban and racially homogenous neighborhoods, the quest for diversity and a 
recognition of the need to prepare children for success in diverse world, can transform 
gentrifying neighborhoods into ideal childhood environments. 
In contrast to previous parent cohorts, most new parent gentrifiers have young 
children, (i.e. elementary school or younger) and talked about their neighborhoods in 
terms of their demographic composition. Drawn to neighborhoods with longstanding 
Black and Latinx communities, new parent gentrifiers, much like middle class parents 
who enroll their children in urban public school districts, appreciated such environments 
for their potential to help their children develop a familiarity with difference (Kimelberg 
& Billingham 2012). Notably this engagement with diverse urban environments took 
place in increasingly affluent neighborhoods where neighbors were likely to be other 
middle and upper-middle class residents. This was the case for Carla, a mixed race parent 
in Egleston Square, who moved to Jamaica Plain from a predominately white suburb just 
outside of Boston in 2009. Currently living with her partner and two children, Carla 
initially came to the neighborhood as part of a childless couple in search of community, 
explaining “So I guess why we moved, we loved JP because of the pond, how diverse it 
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was. We loved how um hippy it was. And so I dragged my husband, he was like “I don’t 
want to deal with that hippy stuff.” It has grown on him.” Committed to raising her 
children in a neighborhood where they would hear other languages, specifically Spanish, 
and be exposed to Latin culture, Carla was not oblivious to the ways in which the 
advancement of gentrification produced more similar rather than diverse landscapes and 
fragmented the sense of community she initially sought, sharing: 
I think there are also varying opinions of what the community should be like and 
that sort of thing. It is really interesting…so you are getting people who have been 
there a long time, since like literally since the 50s, that have lived there their 
whole lives. That have grown up in those houses and they are theirs. And then 
you have somebody who has moved here to work for a big big company and paid 
like more than a million dollars for their house. 
 
Going on to describe how the different communities she observed, namely a “really 
strong Dominican community” and a “middle to upper income white community” never 
seemed to intersect, it seemed that parent gentrifiers were intimately familiar with the 
ways in which gentrification promotes micro-segregation in each neighborhood (Tach 
2014).   
Even as new parent gentrifiers grappled with the negative consequences of 
gentrification, they maintained a belief that they had made the “right” choice in raising 
their children in the city. For instance, David, a white non-profit professional and new 
parent gentrifier, moved to Egleston Square with his partner around 2008 and lamented 
the stark divides between how different children experienced the neighborhood. While 
sharing how he described the neighborhood to friends, David found himself reflecting on 
his own navigation of the neighborhood, acknowledging how the spaces he visited with 
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his children took place in a seemingly different world than the young people he met 
through his work: 
Like were days a few summers ago when I would walk from a kid who was 
dealing, like have lunch with a kid who was a drug dealer who was convinced that 
that was his only hope for success in life and then walk over to the tot lot behind 
Centre Street and it was just a totally different world and I didn’t know, it was 
kind of heartbreaking to me to be in that perspective because I felt really 
powerless in that, like just really being more from the tot lot world and being like, 
how do I reconcile the fact that almost all the people who are like me in this 
community are so disconnected and detached from some real struggles that their 
neighbors who live three blocks away are facing. 
 
Interestingly for David, this awareness of inequities in the neighborhood became the 
source of activism. Describing his own involvement with organizations supporting 
business owners in the nearby commercial district, David also shared how he encouraged 
his young children to spend time in many of the area’s Latinx owned businesses. Telling 
the story of a recent trip with his children to an Egleston Square hair salon, David 
emphasized both the missed cues but ultimately memorable experience his daughter had 
at the salon: 
Latino Beauty Salon, my daughter has gotten her hair cut there before. We 
accidently didn’t tell them that we only wanted a simple kid haircut and so it 
ended up costing like $50 bucks and she had the most beautiful tapered bob hair 
cut after like an hour long thing. She loved it. We were like, we can’t. We 
should’ve been more specific. We just wanted a trim. But it was awesome, it was 
the best hair cut she or I have ever gotten. 
 
Proud that his children were able to have such experiences, for David it was important to 
raise children in an environment that presented opportunities to discuss issues of inequity 
and disparity. Living in an increasingly gentrified neighborhood allowed him to have 
conversations with other parents and his children about the role they could play in the 
neighborhood. Other parents also referenced how the progression of gentrification 
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impacted some of the elements of place they initially valued for their children. Often 
framed in terms of how gentrification diminished diversity, at times new parent 
gentrifiers’ narratives teetered between the impact on other residents and the impact on 
their own children. Ruby, a white academic and the parent of a young child moved to 
Hyde Jackson in 2014. During her interview she drew attention to changes taking place in 
the Hyde Jackson Square commercial district as ones that threatened the urban experience 
she envisioned for her child and other children in the neighborhood. While discussing the 
recent closing of businesses in her neighborhood commercial district she shared,    
Those things make me sad, just the emptying of spaces makes me sad. I always 
loved that quinceañera shop…we have a friend who has an adoptive daughter who 
is Spanish speaking and she used to go in there and speak and just take her 
daughter there because she didn’t speak Spanish herself. She would take her 
daughter in, just so that the ladies would speak Spanish with her. It seemed like, a 
place that like, you know I didn’t spend time there but…so that, I don’t know, that 
makes me sad. 
 
Attentive to the impact of gentrification on Latinx residents and businesses, Ruby 
situated the loss of the dress shop in terms of its significance for other families in the 
neighborhood. Despite such expressions of concern, when Ruby turned her attention 
towards her decision to remain in the city with children she emphasized the ways in 
which her locational choice both benefitted her family and helped to construct her sense 
of self, explaining “…we felt very strongly that we wanted to be in a place where there 
are a lot of resources, a lot of different types of people, a lot of different shapes of 
families…We wanted to be a place where we would be happy to stay a long time. We 
both feel like city people. I think if we had moved to the suburbs it would have been a 
stop gap. But we just really like this lifestyle, city living.” For Ruby and other new parent 
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gentrifiers, living in the city was a part of their identity. Understanding and relating to 
residents and businesses from different racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds 
was part of the experience, even if they slowly disappeared.  
While new parent gentrifiers saw diversity as what made gentrifying 
neighborhoods as desirable choice for their families, in certain situations their visions of 
diversity did not align with their actual interactions with difference. Not as extensive as 
the social insulation present among middle class parents in Siebs (1980) study of parental 
involvement in gentrifying neighborhoods, new parent gentrifiers grappled with how to 
balance the realities of urban living, specifically the presence of strangers, with their 
concerns about their children. This was the case for Jenelle, a Latinx parent, who moved 
into Egleston around 2013. Similar to Gregory, Jenelle often brought her child along 
when attending neighborhood events and meetings. However where Gregory drew a line 
between where his kids could and could not venture, Jenelle attempted to recast certain 
strangers into neighborhood characters and essential to the neighborhood landscape, 
explaining: 
Actually I don’t know if this is relevant but I was thinking yesterday about, there 
is a gentleman that used to walk up and down my street all the time. I think he 
was a drug dealer or something. He was young and always had this demeanor of 
like, you know, there is this demeanor of like, “don’t mess with me.” I saw him at 
Wake Up the Earth Parade [annual neighborhood event] and he was not in the 
best shape, and then I haven’t seen him again…It is so strange because he was 
someone that I always saw. Even though I was always a little bit on edge when he 
was around, I knew he was not, I was always a little bit on edge when he was 
passing by, I would protect my child or whatever. But now I miss him. Like I look 
around and I am like “where did he go?” He was part of the landscape of our 
neighborhood, I don’t know where he went. I know that is not a structural change 
but I feel like people are very intricate part of what makes Egleston Square what it 
is. 
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Jenelle did not need to have meaningful interactions with this neighborhood regular to 
see him as part of Egleston, in fact she admitted her avoidance. Simply sharing space 
allowed her to cultivate a cosmopolitan identity where she expressed tolerance of 
difference. Alisa, a lecturer at a local university and Latinx parent, also talked about the 
value of constructing a cosmopolitan identity and developing a sparsely knit network, but 
for her child. In addition to visits to barbershops in Egleston, Alisa regularly allowed her 
child to explore a local farmer’s market unsupervised, confident that the vendors she had 
relationships with would watch out for him, explaining “For [name of child] it has been 
awesome. He has made lots of friends and gets lots of sweet treats. That is kind of cool 
too, being able to be in the village and know that sometimes we are swamped with work 
and I know that nothing is going to happen, he is not going to get kidnapped.” 
Blurring the lines between strangers as dangerous and strangers as offering “eyes 
on the street” new parent gentrifiers expressed a confidence in their choice to remain in 
the city with children. With the exception of two new gentrifier parents, all had purchased 
single family or multi-family homes in the past ten years, with several sharing they relied 
on support from parents to cover their down payments. The increasingly expensive nature 
of the real estate market prompted new parent gentrifiers like Ruby to comment on the 
places they couldn’t afford: “We were totally priced out of Somerville.” Or parents like 
Carla to explain their fortunate timing and financial assistance: “There was one place that 
was $600,000 to $800,000 like not even a whole house right? We couldn’t afford it. We 
were looking for other places and we found this place on [name of street] which was too 
expensive for us also, but we loved it. So my husband’s parents helped us out with the 
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down payment and we bought it and it was amazing. It was before the market started 
skyrocketing and sort of all that stuff.” In both instances the high costs associated with 
housing reflected the valorization of the city by other households similar to their own. 
With prices mirroring, and in some instances surpassing those of middle class suburbs, 
new parent gentrifiers entered neighborhood landscapes where the city served as a 
symbol of affluence as opposed to decline.  
In addition to rising home prices and values, over the last few years the presence 
of highly sought after public elementary schools and well-maintained housing stock, 
made both Hyde Jackson and Egleston desirable destinations for middle and upper 
middle class children with families. New parent gentrifiers were more likely than earlier 
cohorts to connect their residential decisions with public schools, identifying specific 
neighborhood schools as ones they either hoped to enroll their children in or had 
successfully gotten in to. As Lareau and Goyette (2014) illustrate, perceptions of school 
quality can influence the residential moves of more privileged families. In contrast to 
early parent gentrifiers, several of whom sent their children to public elementary schools 
outside of the neighborhood, new parent gentrifiers expressed an interest in having their 
children attend elementary school within the neighborhood, particularly those within 
walking distance to their homes. Indeed Jenelle, shared that she selected her house based 
on its proximity to public elementary schools that she hoped her son might be able to 
walk to one day, explaining:  
I wanted to feel like I was in a place that was very diverse because of my ethnicity 
and it is also close to, around Egleston Square there are two schools, that was 
another reason. The Mendell School and the Rafael Hernandez, which is a 
bilingual school are both on School Street, right by Egleston Square, and also near 
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my house. That was a big reason to buy the house also because we want our kid to 
go a neighborhood school, a public school that is something that we like. 
 
Other new parent gentrifiers, including Alisa, Ruby, and Bethany, referenced their 
proximity to select public schools in each neighborhood as an advantage to their 
residential choices. In many ways, new parent gentrifiers rejected a key factor in the 
urban and suburban dichotomy. Countering assumptions that “good” schools were only 
present in affluent suburbs, new parent gentrifiers insisted that their children benefitted 
from attending schools with diverse student bodies and living in neighborhoods with 
diverse resident populations. For instance, Patrick a white non-profit professional who 
moved to Egleston around 2009, was raised in a suburb but embraced urban living for his 
own children, explaining  “I had grown up alienated in the suburbs and she had grown up 
in rural England alienated, so we were trying to find community in a way that made sense 
to us. We wanted it to be a diverse neighborhood.” However even as new parent 
gentrifiers embraced the experiences and interactions that their families were exposed to 
in the city, a narrative of the neighborhoods as still not quite urban persisted. Nicely 
captured by a parent who moved to Hyde Jackson Square within the past three years, she 
explained her impressions of the neighborhood in the following manner: “They are kind 
of places in transition, they are places are urban but have residential neighborhoods that 
are quieter. They have green space and small businesses that we like.” Relatively explicit 
in her identification of ongoing neighborhood transformation, such comments reflect how 
the progression of gentrification influenced how new parent gentrifiers made sense of 
their neighborhoods.  
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Discussion 
 
These three cohorts of parents, who vary by period of entry, show how processes 
of gentrification influence conceptions of urban environments and creates both 
constraints and opportunities for the narratives of childhood available to parent 
gentrifiers. United by aspirations for walkable, child-friendly neighborhoods, the sets of 
parents varied in terms of the boundaries they placed around the term “urban” and the 
ways in which they explained their decision to remain in the city with children. For those 
who initially arrived as childless adults in the 1960s and into the early 1980s, urban 
environments were characterized by place characteristics such as crime, violence, and 
disinvestment. Such  associations took on new meaning when this group became parents 
and prompted them to defend their decision to stay in the city. In their defense of the city, 
such parents found opportunities to present the potential benefits of children being 
exposed to what were considered ‘risky’ environments. Additionally these parents were 
able to combine their own efforts to participate in neighborhood improvement and uplift 
with their sustained commitment to the city even upon the arrival of children. For others 
who arrived both with and without children beginning in the mid 1980s, their 
understanding of what constituted “urban” evolved as they encountered gentrifying urban 
neighborhoods with single family homes, inviting street scenes, and other families with 
children. In contrast to suburbs, which were characterized by racial homogeneity, lack of 
cultural amenities, and reliance on automobile oriented transportation networks, these 
parents understood urban environments to include racial diversity, access to recreational 
activities and public transportation. For them remaining in the city with children 
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represented a commitment to engage with diversity, defined by the presence of non-white 
populations, and opportunity to teach children how to experience local street scenes and 
interactions. 
Despite these differing associations, parents from each cohort qualities articulated 
a vision of urban neighborhoods that included space, both related to green spaces and 
residential spaces, low density, and strong street based communities. Echoing traditional 
visions of suburbs as the “marriage of town and country” (see Fishman 1987) parent 
gentrifiers expressed desires for a village or small town feel, further illuminating the 
spatial dimensions of both childrearing and parenthood (Karsten 2002). They identified 
the increasing recognition of other middle class families with children alongside the 
presence of diverse communities and the proximity to green space as symbols of 
desirability. Importantly, these aesthetic judgements of their residential environments 
enabled parent gentrifiers to differentiate themselves both from those who made the move 
to suburban environments as well as those who lived in urban environments without the 
same place characteristics. This is further evidenced by parents, like Linda, who moved 
to Jamaica Plain in 1984, and contrasted Boston with cities like New York, saying “We 
live in Boston and not in New York because we didn’t want to live in that stressed out, 
high-density, uber-urban environment.” Continuing on to describe the distinctive 
elements of her neighborhood she remarked how it was more similar to a small town than 
a city, “We have Franklin Park, we have a lot of playgrounds, we have Jamaica Pond, we 
always had lots of green space. People had yards, so I guess my impression was um, like 
a small town. It was like a small town.” It is possible to understand such efforts to draw 
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symbolic boundaries between different types of residential environments as one way 
through which parent gentrifiers construct and maintain meanings of place. Similar to 
how Karsten (2012) finds that middle class residents secure place identities through the 
consumption of neotraditional architecture, in this chapter parent gentrifiers positioned 
urban parenting as desirable through their consumption of each neighborhood’s built and 
social environment. In a way their subsequent narratives of place combine the amenities 
of the city with the qualities of a small town and show how our relationships to place not 
only change but how such visions interact with life transitions.  
The parents in this chapter depart from conventional understandings of residential 
mobility which follow assumptions that the birth of a child leads to new demands for 
housing, which in turn prompts residential mobility (Fischer & Malmberg 2001; Mulder 
2006; Rossi 1995). They also represent a marked shift from early gentrification literature 
which suggests that gentrification is driven by childless singles and couples as well as 
delayed childrearing (see Berry 1985; Hamnett 1984). In this case, parents are drawn to 
and highlight select place characteristics, namely the proximity to green space, diversity, 
and the availability of desirable housing stock, as factors that support their decision to 
remain in the city. Strongly rejecting the homogeneity of suburbs, parents emphasized 
how remaining in urban environments presented both opportunities for their children and 
confirmed their own identities as urban dwellers. As with other resident groups, parent 
gentrifiers use their interactions with place to construct their identities (Grazian 2005; 
Ocejo 2011, 2017; Brown-Saracino 2009). By purchasing a family home and raising their 
children in the city, parent gentrifiers were able to express both who they were and where 
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they wanted to belong. Additionally the parents in this chapter prioritized the 
reproduction of class through cultural as opposed to economic capital, an orientation that 
is associated with decisions to remain in the city (Boterman 2012). Prioritizing exposure 
to different languages and communities, parents sought to cultivate a metropolitan 
orientation in their children, where they developed feelings of comfort navigating local 
shops and streets.  Additionally, while parents did not necessarily expect their children to 
emulate their residential decisions, namely living in an urban environment as adults, an 
interest in preparing their children for diverse work and residential environments may 
explain in part the continued parenting of adult children. In particular as early parent 
gentrifiers observed the residential moves of their children to other urban settings, or in 
some cases the return to their childhood urban neighborhood, they expressed a 
confidence in their children’s preparedness for the pressures and challenges of urban life. 
Lastly this chapter offers further evidence of how decisions about where to live 
are informed by ideas of what constitutes good parenting (Jarvis 2005). Whereas in other 
work there is a tension between gentrifiers and ‘good parents’ as competing identities, in 
this case we see a blurring and eventual blending of these identities. The parents in this 
chapter understand their decision to remain in the city as one that enables them to provide 
their children with access to advantages not available in other residential environments. 
Importantly for these parents, living in the city does not mean forgoing ‘quality schools’ 
that children are able to walk to, at least during elementary school.  
Conclusion 
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This chapter followed the experiences and narratives of three cohorts of parents 
who raised or are currently raising children in Egleston Square and Hyde Jackson Square. 
Shaped by distinctive constructions of urban childhood, I show how stages of 
gentrification influence the available narratives of place and childhood. While instructive, 
the narratives from parent gentrifiers about the advantages of an urban childhood do not 
fully capture the experiences of families with children in gentrifying neighborhoods. The 
remainder of this dissertation will focus on the experiences of the children themselves, 
both those of the different parent cohorts and those of non-gentrifying populations. In 
some ways those who return to their childhood neighborhood as adults fulfill the desires 
expressed by parent gentrifiers, namely raising children with an urban orientation. Indeed 
the experiences and subsequent narratives of children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods 
offer greater nuance to our understandings of the progression of gentrification and the 
impact of long-term exposure to neighborhood advantage and disadvantage.  
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Chapter Four Keeping the Family Home: Reproducing Gentrifiers in Two Boston 
Neighborhoods 
 
Introduction 
 
Over the past several decades, gentrification scholars have traced people’s 
migration to and from gentrifying neighborhoods. Some focused on the push factors such 
as rising costs of real estate, conversion of rental units to ownership, and the demolition 
of existing housing stock that forced working class and lower-income residents out of 
neighborhoods (Newman & Wyly 2006; Weber et al. 2006). Others drew attention to pull 
factors, including the increasing allure of urban living to affluent populations. Scholars 
would highlight how the arrival of new residents to formerly disinvested neighborhoods 
triggered rising property taxes, rent, and the transformation of the neighborhood 
landscape (Zukin 1989; Mele 2000; Lloyd 2002; Deener 2012; Hyra 2017). Across 
studies, the combination of push and pull factors have turned gentrifying neighborhoods 
into spaces of conflict between in-movers and out-movers, or more commonly referred to 
as gentrifiers and non-gentrifying populations (Smith 1996; Lees 2000; Mele 2000; 
Betancur 2002; Tissot 2015).  
The emphasis on in-and out-migration masks another dimension of migration: the 
return of children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods. The return of young people raised 
in neighborhoods at early stages of gentrification is largely absent from narratives that 
describe the progression of gentrification (Clay 1979; Kerstein 1990; Lees 2003). In 
response to this absence, this chapter explores the experiences of second generation 
residents of gentrified neighborhoods and the mechanisms that enable and constrain their 
ability to remain in, or come back to increasingly gentrified neighborhoods. I focus on 
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two key questions: (1) How do second generation residents, particularly those who grew 
up in fiscally underinvested neighborhoods that have now gentrified, respond to 
gentrification?; and (2) How does residence in a gentrified neighborhood during 
childhood influence neighborhood engagement in adulthood?  
Whereas previous studies of gentrification have emphasized the arrival of new 
resident populations rather than the continuation of existing ones, I focus on individuals 
who grew up in gentrifying neighborhoods and remain in urban environments as adults. I 
locate two groups within this larger category: children of longtime, non-gentrifying 
residents and the children of longtime, gentrifier residents. While both fall under the 
umbrella of second generation resident, the children of longtime gentrifier residents are 
also second generation gentrifiers, or “second gentrifiers,” residents whose parents 
participated in earlier stages of gentrification. As a whole, I find that second generation 
residents use their ability to come back to a now gentrified neighborhood as a discursive 
resource in political efforts to contest gentrification. Whether the return is temporary or 
permanent, second generation residents respond to gentrification in a manner that aligns 
with their understandings of the neighborhood from their childhood. More strikingly, in 
the case of second gentrifiers, childhood homes offer affordable housing in competitive 
housing markets. This sub-group of second generation residents benefit from parents who 
made a residential risk. A story of cultural reproduction and social distinction, this 
chapter examines the role children continue to have in gentrifying areas, even as adults. 
The experiences of second generation residents and the distinctions of the second 
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gentrifier group showcase an important facet of processes of urban transformation and 
highlight an additional pathway for the reproduction of class advantage.  
Based on a study of two Boston neighborhoods, Hyde-Jackson and Egleston 
Square—where second generation residents and their parents reside and actively 
participate in neighborhood politics—I illustrate the ways in which second generation 
residents claim ownership of gentrified neighborhoods. Cities like Boston have 
undergone multiple stages of gentrification and present a unique opportunity to consider 
how younger generations respond to and even engage in advanced gentrification. Well-
documented in literature on gentrification, gentrifying populations arrived in Boston 
neighborhoods such as the South End and Jamaica Plain starting in the 1970s (Auger 
1979; Douglas 2016; Tissot 2015). Now over thirty years later, we see that some “new” 
residents are actually the adult children of former gentrifiers and existing working class 
residents who are now engaged in their own search for housing.  
Gentrification and Return Migration 
 
Long considered a ‘chaotic’ concept, there is general agreement in scholarship 
that gentrification involves the movement of middle and upper middle class residents into 
formerly fiscally neglected neighborhoods (Rose 1984; Ley 1994). This migration is not 
one-sided, it can precede or follow the displacement of incumbent communities. Nor is 
this migration inevitable as local, state, federal, and increasingly global actors play 
important roles in the development and demolition of housing (Hackworth 2002; Hyra 
2012; Sturtevant 2013). Early studies of gentrification as a migratory process emphasized 
the origins and destinations of those involved in these shifting residential patterns. For 
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instance, Liz Bondi responded to debates over whether gentrification constituted a ‘back 
to the city’ movement by suburbanites or the rearrangement of households within urban 
areas by proposing that gentrification prompted the following questions about migration, 
“who are the occupants of the new or renovated housing symptomatic of gentrification 
and where have they come from? Who moves out of neighborhoods subject to 
gentrification and where do they go?” (1999: 68). More recent scholarship attempts to 
answer Bondi’s questions about gentrification as a migratory process by identifying the 
previous residential locations of new middle class households moving into gentrifying 
neighborhoods, discovering heterogeneity in the relocation patterns for out-migrants and 
examining the role of immigration in the advancement of gentrification (Bridge 2003; 
van Criekingen 2008; Hwang 2016). 
Loretta Lees’ (2003) influential research on processes of super-gentrification 
advanced our understandings of how gentrifying populations in particular move in and 
out of neighborhoods. In an effort to provide evidence of the ‘generations of gentrifiers’ 
(2003: 2489) that signaled the continuous progression of gentrification, Lees examined 
the characteristics of in-migrants to an already gentrified neighborhood. Departing from 
studies that envisioned an end point to stages of gentrification and the in-migration of 
gentrifying populations, Lees traced an ongoing migration process and challenged 
assumptions about the degree to which stages of gentrification and the dynamics of in-
and-out migration were limited by time and space. Other studies advance the framework 
Lees provided, locating the arrival of new sets of gentrifiers within and across early 
gentrifying and increasingly gentrified landscapes (Hamnet 1984; Lees 2003; Lloyd 
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2002; Brown Saracino 2010). While such research similarly acknowledges the 
temporality of gentrification, many of these studies prioritize the reshuffling and 
replacement of households and leave the reproduction of households, particularly those 
with children, relatively underexamined. Rather than following the migration of new 
residential populations entering formerly working class neighborhoods, the trajectory of 
children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods once they leave the parental home and start 
separate households presents new temporal and migratory elements of gentrification, 
namely, “who moves back to already gentrified neighborhoods and what happens when 
they do so?” 
Return Migration 
 
As previously mentioned, most research on gentrification focuses on the in-
migration of more affluent populations and the out-migration of working class 
communities. Return migration, more readily discussed in international migration 
literature, describes the process of moving back to a home country or in certain 
circumstances, the parental home. Sometimes characterized as a case of failed migration 
where migrants return following unsuccess in prior moves, more recent work highlights 
the varying motivations that bring return migrants back home (Kasinitz et al 2008; Houle 
& Warner 2017; Harrison 2017). For instance in her study of the return migration of 
young professionals to Youngstown Ohio, Jill Ann Harrison (2017) discovered how 
place-specific considerations interacted with economic and social factors in decisions to 
return to the Rust Belt. Far from failed migration, those who returned rejected media 
reporting on urban decline and instead situated their moves in place specific desires and 
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opportunities. This chapter similarly considers the motivations of return migrants by 
highlighting the factors that impact the second generation’s prospects for returning to 
their now gentrified childhood neighborhood as adults. By focusing on both those who 
participate in processes of return migration as well as those who aspire to return to their 
childhood neighborhood, this study aims to deepen theories of migration and 
gentrification.  
Another question I address in this chapter is how growing up in a gentrifying 
neighborhood impacts responses to gentrification as an adult. Increasingly central in 
conceptual models of neighborhood effects, childhood exposure to residential 
environments is understood to influence one’s residential and social location as an adult 
(Sharkey 2013; Wodtke et al. 2011; Sharkey & Farber 2014). Such findings have led to 
calls for scholars to document the impact of long-term exposure to neighborhood 
disadvantage. For instance, literature on economic and social mobility has drawn 
attention to the ways in which neighborhood disadvantage is inherited over consecutive 
generations and influences the life outcomes of individuals, families, and communities 
over time (Sharkey 2008; Sharkey & Elwert 2011). While I examine a case of exposure 
to neighborhood advantage rather than disadvantage, second generation residents 
represent an opportunity to explore long-term exposure to place as their interactions with 
place occur through childhood, adolescence, and now as adults.  
Turning to the case of the adult children of gentrifiers, specifically their 
successful efforts to move back to gentrifying neighborhoods, this chapter illuminates 
key points of distinction between this subset, the larger group of second generation 
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residents, and previous generations of gentrifiers. For example, in contrast to other 
middle class residents who invested sweat equity to rehabilitate an older housing stock or 
embraced a risk prone or risk averse orientation to the purchase of housing in a 
gentrifying neighborhood, the adult children of gentrifiers often reenter the neighborhood 
through housing already secured by older family members. Their access points to housing 
and in turn their childhood neighborhood come through their family’s participation in 
early gentrification. Put simply, despite fulfilling their parents’ high educational 
aspirations, second gentrifiers reproduction of class advantage is buttressed by their 
parents’ own participation in processes of gentrification. Their relatively secure position 
comes from parents who made a residential gamble that paid off.  
Below I present an analysis of how second generation residents are constructed 
and reproduced in two Boston neighborhoods. Using interviews with this group of 
residents I show how their responses to gentrification align with their childhood 
understandings of the neighborhood. Incredibly resilient, this childhood place attachment 
is deeply connected to their identity and sense of community in the present. I find that 
second generation residents conceptualize themselves as an increasingly vulnerable 
group. For them, gentrification created a destabilizing effect that unsettled their sense of 
place. Reminiscent of what Richard Ocejo (2011) identifies as “nostalgia narratives,” a 
social construction of the past that is prompted by loss, such feelings of destabilization 
often triggered nostalgic accounts by second generation residents that matched that of 
their parents. Perhaps most surprising, second gentrifiers, the children of middle class 
parents who returned to a now gentrified neighborhood, exhibit a dual self-consciousness 
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and negative response to gentrification. Likely to have used parental homeownership as a 
resource to come home, the return of second gentrifiers can be contingent on their 
parents’ continued residence in their childhood neighborhood. 
Settings 
 
Hyde-Jackson Square and Egleston Square, located at the intersections of 
Boston’s Roxbury and Jamaica Plain neighborhoods, have experienced socioeconomic 
ascent in the form of gentrification. Once dumping grounds for hazardous materials and 
the victims of highway-led displacement, today both neighborhoods are marked by signs 
of an increasingly competitive real estate market including the arrival of private 
investment, upscale development, and young affluent professionals (see Abu-Lughod, 
1994; Smith, 1996; Zukin, 1989).  
Beginning in the 1870s and continuing into the 1920s, Jamaica Plain and Roxbury 
were wealthy communities that supported prominent working class industrial zones. 
Sporting a collection of tightly packed residential streets and stately homes used as 
summer getaways for wealthy business and tradespeople in Boston, each neighborhood’s 
streets ranged from Victorian and Queen Anne styles to the iconic New England triple 
decker.13 This affluent status began to dissipate in the early 20th century with the 
expansion of the elevated rail system that made the neighborhoods more accessible to 
new commuters and workers in emerging industrial spaces and factories (Warner 1978). 
 
13 Triple deckers, or three family homes, were built en masse between the late 1800s and mid 1900s to 
house immigrant populations working in factories around New England. Their production was spurred by 
campaigns for tenement control and zoning laws, the structures are identifiable by their three stories and 
porches. When first proposed, the owner occupants of the structure would rent out the two other units to 
pay the mortgage (see Husock). However today many triple deckers have undergone condoization and 
house to multiple homeowners. 
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As the upper middle class departed for suburbs further outside the city, once single 
family homes turned into rooming and board houses to accommodate new working 
populations. The arrival of Black populations migrating to northern cities from the South, 
and in the 1960s, Latinx immigrants from Cuba and other Latin American countries 
further spurred the white middle class exodus in Boston (Levitt 2001). Then, in the 
1970s, newcomers including community organizers, graduate students, and non-profit 
professionals began to move into both neighborhoods. During this time period early 
gentrifiers in Egleston Square were largely concentrated on periphery residential streets 
abutting state-owned parklands. Aided in part by non-profit organizations who initiated 
urban homesteading programs, many newcomers purchased abandoned and dilapidated 
residential properties. In Hyde-Jackson early gentrifiers moved in during the 1980s and 
1990s when the neighborhood was predominately Latinx and still recovering from 
disinvestment triggered by a failed highway project.  
Methods 
 
This chapter is based on 24 months of ethnographic fieldwork and 23 in-depth 
interviews: 14 with second generation residents (individuals who grew up in gentrifying 
neighborhoods) and 9 with early gentrifiers who raised children in Hyde-Jackson and 
Egleston Square. Initially interested in understanding the motivations for sustained 
engagement in neighborhood civic life, I recruited residents who regularly attended 
meetings for housing, public safety, and commercial storefronts in each neighborhood. A 
range of residents participated in such activities, including existing working class 
residents, more recent arrivals and early gentrifiers without children. Nevertheless, 
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growing attention to early gentrifiers with adult children and the adult children of current 
and former residents, led to placing greater significance on these subject positions. 
The semi-structured interviews lasted from 1 to 2 hours and included questions 
about initial impressions and reasons for moving to the neighborhood, involvement in 
neighborhood politics, perceptions of change, as well as hopes for and fears about the 
future. All but one interview was audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Each of the 
early gentrifiers interviewed were property owners and the majority still owned and 
resided in the house their children grew up in. In contrast to early gentrifiers who all 
remained in the neighborhoods, five second generation residents no longer lived in either 
neighborhood. Of the larger second generation sample, four were property owners, 
however only two owned in their childhood neighborhood. Six of the second generation 
residents lived rent free, paid discounted rent to parent or family landlords, or had 
secured a federally subsidized rental unit. The remainder rented in the private market. 
Thirteen interviewees were white, while ten identified as Black/African American, 
Latinx, or biracial. Over half were female. All but one of the residents in the sample 
possessed at least a B.A. and half held additional advanced degrees. Professionally, most 
worked or had retired from managerial positions; three had careers as community 
activists or labor organizers. 
While second generation residents emerged as distinct from other resident groups 
in each neighborhood due to their initial entry as children, their parents also played an 
important methodological role in the identification process. Oftentimes the most vocal in 
community meetings about development, the parents of second generation residents 
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referred to housing as primary sources of their present anxiety, articulating a fear of the 
decreasing ability for working and middle class reproduction in each neighborhood. This 
was the case for Annie, a white early gentrifier who arrived in the early 1970s and raised 
her children in Egleston Square. Annie found the rising cost of housing painful to watch 
and grew visibly distraught during our interview as she discussed the real estate prices in 
the neighborhood, “So you see like that is why we all own houses…we shouldn’t be able 
to own houses but we do because they were worth nothing and this same exact house was 
getting foreclosed on in the 70s, or that was being sold at auction for $16,000 in the 70s, 
that same exact house, in the same location, on the same street that hasn’t changed at all 
is now $800,000.” Taking an economic gamble, Annie and her peers purchased housing 
in a disinvested neighborhood with the hopes that it would eventually become worth 
something. However as Annie continued on, describing how she saw access to housing 
changing over time, giving voice to a fear about the inability for the neighborhood to 
facilitate social reproduction:   
The two families could help you buy your house and own your house, that is kind 
of where things were at when the real estate market was way undervalued, is that 
working people could buy a house and gain some ownership over time and that 
option is just not around but that is what was around in the 70s. People our age, 
one of my friends bought a house at auction. A six family at auction. It needed a 
lot of work but they did the work over time and then it let them stay here and gave 
them a lot of stability. It doesn’t matter, once you own your home you have 
stability.  
 
For Annie and other parents, their family’s stability was purchased via housing, an asset 
understood as transferrable across generations. While Annie was unique in that she went 
so far as to draw similarities between her actions as an early gentrifier and the decisions 
of “working [class] people” to buy residential property, her relationship to and 
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understanding of housing was common. Such conversations drew my attention to the 
ways in which parents acted upon their belief that housing was a resource that offered 
generational stability in place.  
As I visited early gentrifiers in their homes, I began to notice that they lived 
alongside adult children, both within the same residence or through rented basements and 
apartments, as a strategy to work around the real estate market. In some respects, this 
effort among families to secure housing for adult children can offer additional depth to 
larger trends regarding the living arrangements of young adults (Fry 2016). Alongside 
changes in employment structures and opportunities, the rising cost of housing places 
strain on both young adults and the parents watching from nearby. For example, Brian a 
white gentrifier maintained ownership of two residential properties in the neighborhood 
which allowed him to offer affordable housing to his family members and friends. His 
first purchase, a triple decker, has housed two generations of his family: 
My son-in-law and my daughter live on the top floor now. My daughter Claire 
and her husband Michael live on the second floor and a couple from our church 
lived on the ground floor. We've retained that all these years. We've not made it a 
condo, although almost all the other triple deckers have become condos. And it's 
been a way that we've been able to make it possible for our kids to live nearby. 
 
A keen observer of the residential changes on his street, Brian pointed out the homes he 
knew had undergone condo conversion. For him, not going condo was an important 
statement that signaled his commitment to a neighborhood where his family could 
continue to grow. Because resident homeowners were not typically able to gift their adult 
children with new single-family homes or even new condos, they relied on the 
basements, attics, and in some instances, floors of triple deckers of their property, as 
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ways of allowing young people to return to the neighborhood. This concern for the 
second generation, is repeated by the adult children themselves. 
Revisiting Generations of Gentrifiers 
 
Despite their relative absence in the existing literature, I witnessed second 
generation residents as a group whose combination of duration of exposure to residential 
environments and perceptions of family shaped their adoption of distinctive strategies of 
social distinction in gentrified neighborhoods. Sharing traits with newer arrivals such as 
age, professional and educational backgrounds, the second generation in both 
neighborhoods maintained an orientation to place often seen among “marginal 
gentrifiers” (see Rose 1984), most notably an emphasis on cultural capital as opposed to 
practices that prioritized economic capital (Rose 1984; Ley 2003). Second generation 
residents add nuance to the migratory dimensions of gentrification by turning a gaze to 
the back-and-forth movement of the same resident population within urban 
neighborhoods.  
Second generation residents are distinct from other sets of newcomers in that their 
arrival occurred during childhood rather than adulthood. Because their experiences in the 
neighborhood occurred as children as well as adults, this group possessed multiple 
temporal points of reference to place. Whereas existing categorizations of “early 
gentrifiers” (see Ocejo 2011) or “ultra gentrifiers” (Dangschat 1991) are suggestive of 
residents’ positions as bookends of gentrification, in this case second generation residents 
are returning home, effectively blurring traditional boundaries of time. More specifically, 
they bridge a legacy of neighborhood disinvestment and early gentrification with more 
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recent conditions of neighborhood advantage. In light of this, the second generation 
anticipated that their return would result in a respected position in neighborhood politics. 
They understood themselves and their families as more stable and “authentic” than other 
residents. For instance Alexis, a white second generation resident and early education 
professional from Hyde-Jackson distinguished herself from the growing presence of more 
affluent residents, particularly those close to her in age. Now in her 30s, while waiting for 
a group of her childhood friends at a recently opened upscale bar and restaurant, she 
glanced around nervously at the bar’s other patrons, mostly young and white, and 
disclosed the shared phobia among those of the second generation, that they might be 
confused for new arrivals, “Everyone I knew who grew up here like legitimize 
themselves [by saying] ‘I have cred! I have cred!’ Because I think we are walking around 
just looking at everyone else [newcomers] and like [asking] ‘What are you doing?’” 
Deeply concerned that others might see her as a newcomer, Alexis described herself as a 
type of old-timer:  
I went through BPS (Boston Public Schools), starting in K1 through 12th grade. I 
am sure I had slightly different friends at different times, but I think being near 
each other in the neighborhood also helped our parents keep in touch and sort of 
made those more lasting friendships around that…[now] my boyfriend makes fun 
of me and says that I am a townie and I want to be like “No I am not!” But yeah, I 
am. It just happens to be in the context of a bigger city and it is a cool town. But I 
am a townie.  
 
Initially hesitant to adopt the label of “townie,” a reference typically used to describe the 
working class residents of small towns and more rural communities (for exception see 
Valentine 1997), Alexis ultimately embraced the identity as one that accurately captured 
her own experiences. For Alexis and other second generation residents, growing up in an 
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“urban” town influenced their perception of the new position they occupied in their 
childhood neighborhood as adults. In returning they actively participated in the 
advancement of gentrification but also reconnected with communities and experiences 
from their past when the neighborhood was less gentrified. Marcia, a Latinx second 
generation resident and white collar professional echoed this simultaneous loss and 
renewed connection to place. Involved in efforts to support small business owners in 
Hyde-Jackson, Marcia celebrated the recent “clearer” and “cleaner” streets she had 
noticed over the last several years, but also missed interactions she associated with her 
childhood, explaining: 
My best memory is you would walk down the street fine um everyone used to 
know each other more before so it is kind of like it is nice to see familiar faces, 
you knew where people were sitting down, where people hang out, even with the 
kids, they felt safe…and then the events, we had the parades that used to be on 
Centre Street…I mean that is our culture, that’s just you know, the people playing 
dominoes, the cars passing by with music, and you don’t see that anymore. 
 
In this way the identity of second generation residents was one of both pride and conflict, 
they had a sense of history in place grounded in their formative childhood years during 
the mid 1980s into the early 90s, but either looked like or shared preferences with recent 
newcomers as opposed to their parents or the other old-timer communities they 
associated with their childhood neighborhoods. Table 8 depicts the key areas of 
distinction between early gentrifiers, mid-stage gentrifiers, more recent arrivals, and 
second generation residents.  
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TABLE 8: Key areas of distinction between newcomers and second generation residents 
Type of 
resident14 Origins 
Life 
stage 
at 
time 
of 
entry 
Time 
Period 
of 
Arrival 
Generational 
Investment 
Attitudes 
toward 
newcomers 
Position in 
gentrification 
Perceived 
by 
neighbors  
Early and 
mid-stage 
gentrifier 
Affordable 
housing 
for middle 
and upper 
middle 
class 
Adult  Mid 
1970s-
Early 
1990s 
Desire to raise 
families 
and/or live in 
neighborhood 
long-term; 
opportunity to 
raise urban 
children 
 
Increasing 
property 
values; 
disrupts the 
past of 
place; 
displaces 
old-timers 
and early 
gentrifiers  
Early Wave Potential 
old timer; 
early 
gentrifier 
Recent 
arrivals15  
Affordable 
housing 
for middle 
and upper 
middle 
class 
Adult  Late 
1990s-
Present 
Desire to raise 
families 
and/or live in 
neighborhood 
long-term 
Potential for 
diversity; 
threat to 
old-timers   
New Wave Temporary
; transient 
“33 year 
old”; will 
leave after 
having 
kids 
Second 
Generation  
Affordable 
housing 
for 
working 
and middle 
class  
Child  Early 
1960s-
Late 
1980s 
Raised in 
neighborhood 
by parent(s); 
opportunity to 
return to 
childhood 
home   
Disrupts the 
past of 
place; 
displaces 
old-timers 
In Between 
 
Authentic 
resident  
 
On the ground, the varying perceptions of resident groups reflected strongly held 
assumptions about the degree of investment each resident cohort demonstrated in each 
neighborhood. For the second generation, their period and circumstances of arrival (i.e. 
 
14 The identification of residents, specifically gentrifiers, by time of entry follows models set by others who 
locate residents within stages or waves of gentrification (Mele 2000; Ocejo 2011; Rose 1984). First and 
second wave gentrifier refers to early newcomers who initiated and helped to support each neighborhood as 
a place for middle class lifestyles. Late gentrifier captures more recent arrivals who entered neighborhoods 
after new place identities were more firmly established.   
15 This row is based on data collected in 2015 and 2016 by the author but is not included in this chapter of 
the dissertation. 
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born and/or raised in a formerly disinvested neighborhood) granted them an extensive 
residential history that they could draw upon as a discursive resource in political debates 
about gentrification. This familiarity with a formerly fiscally neglected or early 
gentrifying neighborhood in turn offered legitimacy in neighborhood debates (Ocejo 
2011).  
Second generation residents came back to their childhood neighborhoods for a 
range of reasons including employment opportunities, family need, and place-specific 
factors such as a desire to be involved in future change. First arriving in their 
neighborhoods as the children of parents with diverse occupational backgrounds 
including university professors, immigrant small business owners, and community health 
center staff, the majority of second generation residents returned as renters with college 
degrees and in pursuit of careers in public health, real estate, and social services. As 
returning residents they fell into old patterns such as picking up odds and ends at the 
corner bodega they frequented since their youth, and started new practices like 
chaperoning their parent’s first visit to the Whole Foods Market that opened in 2011. 
Reporting an ambivalent appreciation for changes they observed in each neighborhood 
over time, second generation residents experienced place as it was in the present, but 
through the lens of the past. This was evident even for those who no longer lived in their 
childhood neighborhood. As former childhood residents, those who had since moved out 
still experienced success in utilizing their long term residency in the neighborhood as 
type of privileged resident status. This was displayed during a packed forum about the 
need for affordable housing in Egleston Square, where residents turned out in large 
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numbers to share their residential stories with city officials. Held in the community room 
of a space created to celebrate Jamaica Plain’s fight against disinvestment in the 1970s, 
the evening kicked off with speeches from representatives of some of the event 
organizers. Brockton, a community organizer and Black second generation resident who 
recently moved out of the neighborhood, brought the room to its feet with his story of 
displacement. Standing alongside other community organizers, he introduced himself in 
the following manner, "What's up everybody…I used to be a resident of JP, but it got too 
expensive here so I moved to Mattapan." The irony that a resident was now sharing a 
story of their displacement in the very same place where they had likely participated in 
programming as a young person was not lost on those in attendance. The standing room 
only crowd erupted with applause from their folding chairs and shouts of encouragement 
from their spots at the back of the room. Waiting until a lull took over the space, 
Brockton posed a question to the room, asking “Who needs housing?” Again a chorus of 
voices responded, this time with a resoundingly loud “Us!”  
Other Black and Latinx second generation residents used their temporary return 
for neighborhood events and meetings as a way to maintain a connection to community-
and-family based place legacies. The pull factors that brought them back home included 
the ability to visit family and childhood friends as well as longtime commercial spaces. 
For instance, second generation residents like Sam, a white collar professional and Latinx 
30-something from Hyde-Jackson, situated her family’s dispersal from their childhood 
neighborhood as a central facet of her identity. Now living in a neighborhood further out 
from the city with her parents, Mercedes reported that she regularly returned to Hyde-
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Jackson to volunteer with neighborhood organizations, including a youth program she 
participated in as a young person, and to patronize immigrant owned small businesses, 
particularly her favorite fruit stand. The latter an activity she often shared with her 
parents who “don’t shop anywhere else,” the ability to come back, even temporarily, 
helped to sustain the neighborhood as a familial base. Second generation residents 
identified such stories of forced displacement and out-migration as motivation for their 
participation in neighborhood activities, including organizing around tenant rights or 
offering support to local business owners.  
Beyond serving as mobilizing forces in discussions of neighborhood affordability 
and participants in local civic life, second generation residents also positioned their 
negative assessments of gentrification as a consequence of their place histories. Maggie 
and Eve both grew up in Egleston Square and represent typical examples of how second 
generation residents responded to gentrification. Maggie, a non-profit professional, was 
raised in a mixed race family and regularly attended neighborhood discussions about 
development to express her support for increased affordability and decreased luxury 
oriented residential projects. Born in the 1980s, Maggie moved to Egleston Square after 
her mother purchased a house through a city-sponsored program for first time 
homebuyers. Arriving in Egleston at a time when vacant lots and abandoned homes were 
relatively common sights, Maggie described her early impressions of the neighborhood in 
the following manner:  
I feel like, when I was little, it was, my neighborhood was probably 50% black, 
and then like 25% Puerto Rican…then, like, the other portion was a mixture of a 
variety of folks, like white people, there was like an Asian family that lived down 
the, like across the street from us, like a variety of folks. It was cool. Like, it had, 
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I feel like, in a way, my memories have these connections to sound, like the 
feelings of sound, like the, almost like, you know, like there's a music to 
neighborhoods, or to cities, and to me, there's like, this like, sort of, like this bass 
line of the train, like cha-choo cha-choo, cha-choo cha-choo, right? And like these 
other pieces and voices, and like, beeping, and things like that.  
 
Entering a neighborhood in early stages of gentrification as a child, Maggie understood 
her family as part the area’s “mixture,” and recalled the noise of trains and cars as a 
pleasing soundtrack of her childhood. While her family’s move and residential 
experience might reflect what some characterize as shifting preferences towards urban 
lifestyles and experiences (Zukin 1998; Brown Saracino 2004; Tissot 2015), specifically 
a desire for diversity, for Maggie, she and her family were crucial parts of the 
neighborhood’s diversity. In addition to possessing a sense of appreciation for place 
attributes that others discouraged as hazardous and noisy, Maggie remembered her 
childhood neighborhood as a place where she felt she belonged. Eve, a medical 
professional and white second generation resident, was more explicit in describing how 
her childhood experiences in the neighborhood influenced her current stance on 
gentrification. Returning to her childhood home briefly after college, Eve was able to 
point out the gradual shifts she noticed during each visit back to the neighborhood. In 
response to a question about the changes she observed over time, she brought up a story 
from her early childhood: her first protest for housing. Laughing as she recounted how 
her activism started before she even began pre-school, Eve shared:  
I mean you know when I was like four I was marching down Washington Street 
saying "No more condos, eviction free zone!" You know? Like, uh I had on Green 
Street there was a housing crisis back then too and we set up this sort of makeshift 
called Tent City where everyone sort of slept outside and like you know I was like 
five wandering around sleeping outside like lots of strangers…It was just you are 
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so connected to your neighborhood and whatever issues your neighbors were 
facing, those were your issues too. 
 
For Eve, this affinity with her lower income neighbors was more than a fleeting feeling. 
By participating in the protest as a young person she took the additional step of action to 
demonstrate her support. Now living in another Boston neighborhood, she continued to 
align herself with remaining working class residents and communities of color in her 
childhood neighborhood. Returning on a weekly basis to visit her parents and friends who 
still lived in the neighborhood, for Eve more recent changes were marked by a 
transformation in the definition of “family” saying, “[Now] it is like a lot of couples, 
couples with little babies, like a lot of nuclear families. And like when I was growing up 
family was very, the concept of family was very broad. Like it was your neighborhood.” 
Many of the fears voiced by second generation residents echoed those we might 
expect to hear from early gentrifiers (see Ocejo 2011). Experiencing feelings of a gradual 
unknowing of the neighborhood, now back in their childhood home, second generation 
residents noticed striking differences in the people walking around on the streets and 
sidewalks and the presence of new development projects. Such shifts prompted 
heightened engagement and investment in the neighborhood. For instance, Maggie 
attributed much of her recent neighborhood activism to a meeting for a development 
project, where she spoke in opposition to the proposed building. Following the gathering, 
Maggie, in collaboration with longtime residents, founded a neighborhood group to 
protest the displacement of people of color from the neighborhood. Maggie understood 
her activism as a way of demonstrating the chain connecting residents like herself and 
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old-timers who had long invested in creating the neighborhood that was now deemed 
profitable:     
I'm safe in a way, and to that end, then so are my children, at least for a while, 
hopefully. There's like that ephemeral piece that's like, it's like being lost. You 
know? The first thing that I went to argue against was 3200 [residential 
development project]…I remember talking about how a neighborhood is an 
ecosystem, and you can't, you can only push it so far, and then you've changed 
it…and these things that these developers sell about the neighborhood, they're 
also selling out, so you're like, are you, oh, it's so great, and it's got this and that, 
and, like, but those are the very things, most of those are the things that they're 
undermining.  
 
Cognizant of her own residential security, Maggie focused on the “things” being 
undermined by gentrification, which she identified as the ability for other families to 
grow in the neighborhood. Her own children, now enrolled at the same early education 
program she attended at their age, were seemingly safe from physical displacement but 
vulnerable to losing the place attributes that the family had enjoyed over time. 
A civically engaged group well represented in neighborhood debates as well as 
community organizations, when it came to residential life second generation residents 
experienced varying degrees of success in their efforts to stay in their childhood 
neighborhood. Table 9 outlines the key distinctions in the second generations’ 
neighborhood status.  
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TABLE 9: Key distinctions in the second generations' neighborhood status 
 Housing 
Status  
Did parents 
participate 
in 
gentrificatio
n? 
Parent/Famil
y 
professional 
backgrounds 
Current 
Professi
on 
Educational 
Attainment   
Personal Vision 
of Family16   
Second 
generation 
(displaced/
no longer 
living in 
the area) 
Parents 
rent/own 
No Small 
business 
owners and 
service 
industry 
Non-
profit 
and 
banking 
B.A. Lost Family  
Threatened by or 
victims of 
displacement; 
“authentic” voice 
 for 
neighborhood  
Second 
generation 
(Renter/ 
Owner) 
Parents 
own 
No Early 
education and 
service 
industry     
Real 
estate, 
insurance 
and 
banking  
B.A., M.A. Old-Timer 
Family 
Protected from 
physical 
displacement; 
“authentic” voice  
for neighborhood  
Second 
gentrifier 
Parents 
own  
Yes Secondary 
education, 
non-profits, 
and business 
management  
Non-
profit 
and 
higher ed  
B.A., M.A., 
Ph.D. 
Urban Family 
Protected from 
physical 
displacement; 
self-conscious 
voice 
 for 
neighborhood  
 
 
As Table 9 illustrates, the category of second generation resident is diverse in 
nature.  At a glance there are many similarities, for example both those raised by working  
and middle class parents shared how residential property offered a pathway through 
which they could return to the neighborhood. Triple-deckers or three-deckers purchased 
by parents when times were different are now stable affordable housing accessible to 
 
16 While typically synonymous in existing literature, for residents the categories of “old-timer” and 
“townie” can be distinct. For informants, “old-timers” was often a title reserved for specific residents 
deemed “authentic” by their length of residency, class and racial backgrounds, and alignment with 
neighborhood narratives of social activism. Second gentrifiers appeared attuned to this distinction as they 
avoided referring to themselves as old-timers and instead used different terminology such as “townie” to 
capture their familial connection to place. 
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former children who wished to return to the neighborhood they grew up in.17 This was the 
situation Leon, a Latino resident, found himself in. Now raising children of his own, 
Leon grew up in Egleston Square with his parents and opened his own residential history 
in the neighborhood by saying “this was the hood [emphasis added].” He remembers a 
time when drug transactions occurred in plain sight and most of the neighborhood looked 
similar to him and his family. Indeed during our conversation, which takes place on a 
busy residential street, he jokes that now when people see two people of color standing 
together on the sidewalk they assume a drug deal is taking place. Now a real estate agent, 
Leon admits that he would not have been able to return to the neighborhood without the 
initial support of his parents and family, who allowed him rent a floor in one of the 
family owned triple decker. While he recounts how friends he grew up with, many of 
whom were involved in gang activities, moved to Florida or other places outside of 
Boston, he reported feeling that he was able to return because of his parents property 
ownership. However Leon’s story was unusual and suggests the ways in which housing 
status influenced one’s status as members of the second generation. For instance, other 
former children with similar economic and racial backgrounds reported an inability to 
return because of their family’s lack of property ownership. Two former residents, both 
Latina, grew up in Hyde-Jackson Square as children only to move further out of the city 
with their parents as time passed. Diana, who works in banking now lives in an outer 
 
17 Triple deckers or three family homes, were built en masse between the late 1800s and mid 1900s to 
house immigrant populations working in factories around New England. Their production spurred by 
campaigns for tenement control and zoning laws, the structures are identifiable by their three stories and 
porches. When first proposed, the owner occupants of the structure would rent out the two other units to 
pay the mortgage (see Husock). However today many triple deckers have undergone condoization and 
house to multiple homeowners. 
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Boston neighborhood where her parents purchased a house, recalled how when she lived 
in Hyde-Jackson she was surrounded by family, sharing “You know back then all the 
Latinos lived there so it was no surprise that my entire family was living in Jamaica 
Plain.” Since moving, her primary pull back to the neighborhood has been Latino owned 
commercial establishments in the area. When asked what would upset her if it were to 
change, her answer centered around the ownership of commercial establishments, not the 
inhabitants of residential structures: “I think that it would be sad to lose the Latino 
business owners that are left because then they would be stripping us of the last piece that 
we had from living in Jamaica Plain, from our memories, from our childhood.” Victoria, 
another former resident who also works in banking, similarly located businesses as 
opposed to residences as her last anchor to the neighborhood. In addition to connecting to 
the Latino identity of the neighborhood, for her the operation of Latino owned businesses 
enabled families to thrive, “You are giving them a chance to help out their families or 
grow and I cannot imagine if any of the small businesses didn’t have that opportunity 
how it would affect even generationally, not just them but their kids too.” 
For second generation residents, their ability to return was influenced by whether 
their parents purchased housing during early stages of gentrification. Despite sharing a 
generational connection to place, which served as a key foundation in their political 
discourse, only select second generation residents were able to circumvent loss and 
remain in each neighborhood.   
Second Gentrifiers and processes of middle class cultural reproduction 
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Not all second generation residents expressed interest in returning to their 
childhood neighborhood as residents, but those who did identified access to affordable 
housing or lack thereof as a primary obstacle. For several members of the second 
generation, in particular those who were the adult children of gentrifiers, the housing 
purchased by their parents during earlier stages of gentrification emerged as a mechanism 
through which they are able to remain in or return to place. This group, which I refer to as 
“second gentrifiers,” grew up in fiscally neglected or early gentrified neighborhoods and 
returned to now gentrified communities via housing previously secured by their parents. 
In part evidence of middle class reproduction as an active process of negotiation and 
contestation (see Kaufman 2005), this small group of residents possessed high cultural 
capital, reproducing their parents’ educational attainment, career choices and residential 
preferences, but limited economic capital as each was only able to return to the 
neighborhood via discounted or free housing. All attended highly ranked liberal arts or 
research institutions and are currently applying, pursuing, or have already obtained 
advanced degrees in the fields of social work, public health, and early childhood 
education. Additionally, of those currently residing in the neighborhood, all except one is 
the youngest child, a familial position which potentially affords additional resources and 
opportunities (see Grisby & McGowan 1986; White 1994), and each moved back soon 
after their graduation from college or in one instance, a rent increase at their previous 
place of residence. Moving back home in part represented the consequences of 
intensifying economic, cultural, and social changes, but also reflected a desire to 
prioritize the social reproduction of specific familial arrangements.  
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Second gentrifiers intimately linked their own class reproduction with their 
perceived proximity to displacement. Well aware that, for them, residential displacement 
was a distant threat, they nevertheless drew on their own efforts to return home as a way 
to align themselves with the fates of working class communities in each neighborhood. 
For some, this connection resulted in attempts to distance themselves from conventional 
methods of middle class reproduction, specifically purchasing residential property. This 
was the case for Zara, a health professional and Black second gentrifier who temporarily 
moved back in with her parents following her graduation from college. Zara’s parents, 
who worked in local government and accounting, purchased a multi-family home in 
Egleston Square in the early 1980s. Growing up on a street where other middle class 
residents were also starting to buy houses, Zara recounted her childhood as a time where 
she witnessed arson as well as the arrival of doctors and architects as neighbors. Now 
living outside of Boston, she regularly returns home to visit her parents, extended family 
and friends, opportunities which afforded the ability to reflect on more recent changes in 
the neighborhood. For Zara the greatest changes involved the home-buying patterns she 
noticed among a pair of newer arrivals on her block. As she explained, 
So they have those houses and I don't know what other houses they own but that 
is like, you are a fucking real estate tycoon people. This is how I feel about my 
neighborhood, I don't think white people think like this but why don't you make 
space for other people to own or have something? Why do you have to have it all? 
That is how I feel like the neighborhood is transitioned. Everyone is like trying to 
own everything… 
 
Drawing a clear distinction between the homebuying patterns of recent arrivals and older 
residents like her parents who purchased multi-family homes, Zara adopted language that 
cast newcomers in a colonial narrative of invasion and domination (Bonds & Inwood 
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2016). The eventual or rather delayed benefit she would acquire from her parents’ 
homeownership was thus framed as different than the more immediate gains of new 
property owners. Others echoed this sentiment; for example at a particularly tense 
meeting, Maggie followed a comment from a spokesperson from a development company 
about how inhabitants of a proposed condo building would contribute to the 
neighborhood, by shouting from the back of the room, “You are building spaces for 
someone to build personal equity!” Second gentrifiers reinforced this belief that the type 
of equity someone accrued through the purchase of a condo was personal, temporary, and 
financially motivated, particularly as they raised questions about who was able to afford 
property in the current housing market.  
While the majority of second gentrifiers I encountered reported holding on 
through the homeownership of their parents who they in turn rented from, two identified 
themselves as self-conscious homeowners. Bailey, a white social service provider, grew 
up towards the southern edge of Jamaica Plain, and during graduate school returned to 
the neighborhood through her connections with a childhood friend. The friend’s family 
had bought a triple decker in Egleston Square in the 1970s and offered Bailey discounted 
rent for one of the units. After several years of renting, Bailey and her older sister, who 
also returned to the neighborhood, decided to purchase residential property together. 
During our interview, Bailey accidentally disclosed the type of home she purchased with 
her sister as she reflected on the residential shifts she noticed in the neighborhood more 
recently:  
People are buying condos as a starter home, at least the kind of property 
ownership that happens in cities, because they're buying small places. If I bought 
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a ... I guess I did buy a condo it's just not a condo, but yeah I would never think of 
moving, and the whole idea of buying is so you can stay there for the rest of your 
life and sort of that's what it used to be, and now people want to buy a place that 
they can be for a little while and then be able to sell that and buy somewhere else. 
 
While she corrected herself, admitting that she owned a condo, Bailey quickly recovered 
by stating that she planned to stay in the neighborhood for the long-term. Whereas the 
residency of new condo owners was questioned for its temporary nature, Bailey 
understood her own resident status as defined by perceived permanence. Jordan, a white 
non-profit employee and second gentrifier who grew up on the edge of Hyde-Jackson, 
also owned property in the neighborhood. However rather than purchasing a new home, 
Jordan inherited the house her parents purchased in the late 1970s. Sharing how she felt 
out of place in comparison to recent homebuyers who could afford cash down payments, 
Jordan stressed her own avoidance of certain parts of the neighborhood, particularly new 
consumption spaces that catered to newer, more affluent arrivals. Identifying more with 
the practices of her parent’s generation who bought houses in the 1970s and 80s, Jordan 
explained her return in the following manner, “I am only able to be in the house because 
I've inherited it. I don't, like me and my husband we both work at [name of employer] and 
now I am like not working as much so like we don’t actually make nearly as much money 
as a lot of the people in the neighborhood probably make who are able to buy a house 
[now].”  
It was not uncommon for second gentrifiers to position themselves as a thread 
between the neighborhood’s past and present. For example, Lucia, a graduate student and 
Latinx second gentrifier made efforts to surround herself with friends from childhood, 
attempting to sustain past relationships in the increasingly gentrified landscape. Lucia 
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returned to Hyde-Jackson after living outside the city and moved into an apartment in the 
multi-family home her parents purchased in the early 2000s. Noting that several of her 
friends followed a similar trajectory, moving back in with parents or other friends from 
the neighborhood, Lucia also observed that over time her network of childhood friends 
had grown increasingly geographically dispersed, especially as her friends started 
families. She explained how many of her childhood friends wanted to stay in the 
neighborhood but left in search of cheaper housing and space to raise a family, the very 
characteristics their parents had once found in the neighborhood:   
All of us have been super proud to be from JP and we talk about, when I run into 
certain old friends of mine…so a lot of them have left anyway, they have moved 
to New York or other parts of the country. But for people who have stayed here, 
they would really love to stay in JP but have to move like further outside of the 
city and that, you know we are like city people, we grew up in the city, we 
don’t…so I think it is hard for them to have to move somewhere just because it is 
too expensive. Or like not have a family, which you know, everyone in my friend 
group is like starting to have kids. 
 
Not yet part of this process of raising children, Lucia envisioned herself and her 
childhood peers as a resident group at risk of extinction. Lucia’s reaction to the new 
residential destinations of her peers mirrors narratives about the gradual erasure of family 
and kin-based networks found in literature on the displacement of working class 
communities (Fried 1966; Cahill 2007; Valli 2015). For her, the difficulty of returning 
home combined with the inability of raising families in their childhood neighborhood, 
spelled the end of her generation. Still committed in terms of her affection for her 
childhood neighborhood, she doubted its ability to serve as a future home for her own 
children. 
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Discussion 
 
Typically obscured by their demographic similarities to recent newcomers to 
gentrified urban neighborhoods, in this study second generation residents emerge as self-
conscious actors well versed in the ways both they and their childhood neighborhoods 
have changed over time.   As a group, these residents share a nostalgia for the 
neighborhood as they remember it from their childhood and support efforts to maintain 
neighborhood character. This turn to the past is shaped by pressures on their cherished 
neighborhood spaces in the present (Bissell 2005; Ocejo 2011). Finding their way back to 
gentrified homeplaces, the continuous participation of second generation residents in 
processes of gentrification signal how the motivations behind return migration offer 
important contributions to our understandings of neighborhood change. 
Echoing work that characterizes gentrification as a migratory process, this study 
similarly unpacks the backgrounds of in-migrants and out-migrants (McKinnish, Walsh 
& White 2010; Sturtevant 2013). However rather than emphasizing the new and 
increasingly affluent cast of characters that typically mark advancing stages of 
gentrification, the return of former residents disrupts linear timelines of gentrification and 
instead centers return migration as an overlooked dynamic in studies of gentrification. By 
disentangling second generation residents from other newcomers we can see how stage 
models of gentrification that presume a final end point to processes of gentrification 
obscures the back and forth movement of residents across space and time.  
Place plays an important role in understanding the motivations of second 
generation residents to return home. Beyond housing, which acts as a significant factor in 
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the ability to return, the presence of family networks, job opportunities, and the 
possibility of being involved in local development politics brought second generation 
residents back home. In this way place attributes help to connect residents to 
neighborhoods long term (Harrison 2017). While second generation residents from 
different racial and ethnic backgrounds found various ways of returning home, 
dimensions of race and class influenced the degree to which they were able to do so. As 
in other cities, in Boston the foreclosure crisis disproportionately impacted renters and 
homeowners of color (Thomas 2013; Hwang 2015; Molina 2016). Black and Latinx 
second generation residents are thus less likely to have parents who still retained property 
purchased before 2007. As Lees (2003) suggests, these elements of historical geography 
should play a critical role in how we understand gentrification. The signs second 
generation residents associate with gentrification, such as diminishing racial and 
economic diversity, and with newer arrivals, such as buying starter homes and wealthy 
families with young children replacing the households of second generation residents, 
connect to broader transformations (Karsten 2003; 2014). The arrival of young urban 
professional parents and the mixing of urban living and middle class family life shapes 
many of the recent changes in both neighborhoods.   
The distinctive experiences and practices of second gentrifiers may come as a 
surprise to urban scholars. Initially leaving their urban childhood homes to pursue college 
degrees, these adult children of early gentrifiers look and behave much like their parents. 
Desiring to return to their homeplaces, they sought out the pre-gentrified or early stage 
gentrifying neighborhood of their childhood, but instead landed in a gentrified 
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neighborhood now beyond their economic reach as adults. Sharing similarities with what 
Carol Stack (1996) describes as a “call to home” heard by those who grew up places of 
persisting disinvestment, the return of second gentrifiers illustrates how this pattern of 
migration unfolds in places of affluence and advantage. Pulled by family and their 
longtime histories in place, second gentrifiers reenter neighborhoods that now exceed 
their own economic means. In this way the increasing desirability and valorization of 
formerly disinvested neighborhoods prompts members of this group to adopt practices 
typically associated with immigrant and working class communities, specifically 
returning to a parental home (Kasinitz et al. 2008). Alongside their residential decisions, 
the experiences of second gentrifiers in their further gentrified childhood neighborhoods 
illuminate the mechanisms that shape how the neighborhoods in which we grow up 
influence engagements in place as adults (Small 2002). Second gentrifiers perceived their 
neighborhood as they experienced it during childhood in the 1980s and 1990s and aimed 
to match the engagement of their parents and neighbors during that time period. The 
revolving passage of second gentrifiers through their childhood homes thus pit them 
against more recent arrivals, who experienced the neighborhood as a place of affluence, 
and enabled them to feel greater similarity to existing working class communities who 
shared their temporal perceptions of place.    
Beyond circumstances of their return, second gentrifiers use of parental housing 
offers further dimension to the benefits of homeownership and our understanding of how 
wealth transfer occurs in gentrifying neighborhoods (Helderman & Mulder 2007; 
Hochstenbach & Boterman 2017). In line with more recent models that emphasize the 
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impact of parental homeownership on the housing trajectories of young adults, parents 
matter in the housing opportunities of their adult children (Druta & Ronald 2017; Coulter 
2017; Arundel & Lennartz 2017). This study offers qualitative evidence for how claims 
to place can be strengthened through generational resources, including perceptions of 
familial stability as well as parental homeownership, found in large scale survey research 
(Clark et al. 2017; Hedman 2013).   
Lastly, despite access to family-owned residential properties, the second 
gentrifiers in this study largely identified themselves as vulnerable to the consequences of 
gentrification. The relative security typically expressed by homeowners is conspicuously 
absent from second gentrifier narratives and they rarely referenced their future 
inheritance of family owned residential property. Indeed their feelings of vulnerability 
persisted despite access to free or discounted housing. In this way second gentrifiers’ 
responses to gentrification offer unexpected contributions to our understandings of how 
gentrified neighborhoods facilitate the exclusion and inclusion of young people (Howell 
2018). For second gentrifiers, feelings of being welcome or secure in their childhood 
neighborhood decreased upon their return as adults. The divide between the feelings of 
inclusion surrounding their childhood in early stage gentrifying neighborhood and their 
feelings of exclusion in the present, highlight how dynamics of exclusion can shift as 
gentrification progresses and residents age. The ongoing erasure of familiar 
neighborhood scenes alongside the loss of working class and lower income neighbors not 
only tarnishes second gentrifiers’ own childhood memories of place but shapes how they 
move about the neighborhood in the present. By revisiting the narratives of those raised 
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in gentrifying neighborhoods we can more fully understand how different stages of 
gentrification intersect with different forms of exclusion.   
Conclusion 
 
To conclude, the return of second generation residents to increasingly gentrified 
neighborhoods complicates understandings of gentrification as a migratory process. 
Whereas prior work emphasized the production of new resident populations in gentrified 
landscapes, the discovery of second gentrifiers turns attention to the cultural reproduction 
of existing resident groups. While second gentrifiers and second generation residents 
unable to return to the neighborhood both use a discourse associated with their histories 
in place to contest processes of gentrification, second gentrifiers are more likely to 
benefit from parental homeownership. This long term and relatively privileged resident 
group responds negatively to gentrification and illuminates a source of distinction only 
accessible to those with familial histories in place.  
The final empirical chapter of this dissertation maintains a focus on second 
generation residents, both those that do and do not return to the neighborhood, and 
compares their responses to gentrification in residential versus commercial landscapes. 
While we will continue to see second generation residents as a vocal and engaged group, 
their mobilization around changes taking place in neighborhood commercial districts 
greatly differs from their response to residential gentrification. In some ways harkening 
back to parental narratives, the second generation realizes aspirations that children will 
experience relative ease of movement across different neighborhood spaces.   
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Chapter Five—Are the Kids Alright?: Conflicted Responses to Commercial 
Gentrification 
 
Introduction 
 
Chants and the sound of musical instruments liven an otherwise quiet night in 
Egleston Square as over a hundred people take to the streets to participate in an anti-
eviction march to support an immigrant owned local restaurant recently served with an 
eviction notice. Kicking off in the main meeting room of a local tenant rights 
organization, people crowd into the space, filling the rows of folding chairs and 
eventually taking seats or standing wherever there was an open spot. With a mix of first-
timers and seasoned attendees in the room, the evening’s organizers take the opportunity 
to do the presentation they share at weekly meetings for new members, even pulling out 
the oversized paper-mâché sword and sheath that symbolize the strategies and tactics they 
use to keep residents in their homes. The room is asked to do the chant that takes place 
after new members make a commitment to fight for their right to stay put and within 
moments the space is filled with the sound of voices shouting, “We will fight with you!”  
Once outside the building the racial and age diversity of the march’s participants 
is on full display. Even with the cold weather, the turnout is surprisingly multi-
generational with babies bundled in strollers or strapped to their guardians’ chest and 
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older adults decked out in neon City Life t-shirts over thick sweatshirts and jackets. The 
crowd of marchers quickly take over the entire road, turning the sidewalk into a space 
where marchers can take a pause from the pedestrian driven movement of the street. 
Familiar faces abound. I smile and wave at volunteers, board members, and staff from 
other neighborhood based organizations who have shown up to demonstrate their support 
of the business threatened with eviction. At one point in the evening I cross paths with 
Maggie, a second gentrifier from Egleston Square, whose reactions to commercial shifts, 
particularly the closure of longtime businesses, were particularly memorable. A regular 
organizer of demonstrations related to anti-gentrification efforts, it is not surprising to see 
her take a strong stance against commercial displacement.  
According to Maggie, even before she returned to her childhood home as an adult 
she noticed troubling connections between the arrival of new businesses and the closing 
of businesses she grew up visiting. When describing the opening of a market located in 
between Egleston Square and Hyde-Jackson that specialized in natural and locally 
sourced products, Maggie explains how the market represented a significant shift from 
the previous tenant of the space:  
Where City Feed on Boylston is…that was a supermarket when I was really 
little…and there were like old ladies in there, with like, you know, like blue 
haired old ladies or whatever, and they were smoking all the time, it was like a 
cloud of smoke. Then, there was like nothing on the shelves, ever, it's dusty, but 
you're like, you know, like, it was technically a market, you know, and then it 
closed or whatever, and then, at a point, like, City Feed opened there. I think they 
bought them out or something.  
 
Maggie repeated this nostalgic portrait of neighborhood commercial life when recalling a 
small grocer in Egleston Square that closed several years prior. For her commercial 
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displacement, much like residential displacement, threatened the neighborhood she had 
grown up in. However, at the same time that she was critical of signs of commercial 
transformation, Maggie also admitted that she was a reluctant patron of several newer 
businesses, including a popular coffeeshop in Jamaica Plain. Torn in her awareness that 
such spaces helped to further the demographic changes she associated with gentrification 
she described how newer businesses were acceptable up until a certain threshold, saying 
“I like Ula and whatnot, but I don't need four of them.” 
In this chapter I examine how second generation residents, including second 
gentrifiers and the adult children of working class residents, returning to childhood 
neighborhoods understand gentrification’s impact on commercial landscapes, 
demonstrating how second generation residents frame the process of gentrification in 
terms of their own ideologies. I show how the pre-existing relationship to each 
neighborhood and select old-timer communities are important considerations in the 
changes taking place, and prompt second generation residents to attempt to preserve the 
local commercial culture they experienced in the neighborhood when they were children. 
This history and connection to past commercial landscapes is complicated in the present 
as second generation residents contend with the arrival of new, upscale commercial 
establishments that appeal to their desires as adults.  
Relevant Literature 
 
Nostalgia is a recurring presence in urban landscapes. Residents invoke nostalgia 
in their responses to change such as displacement, development, and the arrival of 
newcomer populations (Ocejo 2011; Lloyd 2006; Douglas 2012). Often triggered by 
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threats to spatial continuity, such as the closure of a bar or the demolition of a building, 
people use nostalgia not only to remember the past, but more importantly to recreate the 
past in a manner that serves their needs in the present. For example, Melinda Milligan 
(1998) defines nostalgia in terms of its ability to restore and repair people’s continuity 
when it is disrupted, writing: 
Nostalgia is a device that works to make sense of a time and an experience by 
linking them together through an emotion that defines events as connected in 
some fashion, thus, creating a way in which continuity may be recognized, which 
must happen if it is to exist (Maines et al. 1983; Mead 1929). P11 
 
Drawing upon this understanding of nostalgia in her study of the relocation of a college 
coffeeshop, Milligan illustrates how nostalgia and the experience of loss are intimately 
linked, prompting tension between the old location’s employees who remembered 
experiences in the former location and new employees who only experienced the new 
place. Similar conflicts unfold in gentrifying neighborhoods where longtime working 
class residents recount stories of community before gentrification. Not exclusive to old-
timers, even more affluent newcomers use nostalgia to distinguish themselves from 
practices and orientations of other gentrifying populations (Ocejo 2011; Brown Saracino 
2004/2007; Lloyd 2006). Memories in place, even for short periods of time, can result in 
strong feelings towards change (Cuba and Hummon 1993)   
Urban scholars also identify the use of nostalgia within people’s responses to 
dynamics of change and stability in cities. In studies of gentrification, many have 
observed how different social actors seek to preserve or dismantle the existing 
neighborhood character and identity (Cohen 1983; Lloyd 2004; Deener 2007, 2010; 
Zukin et al. 2009; Ocejo 2011). In his study of Venice, Andrew Deener’s participants 
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from Oakwood, a predominately Black neighborhood in Venice, use nostalgia to preserve 
the prominence of the area’s African American residents in place identity. African 
American Oakwood residents were largely successful in their efforts to preserve their 
neighborhood identity by recalling an era of organized attachment by African American 
homeowners and renters before the arrival of Latinx residents and more recent wealthier 
white arrivals. While new residents, particularly Latinx communities who are currently 
the demographic majority in the neighborhood, threatened the collective history and place 
identity of African American Oakwood residents, they relied on their longtime 
engagement in public life to ensure their ownership over the future.    
Gentrifiers also use nostalgia to stake claims over a neighborhood’s future and 
distinguish themselves from one another. Richard Ocejo takes this up in his study of early 
gentrifiers on the Lower East Side. Building on Rose’s concept of 
the  “marginal gentrifier” Ocejo analyzes the relationship of early gentrifiers, residents 
who arrived in earlier stages of gentrification, to their gentrified neighborhood. To 
combat the threat of their own social and cultural displacement, Ocejo finds that 
early gentrifiers draw on their experiences living through periods of disinvestment to 
establish new local identities. Amidst the opening of new bars and the entry of 
newcomers to nightlife scenes, early gentrifiers mobilize their new identity as the 
legitimate voices of the community, thus suppressing competing claims to place by newer 
residents and business owners (Ocejo 2011). Richard Lloyd similarly identifies how 
various cohorts of gentrifiers occupy the neighborhood at any given moment and attempt 
to distance themselves from each other. Lloyd discovers that artist gentrifiers critiqued 
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and even protested the arrival of other new arrivals, such as cast members who entered 
the neighborhood to film a reality television show (Lloyd 2006 p143-149). In each case, 
gentrifiers negotiate a double edged sword—their desires to prevent gentrification and 
preserve certain visions of “authenticity” conflict with their own entry into a gentrifying 
neighborhood. Even early gentrifiers, who are able to draw upon their personal 
experiences in disinvested neighborhoods, still encounter a challenge of being in between 
lifelong or longtime residents and newer arrivals. This begs the question of whether 
children who were raised in early gentrifying neighborhoods and thus occupy a position 
of lifelong residence but share a resemblance with newer arrivals, use nostalgia in a 
manner that differs from other neighborhood actors.   
The children of gentrifying neighborhoods are overlooked actors in both studies 
of gentrification and our understandings of nostalgia. This absence is unsurprising given 
that prior to the 1980s children, as people, and childhood, as a set of cultural ideas, were 
rarely a focus of study in mainstream sociology. Not taken seriously by themselves, 
children and their lives were primarily approached as a means of understanding larger 
processes such as deviance and institutions of socializations. This tradition persists in 
more recent scholarship as children are background characters or employed as a way of 
understanding how urban transformations impact schools (Cuccharia 2013; DeSena 
2006). A notable exception to this trend is Caitlin Cahill’s (2007) research which studies 
gentrification from the perspective of young working class women of color who grew up 
on the Lower East Side of New York City. Raised in a formerly disinvested 
neighborhood, now undergoing gentrification, the young people Cahill works with make 
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sense of their feelings of loss in the present by powerfully recalling nostalgic images of 
public life and community from their childhood experiences in the neighborhood. Cahill 
finds that the women must actively traverse and locate themselves within contradictory 
subjectivities. For instance leaving the neighborhood represented both “selling out” and 
“success,” thus creating tension for those who desired to leave but maintained a sense of 
responsibility to place. In this way, those who are growing up as the neighborhood 
around them changes must negotiate both their individual perceptions of neighborhood 
life as well as the structural realities of their experiences.  
In contrast to the previous chapter where I presented the narratives of second 
gentrifiers and second generation residents of longtime working class parents separately, 
in this chapter I attempt to bring their narratives together. Living on the same streets and 
patronizing the same businesses as young people, I use the term second generation to 
capture the shared experiences of those raised in gentrifying neighborhoods. In moments 
when I find it important to draw attention to the variation within the second generation 
category I adopt terms such as the adult children of working class parents or second 
generation non-gentrifiers.  In the following sections I begin by presenting second 
generation gentrifiers and second generation non-gentrifiers in terms of their differences. 
After establishing the lines of distinction I turn to their responses to commercial 
upscaling as adults, which are more similar than they are different. More specifically, 
both sets of residents utilize a combination of old-timer and new, upscale retail 
establishments and construct similar narratives of neighborhood commercial pasts.  
Inheriting the Neighborhood  
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Complicating monikers such as “lifelong” or “longtime,” which can obscure how 
residents come to a particular place, second generation residents described surprisingly 
diverse modes of initial entry into their childhood neighborhood. For instance, some 
moved into the neighborhoods as young children, immigrating from the Dominican 
Republic or relocating from surrounding Boston neighborhoods, and established longtime 
residency through the process of growing up in the neighborhood. Others applied more 
literal understandings to lifelong status, suggesting that not even parental and individual 
history in the neighborhood could justify claims to such a title. This was the case for 
Alexis, a white second gentrifier from Hyde Jackson who insisted that while she had 
“always been in” the neighborhood, she was not born in the neighborhood. Expressing a 
strong sense of pride towards her history in the neighborhood, in the retelling of her own 
residential biography Alexis celebrated her deep roots in Jamaica Plain and took the time 
to distinguish between being born in the neighborhood versus being a longtime resident. 
Adamant that she, “wasn’t born in JP, I was born at [name of Boston hospital]” Alexis 
also shared that outside of a brief period for college out of state, she had never left the 
area. The adult child of parents who had purchased a multi-family house in Hyde Jackson 
with another couple, Alexis had returned to her childhood home because she could not 
afford to live anywhere else in the neighborhood.  
Most second gentrifiers followed a similar trajectory as Alexis. Raised in their 
parent’s first home purchase, which was bought before the birth of children, second 
gentrifiers arrived in neighborhoods where their parents had already established social 
networks and careers. If parents sold and bought another house in the neighborhood, 
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second gentrifiers largely characterized such residential moves as beneficial, taking their 
families to places with more living space, larger yards, or quieter streets. In contrast to 
such depictions of stability or beneficial moves, the adult children of working class 
residents often entered households where parents were renters. These second generation 
non-gentrifiers narrated multiple residential moves that preceded the eventual dislocation 
from their childhood neighborhood. There were a few exceptions to this trajectory. For 
instance Callie, a Latinx second generation non-gentrifier, grew up in Egleston and spent 
several years in an apartment owned by a grandparent. Serving as an important central 
nucleus for her extended family and her grandparent’s growing baking business, this 
apartment enabled Callie and her immediate family to stay in the neighborhood for a 
number of years. While no longer able to live in Egleston Square as an adult, due to her 
grandparent’s continued homeownership, her dislocation was more gradual than that of 
other second generation residents whose parents were not gentrifiers or did not own 
property. As children, second generation residents learned that longtime or lifelong status 
could be impermanent, observing and intimately experiencing cycles of disinvestment 
and investment that made their neighborhoods affordable but also vulnerable to pressures 
of gentrification.  
While differences abound within the broader category of second generation 
residents, all maintained an understanding of themselves as longtime residents, even 
when they no longer lived in their childhood neighborhood. However, now engaged in 
their own search for housing as adults they began to feel that their experiences in the 
neighborhood as young people and the increasing affluence in the present were not only 
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incongruent but incompatible with their resident identity. This ongoing struggle to 
maintain their identity as longtime residents in now further gentrified neighborhoods 
prompted second generation residents to turn to spaces from their childhood and 
reminders of a time that many believed no longer existed.  
Revisiting Commercial Pasts 
 
In many ways the experiences of second generation gentrifiers and non-
gentrifiers, who each witnessed the disappearance or in some cases the renovation of 
neighborhood spaces from their childhood, helped to create what Melinda Milligan refers 
to as “a mutually shared interactional past” (Milligan 1998 p. 14). Objects such as 
residential buildings and community spaces where second generation residents spent time 
as young people took on shared meanings and helped them to construct a shared past. 
Strikingly, commercial establishments from their youth played a noteworthy role in 
second generation residents’ recollections of the past. Stores and restaurants where they 
met up with friends or spent substantial amounts of time with family took on increased 
significance as sites where meaningful interactions occurred.  
Tales From the Past: Second Generation Non Gentrifiers  
 
Key elements of this shared past were evident in the neighborhood and 
commercial narratives of second generation non-gentrifiers like Mercedes. Moving to 
Hyde Jackson from the Dominican Republic as a young child, Mercedes described her 
navigation of home, school, and commercial life in great detail. Attending Boston Public 
Schools all the way through high school, Mercedes’ first educational experience outside 
the neighborhood was in high school after her parent refused to send her to the high 
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school based in Jamaica Plain. Instead opting for a high school in West Roxbury, 
Mercedes explained how her parent’s calculation did not play out as expected: “My mom 
said I could not go there [high school in Jamaica Plain] so she sent me to West Roxbury 
because she thought that only white kids went to West Roxbury high school. Which they 
did not.” While children in West Roxbury likely enrolled in parochial or exam schools, 
Mercedes described how many of the spaces she navigated as a young person were 
defined by disinvestment and decline, noting how she avoided certain streets and 
sidewalks when walking home after school because she was fearful of becoming a victim 
of neighborhood violence. Now a former resident of an apartment building that has since 
turned into condominiums, Mercedes was aware that many of her markers from her 
childhood had changed or been erased. However, even as she witnessed a drastically 
different neighborhood environment in the present, Mercedes continued to locate herself 
in terms of past interactions. Specifically those that occurred on and around her childhood 
street and nearby areas. Indeed at certain points the past was overwhelming present for 
Mercedes as she struggled to respond to a question about what she appreciated about the 
neighborhood over time, stating,  
Then also just like, in the building where I lived, my best friend was on the third 
and my cousins and my aunt and uncle lived on the first floor and we lived on the 
second floor. So I guess every time I think about my childhood I think about 
riding my bicycle outside, going to Mozart Park with my friends, Alex’s Chimis, 
always going there for chimis. I don’t think there is one memory I can choose. 
 
Much like others who grew up in Egleston and Hyde Jackson, Mercedes both mourned 
the loss of neighborhood scenes from childhood and suggested that their absence caused 
discontinuities for her in the present. Readily acknowledging some of the neighborhood’s 
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shortcomings during her youth, namely related to feelings of safety and proximity to 
violence, Mercedes described the changes in the neighborhood as “extremely different” 
most notably in the decline in Latinx population and expressed skepticism that she could 
continue to consider the area as “Boston’s Latin Quarter,” a title first coined in the early 
2000s. 
This growing sense of disconnect between the neighborhood as they experienced 
it as young people and the neighborhood they witnessed as adults was also present for 
Callie, a Latinx second generation non-gentrifier in Egleston Square. Raised by a parent 
who worked in cleaning and janitorial services, Callie recounted how the distinct smells 
and sounds she associated with the street that she grew up on in Egleston. From informal 
food vendors to summer evenings spent running up and down the street, now as a visitor 
to the neighborhood she observed the gradual disappearance of once familiar 
neighborhood scenes. Other second generation non-gentrifiers similarly used memories 
of neighborhood experiences and interactions to help animate their own personal 
histories, interpreting their experiences as influential aspects of their past and present 
identities. For many, their time spent in neighborhood commercial spaces in particular, 
came to symbolize their childhood and became a way of organizing their time in the 
neighborhood as young people. They saw their past experiences as young people 
navigating urban commercial landscapes as ones that shaped their current identities. For 
instance, Marcia, a Latinx second generation resident, drew on her memories of 
commercial scenes from her youth as a way of contextualizing her current relationship to 
Hyde Jackson. With members of her extended family owning and operating businesses in 
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the neighborhood, Marcia was very familiar with the commercial district, stating the 
changes she had observed over time: 
Um I went to school at the Curley, which is on Centre Street. So just thinking 
back in those years, the middle school years and elementary, because I went to the 
Aggasiz as well which is in JP but further down. It is changed a lot. I remember 
walking down Centre Street and I used to always go to Franklin CD which is no 
longer there now but you know, it is more music, more people in the streets, more 
people outside sitting in the summertime, I feel like now it is more the streets are 
clearer. I think that is it. It is just more like everyone is just up and about, you 
know at work, in a routine and you just don’t see that part of it anymore. 
 
Indeed it was the absence of informal street and the closing of longtime businesses that 
interactions that brought Marcia’s attention to the rupture in her experience in the 
neighborhood. She no longer saw the neighborhood as a place where music and people 
freely flowed out of businesses and onto the street.  
Marcia, Mercedes, and Callie now work in either finance or as small business 
owners, and regularly returned to the neighborhood as volunteers, supporting the work of 
organizations that engaged young people. Their impulse stay and transform the 
neighborhood, or rather return and continue supporting the neighborhood, connected 
them to a discourse of responsibility that often exists within communities of color to 
ensure racial uplift and bring up others once one achieves success (Boyd 2005; Patillo-
McCoy 2013) 
Tales from the Past: Second Generation Gentrifiers in Place 
 
Second generation gentrifiers also narrated neighborhood pasts defined by a wide 
spectrum of experiences from a lack of investment to a strong sense of community. Eve, 
a white second gentrifier and therapist, grew up in a single family house just off 
Washington Street near Egleston Square and readily remembered her childhood 
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neighborhood as one that was defined by both signs of decline and signs of abundance. 
For Eve, Washington Street, a major thoroughfare for cars, buses, and commercial 
activity, was both a geographic and temporal landmark that helped her to return to a time 
during her youth when vacant lots were commonplace features of the neighborhood 
landscape, explaining:   
[audible sigh] It was such a varied experience. Just some things that are popping 
into my mind. It is like, um, there used to be this lot that is now condos on 
Washington Street and my mom and I, like when we would be walking to her 
work, [at a neighborhood community health center ], we would always find like 
used condoms and needles and stuff and we would be like, "What is the deal with 
this? How did this come to be?" And it just, it is interesting because like that lot is 
now like fancy condos and so it was an amazing upbringing.  
 
Depicting the site of a formerly vacant lot in a manner that allowed her to cross through 
time and space, Eve expressed difficulty reconciling the neighborhood scenes from her 
childhood to the neighborhood as she experienced it in the present. Stressing that hers 
was “an amazing upbringing,” Eve went on to suggest that as she aged the neighborhood 
around her shifted, transforming from a space defined by signs of disinvestment to one 
marked by affluence and wealth. Continuing on to describe a recent interaction that took 
place at a family gathering in the neighborhood, Eve again adopted a tactic of using a 
particular site to make sense of change. More specifically, she contrasted the scene as it 
played out in the present with what she experienced in the past. She described how one 
site could hold multiple meanings by those who lived in the neighborhood during her 
childhood and those who moved in more recently, explaining:  
Like we just had, my sister just had a baby and we just had a party for her at my 
parents’ house on Saturday and like so many of our village parents were 
there…one thing I have noticed [is] Saturday night going out in JP is really 
different now. It is like a lot of couples, couples with little babies, like a lot of 
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nuclear families. And like when I was growing up family was very, the concept of 
family was very broad. Like it was your neighborhood. You know it was like, like 
Lourdes at the front desk [of my mom’s office] knew everything about me. Like 
my grandmother she used to walk not just us to the bus stop but like all the 
neighborhood kids. So I think that is something that I notice a lot when I go to JP 
now like it feels, like still a wonderful place, it feels more like yeah lots of nuclear 
families looking out for themselves and you know that's, I grew up with more of a 
sense of "we are all in this together" um so that was a big part of my experience.  
 
Switching back and forth in time, Eve’s reflection on a recent event immediately 
prompted her to more critically inspect other elements of the present through the lens of 
her past experiences in the neighborhood. In the context of her own past interactions with 
residents and family members, she grew skeptical of the ways in which newer families 
interacted with the neighborhood. Narratives such as this gave voice to a persistent belief 
among second gentrifiers, namely that the feelings of discontinuity they experienced were 
triggered by new types of neighborhood spaces and new types of residents in the present. 
The presence of residents who did not share their interactions in or familiarity with 
spaces from their childhood reminded them of the feelings of loss they felt when they 
moved through different places in their childhood neighborhoods.  
For most this loss was understood as the disappearance of a neighborhood they 
perceived as relatively untouched by processes of gentrification. While several second 
gentrifiers viewed their adult selves as sharing similar desires and practices as gentrifiers, 
when it came to their younger selves, they understood their childhood as one that took 
place in a neighborhood that had not yet undergone processes of gentrification. For 
example, Zara, a Black second gentrifier, described the neighborhood as she experienced 
it during childhood as “the land before gentrification,” explaining how her experience 
growing up was shaped by the signs of disinvestment that surrounded her:  
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It was uh, you know the land before gentrification…so I grew up right across 
from Franklin Park and the park, the entrance was set back a lot so you could pull 
up to the park and park your car and hang out there for hours. I mean growing up 
we would see all types of things, things that kids probably should not see. People 
would do insurance jobs on their cars and burn their cars right there and then 
when they changed the park entrance, people burned, someone burned their car 
right next to our house. Like my father and our neighbor were trying to put the 
fire out so their houses did not [burn] until the fire department got there. But those 
were the types of things that we saw.  
 
Now working in the health sector, Zara was just one of several second gentrifiers to 
described how they saw things they probably should not have seen growing up. Distinct 
from the rhetoric of ‘slumming it’ or ‘living the wire’ perpetuated by newcomers in early 
gentrifying neighborhoods (Mele 2000; Zukin 2011; Hyra 2017) second gentrifiers 
articulated the ways in which disinvestment profoundly shaped their development as 
young people.  
In their memories of the past, second gentrifiers coalesced around the same type 
of spaces as second generation non-gentrifiers, most notably commercial sites. In 
particular places that sold inexpensive items and featured layouts that felt welcoming to 
youth, such convenience stores and soda counters, emerged as sites that served as the 
foundation for a shared past, as most second gentrifiers recounted vivid interactions in 
such spaces during their youth. For example, Lucia, a Latinx second gentrifier, described 
her typical neighborhood routine during middle school and high school in great detail. 
Using specific commercial establishments as key objects in her own biography, she 
explained how she and a group of her friends moved through different commercial 
spaces, saying: 
…there used to be a Little Peach…It was one of those convenience stores um so 
like yeah, people would be like after school, I will meet you at the Monument or I 
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will meet you at Little Peach and they would just like hang out there. I mean there 
are benches there… Um what else? JP Licks was always like a cool place because 
that has been there pretty much…most of my life. Then we used to go to Oriental, 
that Cuban place? We would go there after school sometimes, just to like, with 
my friends to hang out, eat.  
 
For Lucia, the commercial establishments she grew up with were ones that permitted 
youth to “hang out.” Although the hours she spent interacting with friends around the 
neighborhood included organized activities, such as school, soccer leagues and other 
youth programs, much of her unstructured time involved eating and hanging out at 
specific sites. Her experiences in different commercial spaces after school and during 
weekends came together as her understanding of Jamaica Plain as a neighborhood. 
Bailey, a white second gentrifier, similarly spoke of the ways in which specific 
commercial sites shaped her time as a young person. In reflecting on her time growing up 
in Jamaica Plain she referenced trips with friends to the former Woolworth’s on Centre 
Street and an old soda counter. However as she explained her past interactions in 
commercial spaces, her concluding remark indicate how connection to these past 
experiences and memories was jeopardized by more recent shifts: 
Just those kind of places, like places you can hang out and you can afford to eat 
there and you can afford to buy the things that they're selling. There were a lot of 
businesses where you would go do your Christmas ... just go around and shop. As 
a high schooler, we would go to the businesses in JP and look around at the 
trinkets they were selling and we could afford it, and now we can't. 
 
Second gentrifiers characterized closing of the businesses they frequented as young 
people and the opening of new commercial establishments as signs of difference, namely 
increasingly affluence, but also located such shifts as the source of feelings of erasure and 
loss.  
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Returning to Childhood Commercial Scenes 
 
For many second generation residents the transition from youth to adult included 
a move outside their parental home and childhood neighborhood. Leaving and returning 
for reasons that included college, employment opportunities, or rent increases, when they 
made their way back it was commercial establishments, particularly those that remained 
from their youth that served as anchoring forces. As adults, second generation residents 
navigated commercial spaces in a manner that both reflected their newfound priorities as 
well as their desire to maintain connections with commercial experiences from their 
youth. This dualism prompted distance from certain longtime businesses and increased 
engagement with others. Mercedes, mentioned earlier, was notable for her sustained 
regular patronage of longtime businesses in Hyde Jackson as an adult. Now in her 30s she 
continued to see the commercial district as a place that was important to come back to. A 
volunteer and former staff member of a neighborhood based non-profit, Mercedes would 
return to Hyde Jackson for volunteer commitments but also for personal reasons 
including grocery shopping at immigrant and Latinx owned businesses: “There is a lot 
going on in this area of Jamaica Plain, because the store owners are still Latinos, even on 
the weekends. My parents they don’t shop, I live in Mattapan now and we do not go to 
the Stop and Shop there, we do not go to the corner stores there, literally I would drive 15 
minutes to the corner stores on Centre Street because that where we prefer to go.” 
Acknowledging that she and her family made a decision to go out of their way to visit 
longtime businesses in Hyde Jackson, Mercedes elaborated on the characteristics that 
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kept the district as cornerstone of community life, even for those like herself who no 
longer resided in the neighborhood, stating: 
We don’t shop anywhere else. For example, we cook a lot of platanos, yucca, 
avocados, and we don’t buy those items at Stop and Shop. We just can’t. So, we 
always go to Freddy’s Market which is right across the street from [name of 
neighborhood based nonprofit], so I love that a majority of the business owners 
have stayed. A.) because it brings back the Latinos every day, every weekend 
especially and 2) because that is where we like to get our fresh produce from and 
our fruits, our papaya, all those exotic things from the Dominican Republic. 
 
Highlighting the value of such commercial excursions in both ideological and 
instrumental terms, Mercedes viewed the continued presence of Latinx serving 
businesses as one that met her needs and sustained her connection to communities that 
represented her ethnic background.  
Not the only second generation resident who still frequented stores from their 
youth, Mercedes’ narrative was striking in that it minimized convenience as the primary 
criteria for her consumption practices. Instead her experience demonstrated the pull of 
family and ethnic commercial enclaves across space and time. Despite her own migration 
out of her childhood neighborhood, Mercedes continued to see herself as a loyal patron of 
the commercial district and businesses she knew from her youth. The transition to 
adulthood alongside her movement out of the neighborhood did not meaningfully impact 
her relationship to the neighborhood, at least in terms of commercial space. Businesses 
from her youth acted as “mnemonic places” (Milligan 1998, p 12) that helped to structure 
past experiences in a given place. Indeed the ability to return to commercial 
establishments that she associated with her childhood enabled her to share elements of a 
shared past, more specifically a neighborhood era of Latinx prominence in residential and 
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commercial spheres. For other second generation residents, their continued engagement 
with longtime businesses as adults was more complicated. Outside of Mercedes, most 
admitted only occasional patronage of businesses from their youth. In some cases this 
was a function of absence, as some of their favorite commercial spaces no longer existed. 
For instance Rosie, a white second generation non-gentrifier was one of the oldest 
members of the second generation I encountered. From a working class background, 
Rosie and her family moved to Egleston Square in the mid 1960s from another part of 
Roxbury. Her parents found part and full time work in local businesses, and as a teenager 
Rosie also worked as a cashier in a nearby market. Now in her 50s, Rosie noted the 
closures of many of the retail establishments she grew up using. Identifying the most 
recent closings as a hardware store and a small grocer, 4-M Market, many of the spaces 
from her childhood, including a donut shop, no longer existed. Still residing on the same 
street where she grew up in Egleston, Rosie only visited a take-out Chinese restaurant 
and McDonald’s in the neighborhood. The majority of her shopping now took place 
during a weekly excursion out to big box stores in the suburbs. The loss of spaces such as 
a neighborhood soda counter, independently owned convenience store, and video rental 
store among others over the past 15-20 years, or in Rosie’s case the past 30 years, meant 
that second generation residents encountered a dramatically different commercial 
landscape as adults. Echoing findings from research on place attachment, second 
generation residents understood the closure of businesses from youth as markers or a 
definitive conclusion to possible experiences (Milligan 1998, 2003, 2007). For a few, like 
Rosie, the loss triggered a move to new commercial spaces outside of the neighborhood, 
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however for others the new commercial spaces were ones that opened inside their 
childhood neighborhoods. 
More than simply returning home, returning to commercial scenes prompted 
mixed feelings as second generation residents attempted to make sense of the connections 
between the decreasing presence of commercial establishments from childhood and their 
own decreasing patronage of longtime businesses. For example, Maggie appeared 
conflicted as she reflected on her own limited engagement with businesses from her 
youth. Adamant that the changes she witnessed in the commercial district over time were 
negative, she also acknowledged the ways in which certain longtime businesses did not 
serve her new needs as an adult. Sharing a perspective common amongst second 
generation residents, namely a desire to maintain elements of the commercial past, 
Maggie explained her own consumption practices as follows: 
In a weird way, and now it's like, edging, it's shifted and it's kind of bullshit. I 
wanted to keep some of those things, like even though, admittedly, I do not go to 
the bodega anymore because I don't eat junk food and neither do my kids, and I 
don't get my hair in a bottle, or my eyebrows anymore, so I don't go to Lawsons, 
and I don't really eat Chinese, and we're all boycotting the Egleston Square pizza 
place, which wasn't a very good pizza… I don't do as much in the square, but I 
don't, it doesn't mean that I don't see the value for my neighbors. Now, even 
though I guess, like, you know, I talk about the music of the [neighborhood], I 
don't like the change in the music. 
 
Listing off the spaces that she no longer frequented, Maggie nevertheless came to the 
conclusion that the commercial landscape she experiences as an adult was less favorable 
than that of her childhood. Referencing how the sounds she associates with the 
neighborhood have changed over time, from the music blasting from cars and the sounds 
of the elevated train from her youth, to the relatively quiet street scenes she sees and 
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hears as an adult, for Maggie and other second generation residents the businesses from 
their youth remain important elements of the neighborhood, even if they no longer use 
them. The continued significance of businesses from childhood but infrequent personal 
use as adults also came up for Lucia. A Latinx second gentrifier, she acknowledged how 
her patronage of longtime businesses from her youth, including an ice cream shop and 
bar/restaurant, was only “every once in a while.” Instead her new consumption patterns 
reflected her transition into adulthood, namely the addition to bars to her commercial 
rounds, explaining:  
Well, I go to like, mostly restaurants and like bars I guess. Like I go to Canary 
Square sometimes. I still go to JP Licks [ice cream shop] in the summer just like 
to do it. There is not that many, my parents will go to Doyle’s a lot for burgers 
and beers on Fridays, so I will go with them every once in a while. There is a 
couple bars that I go, like Costello’s and Galway, I’ll go there like…you know 
like a handful of times.  
 
Lucia stressed the significance of her relatively recent entry into longtime businesses she 
was not able to frequent as a young person. For her, old-school drinking establishments 
across Jamaica Plain acted as an unexpected bridge to childhood experiences in the 
neighborhood. While the spaces were not ones she spent time in during her youth, she 
explained that now they served as gathering places for other second generation residents: 
“I always bump into someone…like I will bump into people…who I grew up with in JP 
and they don’t live in JP anymore but they still come back to go drink at the bar. So 
Costello’s, Galway and like the Behan all three of those.” In this way, longtime 
businesses, even those that they did not personally frequent during childhood helped 
second generation residents to sustain relationships with a time long past. Such 
businesses served as sites that helped them to regain access to past experiences. 
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Constructing Commercial Ambivalence 
 
Surprisingly, second generation residents displayed similarly complicated 
relationships with new retail establishments and signs of commercial gentrification. 
Rather than a wholesale opposition to the opening of upscaling consumption spaces, 
second generation residents wavered in their responses. Within the course of a single 
conversation, second generation residents would both celebrate what they understood as 
an increasing diversity of retail offerings and bemoan the ways in which certain aesthetic 
characteristics of new establishments conflicted with their own understandings of their 
neighborhoods. This was the case for Bailey, a social worker and homeowner in Hyde 
Jackson. First returning to the neighborhood via Egleston Square after she graduated 
from college, Bailey recognized the various ways she was both reflective of yet distinct 
from the changes she noticed around her neighborhood. As a resident incredibly familiar 
with many of the commercial offerings across the neighborhood over the past thirty 
years, she was eager to share how her movement through the neighborhood’s commercial 
spaces had transformed over time. Echoing a common refrain among second generation 
residents, namely that their childhood neighborhood was increasingly defined by a lack 
of affordability, Bailey located such shifts within consumption spaces and her subsequent 
consumption practices, explaining, “As a high schooler, we would go to the businesses in 
JP and look around at the trinkets they were selling and we could afford it, and now we 
can't.” For Bailey, the rising costs associated with neighborhood consumption spaces as 
well as the types of experiences they promoted were at odds with her memories from her 
youth. However, as a young professional there were ways in which she appreciated some 
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of the newly emerging consumption spaces, a state that posed contradictions to her 
resident identity.  
Similar to other second generation residents, Bailey pinpointed a clear divide 
between the commercial landscape of her childhood and the commercial landscape she 
experienced as an adult. However certain moments, such as a recent reunion with a group 
of her childhood friends, blurred what were otherwise firm boundaries of neighborhood’s 
past and present. Bailey organized the reunion to take place at a relatively recent addition 
to the Hyde Jackson commercial scene, a restaurant specializing in an upscale regionally-
based cuisine. Before the larger group’s arrival, Bailey and I grabbed dinner to talk about 
her experiences growing up in and coming back to Jamaica Plain. Picking high tops on 
the dimly lit bar side of the establishment, we adopted similar ordering strategies, 
selecting items that kept our individual tabs around $20. Avoiding the more expensive 
entrees which ran closer to $20-$25 and cocktails which were $11, our craft beers and 
respective dinner items were among the less expensive options on the menu. For Bailey, 
places such as this were difficult to reconcile with her life in the neighborhood while she 
was growing up. She frequented them but questions her decision to do so, stating: “Here. 
Where else do I go? I go to the Haven [an upscale Scottish restaurant] some. Yeah, these 
are all places that have come in and sort of gentrified the area so it's complicated.” The 
complications or contradictions that shaped her consumption practices were echoed by 
other second generation residents. For many, the opening of new upscale commercial 
establishments was both a visible marker of commercial gentrification, particularly as 
they stood alongside take out joints, barbershops, nail salons, and electronic repair shops, 
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as well as dynamic that symbolized the neighborhood’s growing popularity as a 
destination and desirable residential location. Indeed Bailey’s anxiety was not unusual, as 
others who grew up in the neighborhood voiced a similar sense of discomfort around the 
frequency with which they patronized newer as opposed to establishments owned or 
patronized by old-timers.  
Responding to Commercial Upscaling 
 
The conflict second generation residents experience in new consumption spaces is 
further evidenced by their responses to the patrons of new establishments and their 
assessments of the changing commercial environment. The patrons of new businesses, 
particularly those second generation residents identify as newcomers, and physical 
alterations to the commercial landscape, act of reminders of loss but also objects of 
desire, signs of what was lost. The presence of newcomers in both new and longtime 
spaces triggered feelings that disrupted past experiences at longtime businesses. For 
instance Maggie, who worked for a neighborhood based non-profit, criticized how white 
resident approached shopping at a bodega in Hyde Jackson. After describing how the 
resident celebrated the store’s recent decision to start selling soy milk, Maggie voiced the 
source of her frustrations, specifically the attempt to impose expectations on longtime 
businesses, “It’s like, in a way like, who gives a fuck if you need it or not? You chose to 
be here. These things are here for a reason.”  
While the presence of newcomers triggered feelings of loss and frustration, 
further challenges seemed to arise when second generation residents acknowledged that 
they had also become regular visitors to new establishments. For instance, Callie arrived 
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at our interview carrying sandwiches from the very same coffeeshop that Maggie 
expressed mixed feelings towards. Admittedly one of Callie’s favorite places to eat in the 
neighborhood, both she and Maggie recognized such establishments as a draw for more 
affluent residents. Unable to draw distinctions between the consumption practices of 
second generation and those of newcomers, in many cases second generation residents 
would draw attention to their lives in longtime businesses as a means of restoring 
continuity in their neighborhood experiences. In an unexpected twist, second generation 
residents used their experiences in now closed longtime businesses to justify their new 
consumption practices in the present.  
A commercial space at the center of much conflict for second generation residents 
was the Whole Foods Market in Hyde-Jackson. Formerly the home of Hi-Lo, a large 
grocer specializing in items from Central and South America, in 2011 the Hi-Lo closed 
and reopened as a Whole Foods Market. Sparking contentious debate among residents 
and neighborhood groups now almost ten years later, much of the controversy 
surrounding the store’s opening is still an active presence in the memories of residents. 
For example Mercedes, brought up the Hi-Lo closure and Whole Foods opening while 
responding to a question about the negative changes she had witnessed in the commercial 
district over time, stating:  
I think that it would be sad to lose the Latino business owners that are left because 
then they would be stripping us of the last piece that we had from living in 
Jamaica Plain, from our memories, from our childhood. From whatever. I would 
be very sad. I think that oh my god, when Hi-Lo got taken away. Oh that is 
probably the worst thing that happened.  
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Only seconds later, Mercedes backtracked her assessment that the closing was “the worst 
thing.” In an unexpected exchange, Mercedes continued on to describe her own patronage 
of the Whole Foods in Hyde Jackson and negate her previous narrative of devastation 
caused by commercial change:  
Mercedes: Oh that is not true, I go to Whole Foods almost daily. But, no, let me 
tell you something, the Dominican community and the Puerto Rican community, 
they were depressed when Hi Lo closed. My mom went into Whole Foods for the 
first time in like November of 2015 because I forced her in there because she 
refused to go in there because they took over Hi Lo.  
 
Taylor: What did she think?  
 
Mercedes: She likes to get deli meat there because it is healthier. But she is over it 
now. 
 
While Mercedes suggested that the controversy was now over and names some of the 
benefits the store has brought to the neighborhood, including healthy food options, other 
second generation residents were more visibly self-conscious about their frequent visits 
to new commercial establishments like the Whole Foods. This was the case for Lucia, a 
previously mentioned Latinx second gentrifier and graduate student, who recalled regular 
shopping visits at Hi-Lo with her parents when she was growing up, “…like my mom 
would shop at Hi Lo all the time, like both my parents. I would go there with them 
because my mom cooks like Peruvian food so they had a lot of stuff there that she could 
buy for not so expensive, that she couldn’t get at like the Stop & Shop down the street 
and that she definitely couldn’t get at the Whole Foods that replaced it.” Moving back in 
with her parents upon the start of graduate school, Lucia noted significant differences 
between her initial response to the Whole Foods opening and her present use of the space,   
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I was like, when I learned that the Whole Foods was going to come in, I was like 
pretty upset about it. Like this is not where I grew up. At the same time I use it all 
the time now, and so like I definitely benefit, especially now when they moved it I 
wasn’t living there but now I live there and I am like “Well this is kind of nice to 
have a Whole Foods a couple blocks away” because that Stop and Shop down by 
Jackson is like awful. So yeah, and I feel like that is kind of my opinion about 
most of the changes that have happened. Like it kind of sucks and I don’t like it, 
but I’m you know, I recognize the ways that I have benefitted from it. 
 
Aware of the ways in which the benefits she experienced were not evenly shared, Lucia 
explained how her return to the neighborhood and experiences in the new commercial 
scenes had “kind of been like bittersweet.” For Lucia and others, the new spaces that 
emerged on commercial streets in both neighborhoods posed complications to the 
continuity of their memories as residents growing up in early stage gentrifying 
neighborhoods. While they shared a belief that longtime businesses provided much 
needed gathering spaces for friends and family during their early childhood and 
adolescence, as adults their preferences and desires seemed to increasingly align with 
middle class newcomers. This duality in their neighborhood lives, namely a familiarity 
and use of longtime businesses during youth combined with use of new consumption 
spaces as adults, resulted in ambivalence to commercial gentrification.  
The ambivalent stance towards commercial gentrification was also on display 
during my dinner with Alexis. Meeting on a weekday evening at one of the newer 
restaurants in Hyde Jackson, a counter service establishment whose main menu item was 
savory hand pies, Alexis, who worked in early childhood education, explained how she 
frequently felt torn over how to interact with new commercial spaces. Even her selection 
of a meeting place was the source of confusion, as it was previously home to a franchise 
operated fried chicken place. Since transformed by a new restaurant owner, who installed 
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small tables with chairs and benches to change the feel from take-out only to an 
environment that encouraged for sit down dining, it was the type of space that 
represented changes that gave her pause. As the only patrons that opted to eat in, we had 
the run of the place, ordering our meals before picking a seat at one of the many empty 
tables. Before our food even arrived Alexis was eager to discuss the changes she had seen 
in the neighborhood over time. Moving chronologically, she began by describing the 
differences she noticed in residents who lived in the neighborhood from her youth to the 
present, noting “It [the neighborhood] was a lot less white. It had a lot more Latino 
people specifically, like on my street too.” Remembering looks of concern from her 
friend’s parents when she announced where she lived, during the early 2000s she felt a 
shift that coincided with the arrival of new restaurants and businesses. Referencing this 
era as the time when the neighborhood “became hip Hyde Square,” Alexis was quick to 
trace how this newfound popularity could be seen in the turnover of longtime commercial 
establishments. Conflicted in her appreciation for new amenities, specifically bars that 
specific kinds of drinks she was interested in, and her connection to more “old school 
place[s]” Alexis resigned her criticism of new spaces not to the establishments 
themselves but to the newcomers who patronized them. Narrating the cycle of closing 
and opening for a bar at the edge of Hyde Jackson,  
I mean clearly bars are always a place for congregating. And it is funny because 
especially in Hyde Square the bar has always changed. I did not used to go to 
Triple D’s. So I knew, so that was really like an old school place. It was dark, and 
full of people who had been there forever and ever, and it wasn’t a bad place to go 
but it was a bit divey…and then it became this place called the Alchemist for a 
little bit of time, which was probably like when it was hip Hyde Square, but it 
wasn’t succeeding that much, which actually made it great because then you 
could sit down, it was kind of empty. But it was more likely to have the kind of 
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drinks I wanted to drink, it wasn’t like all Budwiser or whatever. And then it 
became Canary Square and that was this whole crazy thing because it is always 
packed in there with people I don’t know. 
 
For Alexis, the presence of newcomers in new consumption spaces reminded her of 
experiences in now shuttered establishments. Whereas past commercial spaces were “full 
of people who had been there forever and ever” newer establishments were overrun with 
people she didn’t know, or more accurately, people she believed did not have a 
connection to the spaces that were once there. Even as new spaces met her desires for a 
specific types of consumption experiences, Alexis and other second generation residents 
remained ambivalent about their role in the neighborhood. Indeed Alexis went on to 
recount a recent visit to another new establishment in Jamaica Plain in a manner that 
allowed her to simultaneously embrace and reject the new space, explaining:  
I mean when, only one time I went to Casa Verde, the new taco one. I went there 
one time and I actually wanted to hate the food and I didn’t which was a little bit 
sad but they immediately just went “I want to tell you about whatever and do you 
know that they are all corn tortillas so it is gluten free?” and I was like, I didn’t 
ask. I don’t care. I eat gluten, happily, look I am doing it right now and it just 
feels like they know who their clientele is and they are pushing so hard it just 
feels pretentious or posh.  
 
Gesturing enthusiastically at the bread based meal in front of her as she finished her 
review on the new commercial space, Alexis eventually turned her attention to the 
inherent tension in her previous statements. Acknowledging her own visits to new 
consumption places Alexis drew a distinction between the spaces themselves versus the 
people who frequented them, sharing “But yeah, I don’t know. I mean it feels different 
because of the people who are here and the change of like certain restaurants and that 
type of thing but otherwise things are the same.” By directing her gaze towards the 
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patrons she found an ability to reconnect with the neighborhood as it existed when she 
was growing up. 
Discussion 
 
In his study of the motivations of first wave pioneers entering a Chicago 
neighborhood, Gordon Douglas (2012) describes how such residents idealized 
neighborhoods on the edge or just beyond the reach of gentrification. Relying on earlier 
images of neighborhoods now in advanced stages of gentrification, such as Wicker Park, 
Douglas’ newcomers created an idealized cultural scene that did not previously exist in 
their new neighborhood, thus spurring further gentrification. The second generation 
residents in this chapter engage in similar efforts to reconstruct a particular time and 
space in each neighborhood, yet what Douglas refers to as their “nostalgic blueprint” is 
based on commercial landscapes they experienced as young people. Reconstructing 
images from their experiences in neighborhoods in the early stages of gentrification, 
second generation residents attempted to preserve local commercial cultures in a moment 
when the pressures of gentrification are intensifying. However, despite their visible 
apprehension towards signs of commercial upscaling, which in some instances even 
prompted open disdain and rejection, second generation residents encountered a double 
bind in their use of nostalgia. They mourned the loss of each neighborhood’s commercial 
character from their youth while at the same time participating in new commercial scenes 
as adults.           
This finding is surprisingly different from other studies where gentrifiers 
resistance to gentrification is connected to their attachment to neighborhood commercial 
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institutions. Scholars have increasingly observed how the loss of longstanding bars, 
coffeeshops, and other commercial establishments in gentrifying neighborhoods prompts 
criticism among marginal gentrifiers (Lloyd 2006; Ocejo 2011; Deener 2012). In such 
instances, the arrival of increasingly upscale establishments can trigger efforts to preserve 
institutions such as galleries and co-ops, more so than longtime residents. For example, in 
Venice, Deener finds that gentrifiers seek to preserve the counterculture brand of Venice 
in a manner that erases the histories of African American residents in the neighborhood. 
Richard Ocejo similarly discovers how early gentrifiers voiced a nostalgia for bars on the 
Lower East Side that served low income and ethnic populations as they mobilized 
protests and sought to restrict the opening and operation of new bars and nightlife 
activities. Ocejo’s early gentrifiers mourned the loss of “mom and pop” shops and 
distanced themselves from newer establishments that catered to newcomers. Whereas the 
gentrifiers in such studies maintain an attachment to commercial institutions over 
longtime residents, in the case of second generation residents an inverse relationship 
exists. Rather than a fixed attachment to longstanding commercial establishments, second 
generation demonstrate an attachment to old-timer communities and a more malleable 
relationship to the commercial spaces themselves. While second generation residents 
voiced a belief that the arrival of new residents threatened both longstanding residents 
and existing commercial spaces, they did not attach the same meaning to new commercial 
establishments.  
In many ways, second generation residents behave in a manner we might expect 
from social preservationists, in so far as they are committed to preserving select old-timer 
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populations. Importantly, this attachment to old-timers does not always translate to an 
attachment to all types of longstanding commercial spaces, a stance that potentially 
reflects the unique commercial landscapes in each neighborhood. Both Egleston Square 
and Hyde Jackson Square are home to a striking number of long-time businesses that 
continue to define the local commercial scenes. While some commercial upscaling has 
taken place, it is nowhere near the speed and scale witnessed in similarly gentrified 
neighborhoods or even those experiencing new build gentrification. In a way both sites 
offer counternarratives to the assumption that neighborhoods undergoing residential 
gentrification also experience matching commercial gentrification. Typically understood 
as mutually reinforcing processes, it is unusual to find cases where one is present without 
the other. Indeed in this case some of the more recent closings in both neighborhoods 
have been boutique style restaurants or commercial establishments opened by early 
gentrifiers. The resilience of longstanding commercial establishments in both 
neighborhoods is partially a function of the relative stability in commercial property 
ownership. Several business owners in Hyde Jackson own the buildings where their 
storefronts are located, and in both neighborhoods long-time property owners have 
maintained relationships with their tenants or local non-profit organizations. In some 
cases property owners are deemed as problematic actors, particularly when they sell or 
raise commercial rents, but the presence of non-profit owned and operated commercial 
space as well as sustained patronage by Latinx and Black communities, have helped to 
maintain commercial stability. Additionally some new businesses, including a doggy day 
care and Mexican taqueria that cater to longtime residents and affluent newcomers, were 
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actually started by old-timer residents and further complicate the ways in which second 
generation residents navigate the commercial landscape of each neighborhood. In such 
situations patronizing boutique retail or restaurants can also be a way of showing support 
to old-timer communities.  
As mentioned, second generation residents are positioned in between the 
neighborhood they experienced as children and the neighborhood they experience as 
adults. They are familiar with the elements of the existing commercial character as well 
as those of new neighborhood identities. Comfortable shopping at the longtime fruit 
stand, old-timer owned hair salon, and other longtime businesses in addition to more 
upscale establishments, they understand their own navigation of the neighborhood in a 
way that distinctly differs from more affluent newcomers. While in many cases 
newcomers also patronize a mix of long-time businesses and newer establishments, 
second generation residents’ familiarity and interaction with commercial landscapes 
considered “before” processes of gentrification help them to differentiate themselves 
from other patrons. Exhibiting a relative ease of movement between different worlds, 
second generation residents appreciate past interactions in neighborhood commercial 
spaces and seek to re-create them in the present. In this way the advantage that second 
generation residents experience has parallels to what Portes & Rumbaut (2001) refer to as 
an ability to acculturate “selectively.” Second generation residents are able to effectively 
adopt certain aspects of past communities and combine them with aspects of what they 
see around them in the present. Their subsequent consumption practices align with those 
we might expect of cultural omnivores (see Hyde 2014; Riely 2019). While second 
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generation residents may achieve status through their selective patronage of certain 
longstanding and new businesses; and effectively differentiate themselves from 
newcomers through their approach and historical connection to place, their orientation to 
the gentrified neighborhood is not associated status seeking.  
In a sense, the ambivalence that second generation residents demonstrate towards 
intensifying commercial gentrification is influenced by their own use of new gentrifying 
businesses. Self-conscious about their own consumption practices and their relationship 
to commercial change, second generation residents nevertheless patronage new 
establishments that they describe as places that cater to affluent newcomers. In this 
respect their critical stance can only go so far. They are concerned about the impact such 
businesses will have on each neighborhood but also appreciate new commercial spaces as 
amenities that offer gathering spaces and provide desirable experiences. Echoing calls for 
the need to examine the alternative patterns of consumer behavior among gentrifiers, 
second generation residents illuminate how gentrifying populations are marked by 
variation, possessing distinctive orientations to neighborhood cultures and commercial 
scenes. In this case, an appreciation for and familiarity with longtime businesses and past 
commercial scenes informs second generation residents’ behavior and identity; and their 
attempts to preserve local commercial character even as they patronize new, upscale 
businesses. That each neighborhood still supports a mix of longtime and newer 
businesses is of immense importance to second generation residents. If commercial 
landscapes were to become overrun or overwhelmed by more upscale establishments, it is 
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likely that the conflict second generation residents experience would intensify and a more 
oppositional stance might emerge.  
An unresolved question is whether second generation residents perceive 
commercial gentrification as inevitable. The responses of second generation residents and 
the sub-group of second gentrifiers to commercial shifts is decidedly different from their 
reactions to the impact of gentrification on residential landscapes. While they presented 
options such as the protection and construction of affordable housing and moratoriums on 
luxury residential development projects as strategies to prevent the displacement of 
residents, there was little mention of strategies or solutions to protect existing businesses 
in each neighborhood.   
Conclusion 
 
This final empirical chapter followed second generation residents as they 
navigated both new and existing commercial spaces in each neighborhood. The finding of 
commercial ambivalence, evidenced by the dual embrace of select long-time businesses 
as well as upscaling commercial establishments, contributes to other research that 
examines retail gentrifiers (Bridge & Dowling 2001; Patch 2008) In contrast to studies 
that explore gentrifiers behaviors, namely consumption patterns, in a fixed moment in 
time, this chapter presents a more nuanced portrait of commercial gentrification as 
residents orientation to place and consumption practices shift across their life course. 
Adding to the recognition of divergence in the consumption patterns of gentrifying 
populations, this chapter also demonstrates how nostalgia shapes responses to 
commercial gentrification. Growing up in a gentrifying neighborhood allowed second 
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generation residents to interact with largely independent and immigrant commercial 
districts, experiences they continue to draw on in the present. In a way fulfilling the 
aspirations of the parent gentrifiers from the third chapter, second generation residents 
possess an ability to move through different neighborhood spaces with ease. However 
what the parent gentrifiers might not have anticipated was the conflict that would emerge 
as children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods confronted their own participation in 
processes of gentrification as adults.    
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Chapter Six: Urban Families and Gentrification 
 
This dissertation turned attention to the role middle-class households with 
children played in processes of gentrification in two Boston neighborhoods. Tracing the 
residential decision-making practices of middle-class parents and adult children raised in 
gentrifying neighborhoods, I reveal an unexpected perspective on the broader changes 
taking place in urban environments. Namely how children while young, and even as they 
age, both influenced their parents’ orientation to place and developed understandings of 
place and neighborhood engagement. Moreover, this attention to the migration of 
different familial arrangements deepens our understanding of how place advantage is 
reproduced over time and introduces potential intersections between family and urban 
studies. By following families as they moved into and through gentrifying neighborhoods 
over time, I offer important interventions to studies of gentrification that prioritize the 
production of new rather than the reproduction of existing resident populations, as well as 
family studies that do not fully explain the impact of long-term exposure to neighborhood 
advantage. In the following sections, I present an overview of this empirical case and 
present directions for future research. 
The Practices of Parent Gentrifiers 
 
This dissertation identified three cohorts of middle class parents who decided 
remain in or move to the city with children. Varying by the time of entry, stage of 
gentrification, and orientation to place, these parents are characterized as parent 
gentrifiers, a reflection of how parenthood is an ongoing state that allows us to better 
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capture the experiences of families both with young and adult children. A departure from 
studies of family gentrifiers, which typically focus on parents with young children, 
particularly as they navigate urban school systems, I situate parents with young children 
alongside those with adult children. I discover that these three cohorts construct 
distinctive narratives of urban parenting and childhood that coincide with the progression 
of gentrification in each neighborhood. While parent gentrifiers in this dissertation 
articulated strikingly similar desires for neighborhoods that afforded significant indoor 
and outdoor space for families, they varied in how each described the term “urban.” For 
some, there was a need to counteract supposedly urban characteristics of crime, violence, 
and disinvestment. For others, living in an urban neighborhood represented a 
commitment to racial diversity, as well as an appreciation for cultural amenities and 
public transportation networks.  
Parent gentrifiers framed their residential moves around their identities as 
urbanites, their children, and their expectations of child-rearing. In a surprising twist, 
parent gentrifiers did not believe that their children could be raised anywhere but rather 
suggested that urban living offered distinctive advantages to their children. I show how 
an emphasis on residential environments that offer specific experiences and interactions 
with diversity draws middle-class parents to and keeps them in the city. Giving voice to 
how processes of gentrification can influence conceptions of urban environments, parent 
gentrifiers demonstrate how different place characteristics influence the available 
narratives of urban childhood and parenting. While each parent cohort expressed an 
intensifying belief that urban neighborhoods were ideal environments for children, earlier 
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cohorts also contended with pressures to participate in suburbanization. In response to 
external pressures, parent gentrifiers emphasized how their children cultivated an urban 
orientation, often evidenced by their exposure to diversity and tolerance of difference. 
Prioritizing reproduction of class through cultural as opposed to economic capital, the 
parent gentrifiers in this dissertation align with other work that suggests parents with 
local social networks and identities connected to their residence in the city will remain in 
urban environments (Brun & Fagnani 1994; Karsten 2007; Boterman 2012). 
Connecting Return Migration and Gentrification 
 
While voices of and references to parents run throughout, this manuscript gives 
much attention to the children raised in gentrifying neighborhoods. Indeed in this 
dissertation, I contend that the return of second generation residents to neighborhoods 
where they grew up furthers our understandings of how gentrification progresses in place, 
but also through families. By engaging in the residential practice of return migration, 
second generation residents continuously participate in processes of gentrification. 
However, despite similarities with newcomers, this set of residents uses their ability to 
return to an increasingly gentrified neighborhood as a discursive resource in political 
efforts to contest gentrification. Linking the neighborhood as they experienced it during 
their childhood, with the neighborhood as they experience it in the present, second 
generation residents engage in efforts to preserve neighborhood character. The 
identification of second gentrifiers in particular, the adult children of residents who 
participated in early stages of gentrification in Hyde Jackson and Egleston Square, 
highlight an additional pathway through which class advantage is reproduced in 
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gentrifying neighborhoods. Benefitting from their parents’ homeownership, second 
gentrifiers can access their childhood homes or family properties as sources of affordable 
housing in competitive housing markets.  
Whereas prior work emphasized the production of new resident populations in 
gentrified landscapes, the identification of both second generation residents and the 
smaller subset of second gentrifiers turns attention to the cultural reproduction of existing 
resident groups. While determining the prevalence of each group across gentrifying 
neighborhoods in the United States was beyond the scope of this manuscript, given recent 
trends that show that the likelihood of being a homeowner increases if parents are 
owners, the experience of second gentrifiers potentially illuminates an additional 
dimension of the intergenerational transfer of wealth. This group stands to inherit homes 
in a moment when homeownership is becoming increasingly exclusive. Their experiences 
and residential choices suggest that the transfer of wealth, as well as the transfer of place 
will become an even deeper divide in urban politics.  
In bringing together the efforts of second gentrifiers to return to their childhood 
neighborhoods with those of parent gentrifiers to secure housing for their families, I focus 
on the ideological orientations of gentrifiers and their actions in the gentrified 
neighborhood. In both cases each resident group understood themselves as conduits for 
the past, they connected neighborhoods to idealized histories. For parent gentrifiers, 
raising their children in the city ran counter to decisions made by other members of the 
middle class and instead aligned them with existing low and moderate-income 
communities who also remained in the city with children. Similarly, second gentrifiers 
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associated themselves with existing old-timer residents more so than newcomers, relying 
on their history in neighborhoods as a source of differentiation and distinction. In both 
cases, these residents partnered their affiliation with the past with concerns for families in 
the future, both their own and those of more vulnerable residents. Highly involved in 
neighborhood activism, including issues of tenant rights, economic development, and 
youth engagement, their orientation to place and subsequent actions did not always serve 
their economic interests. A potential sign for the possibility of coalition building that 
crosses lines of race and class, the parent gentrifiers and adult children in this manuscript 
rallied around the importance of affordable housing.  
However, there were important caveats to this possibility for coalition building, 
namely that parent gentrifiers and second gentrifiers continued to view housing as both 
an investment in place, but also a powerful wealth-building strategy. As Samuel 
suggested in a fitting conclusion to our interview, the potential for housing and its 
transmission from one generation to the next to ensure place as well as economic security 
was well understood: “I mean as long as I am able to keep my home, own my home, 
barring any sort of financial mishap, there is no shoehorning me out of the home and 
hopefully my wife and I will have the means to be able to leave it to one of our kids. That 
could be their legacy. If they want to stay fine, if they don’t, well like I said, the two of 
them can sell it and split the proceeds, maybe give them a foothold for someplace else.” 
That second gentrifiers regardless of whether they return to their childhood home, stand 
to inherit residential properties in gentrified neighborhoods demonstrates both the 
importance of pairing cohort effects with the study of gentrification and the need to 
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further unpacking how beliefs about homeownership create both challenges and 
opportunities for class solidarity and cross racial urban coalitions.  
Constructing Ambivalence 
 
This manuscript illuminates the conflict and contradiction second generation 
residents experience as they move through the gentrified neighborhood. The loss of 
neighborhood scenes from childhood complicates their identities as lifelong residents and 
was most notable when they are navigating commercial spaces and comparing their 
responses to new versus longtime commercial establishments. A relatively slow changing 
commercial landscape, the arrival of boutique retail and restaurants posed both 
opportunities and challenges for second generation residents. Critical of commercial 
changes that threatened to erase the existing independent and immigrant commercial 
districts in Hyde Jackson and Egleston, second generation residents nevertheless 
patronized new businesses. Taking a stance of ambivalence towards commercial 
gentrification, second generation residents attempted to reconcile their childhood 
nostalgia narratives with their use of new commercial spaces in the present. 
The ongoing struggle to maintain their identity as longtime residents in now 
further gentrified neighborhoods prompted second generation residents to turn to spaces 
from their childhood as reminders of a time that many of them believed no longer existed. 
Prioritizing a connection to old-timer communities over commercial establishments 
themselves, second generation residents were committed to preserving elements of the 
local commercial culture they experienced as children. At times this valuation of 
localism, evident in both their commercial and residential narratives, obscured the 
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systems that created their position in favor of a focus on cultural change. Throughout this 
manuscript, second generation residents confront their role in gentrification and broader 
forces of urban change at the same time that they attempt to preserve their familial 
histories in place. For second gentrifiers, in particular, addressing their generational 
relationship to processes of gentrification created a mismatch between their intentions for 
returning home and the impacts of their return.  
Future Directions 
 
While this manuscript drew on case studies from Boston, it is possible to imagine 
the ways in which they offer an important foundation for studying the migration of 
households with children in other cities that are experiencing gentrification. For instance, 
I have shown how both parents and adult children engage in back and forth movement, 
revealing the factors that initially bring them to place and eventually prompt their return. 
In particular, the identification of second gentrifiers and a process of return migration in 
gentrifying neighborhoods has implications for research that similarly hopes to 
understand the characteristics of in and out migrants of urban neighborhoods. Indeed in a 
time of increasing crisis about the affordability of cities, this manuscript offers insights 
into the ways in which families from different class backgrounds find ways of remaining 
in neighborhoods. We might even expect to find second gentrifiers, in cities like New 
York City and San Francisco where early waves of gentrifiers purchased brownstones or 
multi-family houses that now facilitate the return of adult children. Future work might 
explore second gentrifiers in greater depth and raise questions about who can sustain 
themselves in the face of increasingly affluent urban environments. 
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This manuscript refrains from answering the question of whether the fates of 
second generation residents are a problem for cities. Increasingly present in popular 
discourse, the residential decisions of such residents are typically understood as either a 
sign of increasing inequality or a symbol of success. For example, headlines such as 
“Why Do So Many Young Adults Live With Their Parents?” suggest that those who 
return to their childhood home are victims of the nationwide housing crisis. On the other 
end of the spectrum, second generation residents can also be cast as dubious characters, 
decrying gentrification of their former neighborhoods at the same time that they benefit 
from the process. Similar to the double bind experienced by Black gentrifiers (see Boyd 
2005 and Moore 2005), second generation residents of color, particularly those who 
experience upward mobility, have the potential to further our understandings of the 
intersections of class and race in gentrifying neighborhoods and reveal the structures of 
inequality that create opportunity for middle and upper middle class second gentrifiers 
and simultaneously undermine low and moderate income residents.  
Lastly, though this dissertation focuses on those who have or were children in 
gentrifying neighborhoods, it raises the importance of understanding how different 
resident groups claim to act on the behalf of children. Elected officials, religious 
institutions, and activist groups have long shown the effectiveness of characterizing 
efforts as ones that ensure the safety of children. In many cases far removed from the 
everyday experiences of children themselves, framing initiatives around the responsibility 
and protection of children can nevertheless be an effective mechanism for organizing 
support (James 2010; Tilton 2010). In light of this, when turning to the neighborhood 
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level, we might observe how those without children frame their efforts to preserve 
neighborhood character or prevent changes as actions that are in the service of children. 
Indeed there were multiple moments during the fieldwork for this dissertation when 
childless adults incorporated a concern for young people into their visions of place. Ruth 
an older white activist from Egleston, was moved to tears at several points during our 
interview, the first when we discussed the rental prices in a nearby residential complex 
and the second as she shared her impressions about the neighborhood’s future, 
specifically the role of children in that future. While her tears around housing costs were 
prompted by frustration, she displayed a different type of tearful effect when she 
recounted her recent interactions with a young person in Egleston Square, now an adult 
with a child, she mentored during the early 1990s: 
I actually went to a really nice picnic a couple blocks from here in the backyard 
uh, people who are pretty, very privileged. They are both doctors but their 
son…He has a two and a half year-old and his partner is a Puerto Rican dancer, so 
they invited their circle of friends which was very mixed. And it was just cool to 
see…all these little two and three year olds were dancing in the living room and 
then the, in the backyard too. It just felt like such a cool mix of people and kids 
and this commitment to bringing up children in a culturally rich and very mixed 
setting. That got me excited.  
 
Seeing children in the neighborhood, particularly as they interacted with different 
communities, allowed residents like Ruth to maintain their vision of the neighborhood as 
diverse and represented a source of continuity between the neighborhood in the present 
with time often thought in the past or disappearing. In this way, a focus on children and 
their experiences can enable different groups of actors to assign value and meaning to 
changes taking place in a neighborhood. We might even imagine how such narratives 
could also form the foundation of efforts to prevent the development of certain types of 
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housing that do not align with visions of place shared by neighborhood elites, such as 
affluent homeowners. Moving forward, urban studies would be well served by more 
serious consideration of how children are incorporated into collective representations of 
cities. Their presence of children in urban environments and the experiences of those who 
care for and interact with them offer a critical site of inquiry, one which has the potential 
to challenge how we understand family life and urbanity.   
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